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News in Brief
-Schroeder survives partial stroke
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — William Schroeder survived a partially paralyzing stroke, his second setback since he became the
world's second recipient of a permanent artificial heart, and was
alert and attempting to speak, one of his doctors said today.
The stroke, which froze Schroeder's right arm in midair as he
was eating, came just hours after he received a Social Security
check that was hand-delivered by two officials Thursday as a
result of his complaints to President Reagan in a telephone conversation the day before.
The stroke partially paralyzed his right side, but tests late
Thursday night indicated there was no permanent damage in the
right leg, although, "the arm motion is still not normal," Dr.
Allan M. Lansing, chairman and medical director of the Humana
Heart Institute said today at a news conference.
He was in serious but stable condition today. His blood pressure
and other vital signs were normal.
Schroeder had a restful night, and he "did moan, attempt some
garbled speech during the night," niv,
"ses reported, Lansing said.
There was "spontaneous movement of both the arm and leg," he
said.
The stroke occurred at 6 p.m. Thursday, while Schroeder was
eating dinner in his room with his wife Margaret. She realized
something was wrong with her normally talkative husband, Lansing said.
The setback was on the 18th day of Schroeder's life with a
Jarvik-7 mechanical heart.
He began recovering quickly, Lansing said, and "he is even
better still" today.
During the night Schroeder was given two units of packed red
blood cells to help carry more oxygen to the brain, Lansing said.
The stroke occurred in the lower left side of the brain, Lansing
said. Doctors have not determined the cause, and will be conducting studies over the next seven to 10 days to find out what went
wrong. No tests were scheduled today because doctors wanted to
allow Schroeder to rest without interruption.
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School board's insurance premium doubles

County approves new policy
By CHARLES HONEY
Staff Writer
The Calloway County school
district's property insurance
premium has doubled because
of damage to school buildings
over the past few years.
The school board Thursday
night approved paying $21,000
for a new policy through the
Kentucky School Board Association. That's about twice the
$11,000 policy the district has
had with the Insurance Center of
Murray. Neither that agency
nor any other submitted bids for
Calloway's new policy, board
members learned, because of
nearly $75,000 in damage expenses the district has incurred.
Most of those expenses came
from a wind storm pulling part
of the middle school roof off in
1982, and a pipe leak in the mid-

dle school gym ceiling that resurance rate increases, and
quired the floor to be replaced
about half to the property losses
of the district. He later said he
this year. The district has also
incurred some losses from theft.
hopes the rates will come down
Assistant Superintendent in a couple of years if the district
Johnny Bohannon said he in- incurs no major losses.
formed insurance agents that inIn other business, the board
sulation has been installed tabled action on whether to join
above the gym ceiling pipes, and In a proposed suit by the Council
that a new security system is in for Better Education, a group of
place in all school buildings. superintendents and attorneys
They still did not submit bids, he planning to sue the state for
said.
more equitable school funding.
The law firm of former KenThe district's policy with the
tucky Gov. Bert T. Combs has
Indiana Insurance Co., through
the Insurance Center of Murray, agreed to represent the council
ran out Dec. 9. It had a deducti- in court.
Rose, who said he attended a
ble of $100; the new policy has a
recent council meeting in
$1,000 deductible. It covers all
Louisville, was "inclined to say
school buildings and their conwe ought to steer clear of it" for
tents, plus outdoor equipment.
now. Rose said it is possible the
Superintendent Jack Rose
said about half of the increase
(Cont'd on page 2)
could be attributed to general in- 4

National Christmas Tree aglow
WASHINGTON (API — Lighted in a yuletide ritual that has involved every president since Calvin Coolidge, the National
Christmas Tree is shining once more as the capital's yearly
tribute to the holiday spirit.
"It always seems to me that Christmas is a time of magic,"
President Reagan said Thursday evening as he prepared to flip a
White House switch to light the tree a quarter of a mile away.
Then he stopped.
"I've talked myself into the Christmas spirit. I'm going to give
a gift right now," he said. "I'm not going to light the tree. I'm going to let Nancy do it."
With that, the first lady pushed the button and the lights on the
live 30-foot-tall Colorado Blue Spruce and 57 smaller trees around
It burst into color. Some 15,000 people at the "Pageant of Peace"
ceremony cheered.
"One of the great messages of this season is that it's never too
late to touch a life and maybe change the world forever for someone," said Reagan, who was visible to the crowd on a huge
television screen.
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Spurgin is
shooters'
Athlete of
the Year
Pat Spurgin, Olympic gold
medalist and a member of the
Murray State rifle team, has
been named Women's Athlete
of the Year in shooting by the
U.S. Olympic Committee.

Budget cutters lilt a stone wall
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Reagan's effort to wrap up
an initial round of decisions on a $42 billion deficit-reduction plan
has snagged on administration infighting over the Pentagon
budget, including arguments about a military pay freeze.
Reagan's senior budget advisers are virtually unanimous in
pressing for about an $8 billion reduction in the planned 1986
military buildup.
Defense Secretary Caspar Weinberger has proposed a smaller
reduction — about $6 billion — using savings that some of the
budget advisers say add up to even less than Weinberger claims.
The president, meanwhile, is remaining silent.
The argument has been building over the past several weeks as
Reagan has worked his way through a series of decisions aimed
at meeting his goal of cutting deficits from a projected $200
billion a year to $170 billion in 1986, $138 billion in 1987 and $99
billion in 1988. To do that will require budget savings of $42 billion
next year, then $85 billion and $110 billion in each of the next two
years.
The fighting increased Wednesday during a private White
House meeting among Reagan, Weinberger and the president's
senior budget advisers, and then spilled into the open Thursday
when the defense secretary publicly walked away from a
military pay freeze plan the group had discussed the day before.
Weinberger made an unexpected appearance at the regular
Pentagon briefing for reporters Thursday to deny reports that he
had proposed freezing the salaries of military personnel.

Pat Spurgin

REALTOR OF THE FEAR — Loretta Jobs (left) of Century 21 Realty presents Prentice Dunn, of
Roberts Realty, with the Realtor of the Year award during the annual Murray.Calloway County Board
of Realtors Banquet Thursday night. Mrs. Lillian Dunn is shown looking on.
Staff photo by David Reeve"

Spurgin, of Billings, Montana, became the first woman
to win a gold medal in the
Olympic rifle shooting with
her victory in air rifle competition at the Los Angeles
Games. She also won the 1984
U.S. women's rifle title and
the 1984 NCAA championship
in the sport.
A sophomore majoring in
engineering physics, Spurgin
competed with the U.S. team
on a recent trip to the People's Republic of China.
Ed Etzel of Morgantown,
W.Va., won the men's
shooting award.

City board to review pupils, property
By KEVIN BOWDEN
Staff Writer
A mandate to study the value
of taxable property and projected enrollments was recommended by Murray schools
Finance Officer Sheila Shaw, as
she presented the Murray school
board with a 150-page internal
audit report Thursday night.
"We have studied means of
maximizing our revenue," Shaw
reported to the school board.
"We studied property assessment and revenue, realizing the
restraints of House Bill 44, and
at the same time suggesting full
enforcement of the law which in
turn would help to produce a
steady growth in revenue."
The internal audit was
prepared by a seven-person
committee consisting of Shaw,
Superlhtendent Robert Glin Jef-

frey, board Chairwoman
Melissa Easley, board member
Tommy Rushing, and principals
Bill Wells, Dr. Lochie Overbey
and John Hina.
The internal audit is scheduled to be reviewed by the new
school board, which will meet
next in January. That board will
face the task of deciphering the
internal audit/review and will
be ultimately responsible for
formulating a long-range plan to
handle decreasing revenues
within the school district.
Areas that were addressed in
the internal audit included administration, instruction, attendance services, pupil transportation, extracurricular act iv it i e s , operation and
maintenance of the plant, fixed
- charges, and food service.
"There are some means of

reducing cost or reallocating
money in each of the areas,
some suggestions causing a
more significant effect than
others," Shaw explained to the
board.
Shaw said Murray schools
enrollment is projected to
decline to 998 by the 1991-92
school year, compared to a projected 1,251 for next year. That
decline should be taken into account when considering proposed cost reductions, she said. So
should the variable of how much
revenue will be raised from taxable property.
Prior to Shaw's financial
report, E.L. Howe, Jr., CPA,
presented the school board with
a year-end financial report in
which he commented the school
distritt was in "eiccellent
shape" and "good condition."

In other action, the school
board was informed by Eli Alexander, chairman of the National
Honor Society Committee. that
Murray High School faculty had
adopted several recommendations presented them by the
committee. The newly adopted
recommendations call for the
honor society to be limited to
seniors, and also makes eligible
all students with an average of
86 or above, based on the six
semesters of the first three
years of high school.
The faculty council will also
set the selection index cut-off
point at 75 for students to be
eligible, and beginning in 1985
the induction of new members
will be held after the first
quarter of the senior year.
(Cont'd ea page 2)
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Kevil girl, Penny Stevens, will use
1 million pennies to buy new car

SHOPPING DAYS
'TIL CHRISTMAS_I

Tonight will be mostly
cloudy with a 30 percent
chance of showers. Low will
be in the lower 60s, with south
wind 5 to 10 mph. Saturday
will be mostly cloudy with a
40 percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms. High will
be in the upper 60s to lower
70s. South wind will be 5 to 15
mph.
LAKE LEVELS
354.2
Kentucky Lake
354.2
Barkley Lake

Penny Stevens

When Penny Stevens was born
in 1969, her daddy, Jerry, just
couldn't bring himself to part
with a penny. Now he has
1,100,000 of them.
More correctly, Penny has
them, for her father has saved
the pennies over the last 15
years in order to buy her a car
on her 16th birthday. That longawaited event will happen Jan.
12, when the Stevens family will
haul a million, one hundred
thousand pennies in four pick-up
trucks to a car dealer in La
Center, and buy Penny a 1985
Monte Carlo.

Stevens, a 1968 Murray State
gradaute who resides in Kevil,
savors the event as a dream
come true — although he never
dreamed, when he first resolved
to pay pennies for Penny's car,
that it would require more thana million coins.
"Back then, you could buy a
new car for $2,500 or $3,500," he
laughs. The inflation of the '70s
was hard to imagine for a father
who wanted to do something
extra-special for his daughter's
16th birthday.
Somehow, Stevens managed
to amass the coins, at first by

collecting them from wherever
and whomever. He, his parents
and his two daughters were
always on the look-out for Lincoln's imprint, and pennies
came from all over Kerkicky
and surrounding states.
"When they found out I was
really serious about pennies.
they came from everywhere,"
Stevens said.
The Stevenses always bought
the coins; Jerry even turned
down a bank president's offer to
donate $10 worth of them.
(Cont'd on page 2)
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Enix says dredging of
Tenn-Torn is last step
toward final opening

County policy...
(Cont'd from page 1)
Calloway and Murray districts
could "stand to lose or not gain
very much" under a revised funding formula Further, the
legislature could revise the formula downward in order to
' equalize it, or could simply not
increase funding while it waits
out the suit, he pointed out.
Rose said 18 districts have
committed themsejves to the
suit, and another dozen or so
superintendents have indicated
they would request participation
from their boards. Boards are
being asked to contribute 50
cents per pupil, which in
Calloway's case would amount
to about $1,500, Rose said.
The council may attain its objective without having to go to
court, simply by putting
pressure on the legislature,
• .....
Rose speculated.
"I think we're going to find a
lot of equalization measures
coming anyway," Rose added.
"One of the things we may have
to accept is, if they go to more
equalization, we may not be getting as big a share of the pie."
In further business, the board
approved a resolution clearing
the way for the school district to
buy up its own elementary
school construction bonds.
The last issue of the bonds,
sold in 1973, comes due in the
year 2000 in the amount of
$210,000 and could be bought for
$125,000 because of a discount
based on lower interest rates,
Rose said. The resolution does
not authorize purchase but is
necessary for the school's bonding agent to approve the school
district as a purchaser.
Rose said that by purchasing
the bonds, the district will
reduce its bond payments by
$210,000 in the year 2000, and will
not have to pay interest to other
bond purchasers in the meantime. The district will realize
$10.500 a year that it would have
had to pay in interest, he said.
Further, at an effective yield
of 10.41 percent, buying the
bonds "gives us a 2 percent better yield than we could get
anywhere else right now," Rose
said.
Rose said the $125,000 will
come out of the district's capital
outlay and general funds.

Outgoing Murray school board chairperson Melissa Easley (left) and outgoing school board member
Jamie Washer (right) are presented plaques of appreciation by Robert Jeffrey, district superintendent,
as the two school board veterans attended their last meeting Thursday night. Newly elected school
board members Dr. Richard Crouch and John Weatherly are scheduled to be sworn onto the board at its
next meeting in January, at which time the board will reorganize.

City board...
(Cont'd from page 1)
The school board also accepted the resignations of Leon

Winchester, a bus driver, and
hired Walter Janney to take his
place. W.H. Hooks, custodian,
was granted fewer work hours
and the board hired William
Etherton to pick up the lost
hours. Custodian R.C. Miller's

resignation was accepted by the
board, as he is expected to
return to work for the state
highway department. The board
also hired Marilyn Stickler as a
substitute teacher during Thursday night's meeting.

Steamed about Courier-Journal editorial

Athletic committee to meet,
discuss sports expenditures
Irked by a Courier-Journal
editorial focusing on Murray
State's athletic expenditures,
the chairman of the Board of
Regents' Athletic Committee
has called a special meeting
Saturday in response.
Chairman Melvin Henley said
he called the meeting to discuss
how the committee should pursue its study of athletic expenses, in light of media atten-

tion to the issue. He said the
committee recognizes MSU's
athletic deficit of $929,000 is a
problem, but that the CourierJournal editorial was "not my
idea of fair play."
"We have a statewide
metropolitan paper that seems
to focus on one university and
one president, when the problem
is worse elsewhere," Henley

20%-30%
Off Diamonds
This Christmas, Nothing Says
"I Love You" Like A Gift
Of Diamonds

said. "I think it's nothing more
than sour grapes because Murray beat Louisville (in
football)."
Henley referred to a Dec. 12
editorial criticizing MSU's
sports expenditures and those of
other state universities. Citing a
quote by MSU President Kala
Stroup that MSU also spends
money on extra-curricular programs besides athletics, the
editorial called that an
"outrageous" statement in
defense of athletic expenditures.
The editorial listed Western
Kentucky's deficit of $1,085,000
as the largest among state
universities.
Henley said his committee has
been collecting data on athletic
expenses for several months,
and may want to "broaden the
constituency" of persons involved with the study, and/or move
faster on the study.
The meeting is scheduled to
start at 9 a.m. in the Ohio Room
of the Curris Center.

Pennies...
(Cont'd from page 1)

Open Every Night
Till Christmas
Open Sunday 1-5

$2
7
3
81 *
per month
1985 Chevrolet
5-10 Blazer 4x4
LOADED WITH OPTIONS: Air conditioning, 20 gal, fuel tank, on/off road tires, styled wheels, V
engine, auto trans., AM/FM stereo, tinted glass, power tailgate release, console, two tone paint,
bumper guards & gauges.

NO DOWN
PAYMENT
•48 month closed end lease with approved credit, plus applicable tax. First month payment plus refundable security deposit plus title & license fee on delivery. Based on 18,000 miles per year.

—IN STOCK FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

See Gene Buhmann

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet
S. 12th St., Murray

502-753-2617

By last October, he was still
about $4,000 short, and began
buying $50 sacks of pennies at
the many banks located in the 17
counties he travels for the Kentucky Labor Cabinet. Last week,
he garnered his one million, one
hundred thousandth penny,
enough to buy a $11,000 Monte
Carlo (marked down from
$12,681) from Stevens Chevrolet,
which is run by his first cousin.
Stevens thinks, although he isn't
sure, he got the last penny from
Helen Fullford, a friend of his
from Hopkinsville.
Reaching his goal allowed
Stevens to give away his first
penny, which he did by giving
his neighborhood grocer two
dimes plus a penny on a 21-cent
charge, rather than giving a
quarter and taking the four
cents' change.
Besides the bank pennies
stored in sacks, Stevens has kept
the coins in gallon ice cream
buckets, each of which holds 100
rolls of pennies, or $50. They're
stored in a building behind his
house, along with his father's
antiques collection.
Stevens says he isn't worried
about the pennies being stolen.
After all, they weigh 7,633
pounds (that's 150 pennies to a
pound).
"The first thing they'd have to
do would be to bring in an armored car," he laughs.
On Monday, Jan. 7, the pennies will be taken to the Chevy
dealer in trucks, then dumped
Into a large, plastic cabinet for
display that week. The dealer
will give gifts to anyone having a
birthday that week. On Saturday, a party will be thrown for
Penny's birthday, and she'll
drive away her million-penny
car.

Then, Jerry wil/ be faced with
a decision: what to do for the
16th birthday of his other
daughter, Lisa. She's 1.2 now. He
knows one thing: Lisa's gift
won't have anything to do with
pennies.

When the last earthen barrier
was cleared Tuesday, officials
of the Tennessee-Tombigbee
Waterway breathed their last
little sigh of relief.
Among them was Murray's
Z.C. Enix, who is chairman of
the Tenn-Tom steering committee for the state of Kentucky.
Enix said the dredging of the
barrier in Amory, Miss., which
opened the way for the mixing of
the Tennessee and Tombigbee
rivers, set the stage for the opening of the 234-mile waterway to
traffic from Paducah to Mobile,
Ala.
The dredging of the canal was
simply the last phase of the
27-mile "divide cut," which had
been the so-called "missing
link" for connecting the rivers,
Enix said. While the opening of
that section was gratifying for
officials, the greater relief was
President Reagan's approval of

funding for completion of the
project last year, he added.
The $2 billion waterway, a
project of the U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers and first authorized in 1946, will be open from
Paducah to Mobile as of Feb. 1,
Enix said. It will be dedicated
June 1, thus officially launching
a project that was originally
studied in 1874 but not funded until nearly 100 years later.
The Tenn-Tom is considered
an important development for
businesses in the region, by connecting 16,000 miles of existing
waterway serving 22 states. It
moves Paducah shippers 400
miles closer to the foreign trade
markets of the Gulf of Mexico,
Enix pointed out. Area business,
agriculture and industry will
benefit by having a direct link to
the gulf from such terminals as
the Port of Murray.

Dolly's in Playboy, but not nude
SEVIERVILLE, Tenn. lATh — Freida Parton. younger sister
of entertainer Dolly Parton, says her family was surprised but
not upset when they saw her picture in the .January edition of
Playboy.
"Daddy just grinned and started looking at the other pictures,"
said Ms. Parton. a 27-year-old rock 'n' roll singer and the 10th of
12 Parton children.
"Momma said 'Lee, that's enough.'She didn't want daddy looking at them other naked women," said Ms. Parton, who appears
in the music video "Oriental Dolls."
"They wanted me to pose nude," she said, but declined because
she wanted to leave something to the imagination. "Once you've
showed it all what have you got left?" she asked.

Clinton County board accepts the
retirement of school chief Polston
ALBANY, Ky. (AP) — The
Clinton County Board of Education has voted to accept the
retirement letter of its controversial superintendent,
Robert L. Polston.
The board's action Thursday
came as the state Board of
Education is about to close its investigation into alleged wrongdoing by Polston and the school
system, including charges of
misuse of funds.

The board had refused last
week to act on Polston's letter,
which prompted the state Board
of Education to call a special
meeting for today to discuss the
Clinton County system and the
report.
Besides the state investigation, the U.S. Department of
Education and the FBI have
been looking into the
allegations.

Names In The News
DALLAS(AP) — Rock musician David Crosby was ordered into a drug treatment program by a judge who turned down a request to revoke his $8,000 appeal bond, saying treatment would do
Crosby more good than incarceration.
Crosby, 42, has been free since July 1983 while appealing convictions here on drug and weapons charges.
Prosecutors asked state District Judge Pat McDowell Thursday to revoke Crosby's bond because of his arrest in October in
Mann County, Calif., carrying what police said were suspected
drugs and drug paraphernalia.
McDowell said he thought a drug-treatment program was more
likely to help Crosby than jail.
The singer, who achieved stardom in the late 1960s with the
Byrds and Crosby, Stills and Nash, received a five-year prison
sentence in July 1983 for possession of cocaine and carrying a
loaded pistol into a Dallas nightclub.
LOS ANGELES(AP) — A six-hour television miniseries on the
life of Frank Sinatra will be no whitewash, the star says, and will
include "plenty of warts."
"I think when one tries to explain an entire lifetime it's difficult
to avoid it in the interesting moments, or even the uninteresting
moments," Sinatra said at a news conference Thursday.
He said the program, to be produced by his youngest daughter,
Tina, and aired on CBS, would clear up misconceptions about his
private life and career but would not gloss over controversial
points.
"There will be plenty of warts, lots of them," the 69-year-old
crooner said.
Sinatra denied reports that he would star in the program but
said he might play 'himself in brief scenes of his later years.
There was no announcement of a scheduled release date.
SOUTH BEND,Ind.(AP) — Actress Helen Hayes has donated
$50,000 to St. Mary's College to endow a scholarship in honor of a
late friend who was president of the college from 1936 to 1961.
Miss Hayes, 84. told Saint Mary's officials that her gift, in
memory of Sister Madeleva Wolff, who directed construction of
the Saint Mary's theater, where Ms. Hayes performed, is
something "I have wanted to do for a long, long time."
• In 1956, Ms. Hayes was one of Saint Mary's first honorary
degree recipients. She directed and appeared with students in
"The Skin of Our Teeth" in 1960.
NASHVILLE,Tenn.(AP) — Tennessee Gov.Lamar Alexander

warmed up for a ribbon-cutting ceremony with an impromtu
peformance on a piano owned by former President Andrew
Johnson.
The 44-year-old governor sat down at the 1868 grand piano at
the Tennessee State Museum Thursday and treated his audience
to a rendition of "The Tennessee Waltz" before he opened an exhibit of antebellum and Civil War artifacts.
Alexander, an accomplished musician, acknowledged that
"The Tennessee Waltz," written in the 19408, was somewhat out
of keeping with the vintage of piano.
Johnson was governor in the 1850s.
————
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Michael Jackson returned to the
hospital where he was treated for scalp burns 11 months ago, but
this time the mood was upbeat.
The singing star was guest of honor Thursday as Brotman
Medical Center in Culver City renamed its burn unit after him
and announced the establishment of the Michael Jackson Burn
Fund, which will finance reconstructive surgery for burn
victims.
Both the center and the fund were endowed by Jackson, with a
contribution from Pepsi-Cola Co., hospital officials said. The
amounts involved were not disclosed.
Jackson, 26, sustained second- and third-degree scalp burns
Jan. 27, when exploding fireworks for a Jacksons' Pepsi-Cola ad
ignited his hair. He remained at Brotman's burn center overnight
and returned to the hospital three months later for scalp repair
surgery.
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royko says
letter to the editor

Dallas, Dallas: Bah. Bah! Bah!

Fire-protection tax
should get court test
To the Editor:
RE: Your two-column headline on page 3 of the
Monday, Dec. 10 paper, "New Concord fire
district is now officially certified." That is at the
same time the least and most important headline
in the paper.
Least important because although it sounds
like progress for the precinct, it is not. Most important because it means we have joined those in
the other 11 precincts who live in outlying areas
and who signed petitions for the fire district
believing said district will improve our 19thcentury protection.
P.T. Barnum must again feel vindicated
("There's a sucker born every minute"), for all
of us who live more than five miles beyond the city limits of Murray have let ourselves be convinced by Attorney Phillips and other
cheerleaders for the districts into paying increased taxes to provide fire 'protection for those
living within the five-mile circle.
Those of us farther out have not had fire protection in the past to speak of, but more importantly we still do not have, nor will we have next
year! If, as the proponents say, we do have fire
protection then why do we pay the highest fire insurance rate in the book — the one reserved for
those areas not served by a fire department? We
should get major reductions in our rates
retroactively.
The pitch from the proponents hinges on,"This
is the beginning, in a few years we'll have men
and equipment in most of the precincts." Does
that make you feel better? It shouldn't.
Under Kentucky law a taxing body cannot
raise any tax more than four percent per year.
Assuming the entire rural area is included, a tax
of $0.03 per $100.00 assessed valuation would
yield about $75,000.00 A four percent increase to
$0.0312 per $100.00 would theoretically yield some
$77,340.00, a big increase of $2,340.00
From this magnanimous increase the fire
squad is supposed to pay increased costs of supplies and equipment PLUS put money away to
start building sub-stations?
Taking this one step farther: assume New Concord pulled out to finance its own department.
The problem is compounded, for it lessens the
pie by Concord's share but not expenses. If the
proponents have a magical way to raise all this
extra money they have failed to bring it forward
-during the past 20 months.
My fault is not with the Fire Squad. Had I been
a member I may well have opted for the easy
way out myself, except I wouldn't have liked the
idea of losing control of the organization to a
board or boards of trustees.
For those wondering how I can say we in Pine
Bluff Shores do not have fire protection I offer
these figures: Over the past several years I have
timed some runs to this area from traffic on the
scanner. The shortest time I recorded between
the first call and the first truck's arrival on the
scene was 22 minutes, the longest was 31
minutes. Do you call that fire protection?
The best I can say about the district scheme is
it is 100 years behind the times; the worst is it is,
I think, unconstitutional. The majority of us paying the tax are beyond the five-mile circle and we
are doing nothing but subsidizing protection for
those in the inner circle.
It's a variation of Taxation Without Representation, and we fought a war once over that issue.
I don't know the procedure in Kentucky, but I
seriously feel the propriety (constitutionality) of
the scheme should be tested in court. I can't
believe 'any court would let such an obviously unfair system continue.
I hope and pray Mr. Phillips or someone is
prepared to perform a miracle and produce
funds to provide more equitable protection in the
future, but meanwhile I sincerely suggest to
those in the outlying areas that smoke alarms
and fire extinguishers should be necessary items
at the top of Christmas lists.
I don't write this letter to scare anyone — that
has already been done to get people to sign the
petitions. ("We'll lose the good protection we've
got now.") Outside the polling place the last
three or four elections I saw too many people
sign after being told, "This will give you better
fire protection." I am very sorry to report from
everything I can learn to date there will be no improvement in our non-protection in the
foreseeable future.
Happy Holidays to all. And don't forget the
smoke alarms and fire extinguishers.
Sincerely,
William R. Lumry
1008 Primrose Lane
Pine Bluff Shores
Hamlin, Ky. 42046
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While smirking, an acquaintance
from Texas handed me a public
opinion survey showing what
Americans think are the best and
the worst big cities.
"Now what do you think?" he
said, pointing out that Dallas topped the best list. And Chicago was
listed fourth on the worst list.
I told him that all it proved was
that most of the people surveyed
had never been to either city.
Shaking his head, he said: "Why
can't you admit that you were
wrong about Dallas?"
Never. As I wrote during the
Republican convention, Dallas is
nothing more than endless clusters
of faceless shopping centers and
gray-glass office buildings connected by expressways, populated
by short men in tall cowboy hats.
"Then how do you explain the
positive feelings that people have
about it?" he asked.
That was easy. As the survey
story pointed out, most people identify Dallas with its football team,
the Cowboys. And, more important, with the Cowboy's nubile
cheerleaders.
As every football fan knows, for
years the Dallas cheerleaders have
jiggled their bosoms, shimmied
their hips, and bounced their bottoms more enthusiasically than
any other football girlie show.
If the survey results had been
more specific, they probably would
have shown that the most proDallas response came from
lascivious men in small towns who

looking back
Ten years ago
An average of $63.34 per hundred
weight was reported for the sale of
Type 35 air cured tobacco in Murray yesterday.
Betty Riley, teacher at Calloway
County High School, was installed
as Kentucky Beta Club Sponsor at
the state meeting held at
Louisville. Thirty-two members of
the Calloway High Beta Club attended with the club scrapbook
winning first place in the state.
Mrs. Rubye Pool, secretary for
Johnny McDougal, Director of Student Financial Aid at Murray State
University, will retire on Dec. 17.
She was honored recently with a
party by her co-workers.
Twenty years ago
Airman Apprentice Larry E.
Myers, son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Myers, is serving on the USS Constellation in the Western Pacific.
Larry Dale Tabers, Kirksey
School, won first place and Cynthia
Cooper, Hazel, won second place in
the Calloway County Soil Conservation District Essay Contest.
Gene Landolt was named chairman and Jo Crass as secretary of
the Calloway County Democratic
Executive Committee.
Thirty years ago
Calloway County Schools will be
dismissed Dec. 21 for the holidays
until Jan. 3, accordiftg to Buron
Jeffrey, superintendent of county
schools.
W.F. Foster, president of Merit
Clothing Co., Mayfield, will be the
speaker at the annual football banquet honoring the Murray State
College Thoroughbreds of 1954 on
Dec. 15.
Recent births reported at the
Murray Hospital include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. John Newberry, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. William
Stewart, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph Horton and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Burt Williams.
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indulge in unspeakable fantasies
while watching Sunday football on
TV.
In other words, the survey is
simply a reflection of the
frustrated libidos of rubes.
That, plus the invention of the air
conditioner, which has done more
to change American lifestyles than
anything except maybe the Pill.
"What has the air conditioner got
to do with it?"
Everything. As the survey
shows, most of the cities looked
upon most favorably are in warm
climates. Most of the cities getting
a negative response are in cold
climates.
There used to be a time when few
sane people wanted to live in
Dallas or most Sun Belt cities and
states. Snakes, lizards, unbearable
heat. It was more sensible to endure a bit of snow each winter than
to have Gila monsters and foot-long
cockroaches marching through
your living room, and to be able to
fry an egg on your forehead.
Then came the air conditioner,
making it possible for people to
leap from one cube of cool air to

another, and survive in places that
previously had been unfit for
anything that didn't slither on its
belly.
It's the air conditioner that did it,
turning us into a nation of sun worshippers and leading us down the
road to surfing, hang gliding, dune
buggying and other signs of moral
decay.
"I thought you said it was the
Dallas cheerleaders."
It's all related. How can the
Chicago Bears cheerleaders be as
provocative as those in the Sun Belt
when their thighs are turning blue
from the cold?
"Are you saying that it's simply
the difference in climate that puts
Detroit at the top of the worst-city
list?"
The climate is a factor, as well as
the fact that most car dealers have
lousy service departments, and
people identify their wheezing cars
with Detroit.
"Ridiculous. What about New
York, which is right behind Detroit
in unpopularity? Surely, that's not
because of climate."
Television ruined New York's

reputation. Before TV, we learned
about New York from the movies
We were taught that New York wa.:where you went to become a suc
cess, to live the glamorous life
New York used to be Fred Astarire
dancing in the park, Joe DiMaggio
gliding across the outfield, King
Kong climbing the Empire State
Building. Couples in dinner jackets
and gowns ending a night on the
town when the milk was being
delivered.
Now, because of negative TV
news shows, New York is thought
of as the place to go to be shoved in
front of a subway train or tossed off
a roof. And that is a bum rap. At
least 90 percent of New Yorkers
have never been shoved in front of
a subway train. At least, not more
than once.
"Well, this just shows that you're
out of step with the rest of the
population," the Texan said. "They
know that Dallas is the city of the
future."
Maybe. But if any of those
cheerleaders ever develop
varicose veins, you can turn out the
lights.

retirement. I also would like to
avoid having to pay taxes on it until
I retire. Is there anyway that it can
be worked out that way? J.C.
Answer: Yes. If your new employer
has a pension plan, you may be able
to put the money there. If not, you
can roll the entire amount into an Individual Retirement Account (a
"rollover" account is not restricted
by the usual yearly $2,000 contribution limits). Either option will permit your funds to compound tax free
.until retirement. As a third choice,
if you need the money now, you will
pay a lower tax if you take advantage of a provision that permits
10-year income averaging on pension distributions.
Heartline: My husband was in
World War II, and he always told me
I would be eligible for a VA pension
when he died. He died last year and
the VA turned down my request for
a pension because I receive Social

Security benefits. I do not understand what Social Security benefits,
based on my own employment, have
to do with my receiving a VA pension. Please explain. S.K.
Answer: For you to be eligible for
a nonservice-connected widow's
pension, your income must be within
the limits established by law. The
established limit for widows, as of
Dec. 1, 1983, is $3,695. If your annual
income, including social security
benefits, exceeds this amount, you
are not eligible.

heartline
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If you
have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write to
Heartline, 114 East Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you
must include a self-addressed,
stamped envelope. The most useful
replies will be printed in this
column.
Heartline: I am 47 years old nd
have been working for the sa
company for 22 years. I have been
offered a job with another company
and really do want to accept it.(
However, there are a few things that
I must consider first. I believe that
you can help me with one of them.
If I leave my present job. I will
receive all of the money that has
been accumulating in my company's pension plan for 22 years. I
want to keep that money for my

Heartline: Due to lung disease, I
need to purchase a humidifier for
this winter. I can't breath hot dry air
without it causing me problems.
Will Medicare help me purchase or
rent a humidifier? R.H.
Answer: No. Medicare does not
share the cost of humidifiers,
dehumidifiers, air conditioners or
heaters.

Elf Who Couldn't
JUNIPERPERPER The
Do Anything Right
CHAPTER 7
By Bob Boyle
Juniperperper was awake long
before Mrs. Santa came into the
elves' dormitory banging her wooden
spoon on the dishpan.
"I'm awake," he whispered to her.
Some of the elves popped right out
of bed while others snuggled tightly
against their pillows to get a few
more minutes of sleep.
Juniperperper was the first elf at
the breakfast table.
"I hope you're this quick every
morning," Mrs. Santasaid.
Santa came to the table and said,
"Hi there, Juniperperper. Ready for
your first day?"
"You bet I am," he replied. "And,
Santa, I'll do a good job for you."
"I'm sure you will, Juniperperper,"
he replied.
After a breakfast of snockers(pancakes with strawberry curl rings),
sausage and eggs and hot chocolate,
the elves left for work.
Santa said to Juniperperper, "I'll
walk over to the bicycle shop with
you and introduce you to the foreelf.
He'll show you your job."
Once inside the bicycle factory,
Santa called over the foreelf, Jupiter,
and said,"Jup,this is Juniperperper.
I'm sure you've met him. He'll work in
the bicycle factory."
"Hi, Juniperperper," Jupiter said.
"Welcome aboard. Do you have any
experience with bicycles?"
"Oh, no," Juniperperper said.
Santa said, "Well, fellows. I'll leave
you two now. Juniperperper you do
a good job, okay?"
"Bye, Santa," Juniperperper said.
"and, don't worry."
After Santa left, Jupiter took Juniperperper to the assembling room
and said,"Well, Juniperperper here is
where we assemble the bicycles. I'm
sure you know how they work, so
today you can easily a&semble them.
Jupiter gave Juniperperper some
pliers, a hammer, a screwdriver and
a gammer. "Use this gammer carefully," he said.
"What's a gammer, Jupiter?" Juniperperper asked. "I never heard of
that."
"That's what we use to put the
spokes in the wheels," Jupiter explained.
"Ill leave you alone now because I
must check the rest of the factory.
When I return, I'll check your work.
Lots of luck, Juniperperper."
"Gee," he thought. "I never put. a
bicycle together but it seems simple."

.411-14.
"Jumping frogs," He yelled 'What Is that?
He attached the chain.
He placed the handlebars.
He applied the pedals.
He put on the wheels.
He attached the seat.
Just then, Jupiter came back into
the room.
"Jumping Frogs," he yelled. "What
is that?"
'That's my bicycle,' Juniperperper
said. "See, I've finished it."
"My, oh my, oh my," Jupiter said.
"I've never seen such a mess in my
life. This is terrible, terrible, terrible.
I must call Santa."
"Santa," he said, after he had
placed a call on the red emergency
phone, "We're in big trouble over
here in the bicycle factory. You'd better get over here."
Santa ran all the way to the bicycle factory and when he entered, he
called, -What happened? Was anyone hurt? What happened?"
Jupiter said, "No,.Santa. No one
was hUrt, but look at this."
Santa was stunned.
The handlebars were where the
wheels should be.
The seat was on the bottom.
The chain was wrapped around
the wheels.

The wheels were on top.
"That is the most mixed-up bicycle
I've ever seen," Santa said. "My, oh,
my. Well, Juniperperper, it looks as if
you need a little more experience
before you can work in the bicycle
shop."
Juniperperper began to fill up with
tears.
"Now, don't cry, little elf," Santa
said."I'm sure we'll find a great place
for you to work. I know that not
everyone can put bicycles together."
"I'm sorry, Santa," Juniperperper
said. "I tried so hard."
"I know," Santa said. "Now this
afternoon we'll start you working in
the toy fire engine factory. I'm sure
you'll do better there."
"You bet I will, Santa," Juniperperper said.
"Oh, here that,"Santa said. "There's
the lunch whistle bird,so let's go into
lunch and afterward Ill take you to
the toy fire engine shop."
'Thank you Santa," Juniperperper
replied as they left.
Jupiter stayed behind 'looking at
the bicycle Juniperperper had made.
"What a mess, what a mess!" he
said.
More tomorrow
AP Newsfeatures.
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Dr. Earwood speaker at meeting of local UDC chapter

12 Days
of Christmas
Sale

Dr. Greg Earwood, featured speaker at the Chapter of the United
pastor of the First Bap- November meeting of Daughters of the Contist Church, was the the J N
Williams federacy held at the

Off Store wide
(Except Colognes)

50%

With Racks Up To

Off

Dec. 13-24
Remember...There's Never A
Second Chance To Make A

UDC

SPEAKER — Dr. Greg Earwood, center, spoke at the November
meeting of the J.N. Williams Chapter of the United Daughters of the Confederacy held at the Holiday Inn. Pictured at right is Dr. Halene Visher and
at left is Mrs. Glen Hodges, UDC members.
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He has traveled from a galaxy far beyond our own.
He is 100.000 years ahead of us.
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And he is about to face the one force in the universe
he has yet to conquer.
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The Adult Choir and the Adult Bell Choir of the
First Baptist Church will present "A Concert of
Christmas Music" on Sunday, Dec. 16, at 7 p.m.
Soloists will include Cheryl Dailey and Gale Vinson. Allene Knight will be pianist and Joan
Bowker will be organist. Dr. Greg Earwood,
pastor, and Wayne Halley, minister of music, invite the public to attend.

Oaks Club plans events
The Oaks Country Club will have two special
events on Saturday and Sunday, Dec. 15 and 16.
On Saturday from 1 to 2:30 p.m. a Christmas party will be for children, pre-school through sixth
grade. Each child should bring a gift, limit $3,
and for information call 759-1087. Open house for
members and guests will be from 2 to 4 p.m. on
Sunday, Dec. 16.

Singles plan dinner
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2nd Hilarious Week!

Members of the Sanctuary Choir of Memorial
Baptist Church, along with 19 cast members, will
present a Christmas musical-drama on Sunday,
Dec. 16, at 7 p.m. at the church. Narrated by
Angel Adams, Penny Knedler, Philip Billington
and Darrin Loftis, the musical drama will include music compiled from six different
musicals. Featured soloists will be Wilma Billington, Marla Gelb, Kay Outland, George Lewis,
Fred Stalls and Michael Wilkins. The Rev. Jim
Simmons, interim pastor, and Milton Gresham,
minister of music, invite the public to attend.

Concert at First Baptist

AM ORION PICTURES RELEASE
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Humane Society's PAWS (Pets are wonderful
society) will sing Christmas carols at the West
View Nursing Home, Fern Terrace Lodge and
Long Term Care Unit of the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital on Saturday, Dec. 15, beginning
at 10:30 a.m. PAWS members are asked to meet
at 10:15 a.m. at the Calloway Public Library to
start the special caroling programs. Anyone else
interested in singing along the PAWS 'are
welcome to join the group at the library.

Musical at Memorial

In the Year of

Dariiness, 2029, the
rulers of this planet
devised the
ultimate plan.

-KOITION IN ASSTI. ATI7N

Louisville. He came to
Murray from West
Broadway Baptist
Church, Louisville.
His wife, Mrs. Nell
Earwood, was also a
guest.
Dr. Halene Visher,
vice president, opened
the meeting with the
pledge to the flags and
led in prayer. Reports
were given by Mrs. Glen
Hodges, secretary, and
Mrs. Leonard Vaughn,
treasurer.
Mrs. N.A. Ezell
reported on applications
for scholarships she had
received. Also a donation to the Veterans
Hospital in Lexington
was collected.
The hostess, Mrs.
William Barker, served
refreshments to 18
members and the three
guests, Dr. and Mrs.
Earwood and Miss Lala
Cain.
The next meeting will
be Wednesday, Dec. 19,
at 1:30 p.m. at the home
of Mrs. John J. Livesay.

DATEBOOK
Proy, Into
753 33 14

All Seats $2.00 til 345
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Holiday Inn.
The minister discussed "Religion and Churches During the Period
of the War Between the
States" and their influence on the lives of
the soldiers and their
families.
"The faith of each
comforted them during
this trying time though
men of many faiths
were fighting together.
Each honored the
other's beliefs and stood
together," Dr. Earwood
said.
Dr. Mildred Hatcher
introduced Dr. Earwood, a native of
Mississippi, who was
licensed for the ministry
in 1967 and ordained by
Parkview Baptist
Church, Greenville,
Miss, in 1971. He has
served several churches
in Mississippi, Indiana
and Kentucky except for
the time he was studying for His Ph.D and
teaching in Southern
Baptist Seminary,

The Single Connection will have a progressive
Christmas dinner party on Saturday, Dec. 15.
The first course of hors d'oeuvres will be served
at 6 p.m. at BWie's home at 1309 Roberson. From
there the group will continue on to other homes
for different meal courses. For information call
Jill at 753-1701.
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(Cont'd on page 6)
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Perfect Christmas Gift
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Quilted Robes,
Satin Pajamas
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Apart from the theological
aspects, and to move on to a
simpler exposition of our subject:
I am reminded of Leigh Hunt's
clever little piece of blank verse
called "The Inexhaustibility of
Christmas." He goes on to
enumerate all the many things
about Christmas that have not
yet been written about — the holly, the mistletoe, the wreaths, the
yule log, the roast turkey and
dressing, the cranberries, the
tinsel, the stars, and everything
one can imagine.

Rainey'3
By RAINEY APPERSON
Dorothy (Mrs. Henry) McKenzie presented the following
Christmas program recently. It
was meaningful for me, I know it
will enhance your day. Dorothy is
a very special person, dear to all
of us who know and love her.
The Joy and Beauty
of Christmas
Today I mean to talk about
more mundane things that have
gathered themselves into our
celebration of Christmas, but
first I would say that there is a
deep, true soul-satisfying joy that
we find as we contemplate the
real meaning of Christmas. The
story of the incarnation and of
God's love for the world, is truly
the greatest story ever told. The
awe and wonder which it inspires
extends from the heart of the
tiniest child to the heart and mind
of the greatest theologians.
Every birth is a miracle when
we realize the intricate process of
cell union and the growth of an individual from the tiniest
organism. To me there is a still
greater miracle when we realize
that into every human organism
God has put a living soul. It would
be difficult to deny the existence
of the soul or spark of divinity
that there is in each of us.
At Christmas time we think of
still another miracle, because
God has given humans and
humans alone the power to
recognize the existence of this
spirit, and to recognize the greatof God, even the very existence of
God, and the ability to evaluate
His great gift to us in the Christ
Child. Certainly here we find the
real beauty of Christmas and the
reason for all the joy that the
good news of the Christ Child has
brought into the world.
In all the hubbub that surrounds the holiday season, it is so
easy for us to forget that that is
the real message of Christmas.

It is indeed an inexhaustible
subject, and we could have whole
programs on Christmas tradiChristmas
carols,
tions,
Christmas hymns, Christmas
oratorios, Christmas poems,
Christmas stories, Christmas
celebrations in various countries
around the world, and on and on.
They would all, in their way,
stress the joy and beauty of the
season. Every year we are
reminded of how many of our
customs have come to us from
other lands, and what a delight it
Is to hear the carols sung in German, in Russian, or even in the
Navajo Indian language. I
remember several years ago, I
was even asked to give a program on "Early Christmases in
Kentucky".
Then we think of the whole
category of Christian art. The
Sistine Madonna—the Madonna
of the Chair, and all the other
famous Nativity paintings.
Almost our whole world of great
art has sprung from that one
event—the birth of the Christ
Child.
Our privilege it is to pass on all
that is joy-giving and beautiful to
coming generations. We grieve
about the commercialization of
Christmas and some of our other
holidays, but still we can have the
joy of passing on to our children
the lovely Christmas legends and
stories we have known and loved.
The simplicity pictured in the
manger scene, the wonder of the
shepherds, and the mystery surrounding the quest of the wise
men will stimulate the hearts of
our children and develop in them
a sense of awe and worship.
As you share with them the
record told in Matthew and Luke
you too, will hear the angels sing
and poetry and imagination will
be awakened in you and kept
alive in your heart. There are
great truths in these stories else
they never would have survived.
No matter how wise and
sophisticated you are, the real joy
and beauty of Christmas can be
yours.
But, as I said. our privilege it

Is to pass on to coming generations all that is joy-giving and
beautiful. I came across some
simple verses recently called
"The Way to See Christmas":
"The way to see Christmas is
through a child's eyes,
As he opens with rapture some
hidden surprise.
As he looks at the tree with its
lights blue and gold;
As he climbs on your lap, knowing arms will enfold.
Someone plays Christmas carols,
you listen, you rock;
Save the music, no sound but the
tick-tuck of clock.
In spite of your worries, in spite
of your grief,
'Tis the child and his wonder, his
trusting belief
Renewing your faith of that Child
long ago
Reflected in your child. God's gift
to bestow;
Rockaway, rockaway, loveliness
keep
Of the child on your shoulder,
fallen asleep.
So the way to see Christmas, if
you would be wise
Is to share it with children, see
joy in their eyes!
For the world is a weary world,
troubles increase;
But the child who is loved — it is
he who has peace."
I liked that thought, "The way
to see Christmas is through a
child's eyes," and it reminds me
of a simple verse which you probably haven't heard for—shall I
say 40 years?
"Hang up the baby's stocking:
Be sure you don't forget;
The dear little dimpled darling!
She ne'er saw Christmas yet;
But I've told her all about it,
And she opened her big blue
eyes,
And I'm sure she understood it—
She looked so funny and wise.
Memory is one of the greatest
joys of Christmas.
Again—through a child's eyes.
As I thought about this program
I was to give for you today, I
recalled some of my own
childhood Christmases: Long
before we owned an automobile,
the earliest Christmas I can
remember is walking with my
family to the Church on
Christmas Eve for the annual
Sunday School program, and
listening to Church bells ringing.
Seemingly, from all over town
they sounded—so special and
wonderful, as they still do
whenever I hear them on
Christmas Eve.
I also recall the first time I

Videocassettes
listed for week
By The
Associated Press
The following are the
most popular
videocassettes as they
appear in next week's
issue of Billboard
magazine. Copyright
1984, Billboard Publications, Inc. Reprinted
with perrnission.
Videocassette sales
1."Purple Rain"
(Warner)
2.''The Empire
Strikes Back" (CBSFox)
3."Jane Fonda's
Workout" (Karl)
4."Raiders Of The
Lost Ark" (Paramount)
5."Star Wars"
(Paramount)
6.''Prime Time"
(Karl)
7 ."4 8 Hr S. ,'
(Paramount)
8."Star Trek II-The
Wrath Of Khan"
(Paramount)-9."Romancing The
Stone" (CBS-Fox)
10."Trading Places"
(Paramount)
Videocassette rentals
1."The Empire
Strikes Back" (CBSFox)
2." Romancing The
Stone"(CBS-Fox)
3." Purple Rain"
(Warner)
4." Conan The
Destroyer" (Universal)
5."Greystoke: The
Legend Of Tarzan, Lord
Of The Apes" (Warner)
6."Moscow on the
Hudson" (RCA Columbia)
7."The Last Starfighter" (Universal)
8 ."Splash"
(Touchstone)
9."Never Cry Wolf"
(Disney)
10."The Philadelphia
Experiment" (EMI)

Calloway County and
Murray City Schools
respectively.
The menus are subject to occasional
change because of the
availability of food and
other special occasions.
Menus are as follows:
————
CALLOWAY COUNTY
Schools will only be in
session for Monday and
Tuesday.
————
Calloway High
Monday — corn dog,
turkey and dressing;
Tuesday — pizza, hamburgers, salad bar. A
variety of fruits,
vegetables and drinks
are 'available daily.
Calloway Middle
Monday — pizza,
turkey and dressing;
Tuesday — sack lunch
only — submarine, hot
dog. Pizza, salad bar,
vegetables, fresh fruit
and drinks are available
daily.

East, North
and Southwest
Monday — pizza,
turkey and dressing;
Tuesday — sack lunch
— peanut butter/jelly
sandwich, hot dog. A
variety of fruits,
vegetables and drinks
are available daily.
————
MURRAY CITY
Schools will only be in
session for Monday,
Tuesday and
Wednesday.
————
Murray High
Monday — sloppy Joe,
grilled cheese; Tuesday
— Mexican casserole
and rolls, chuckwagon;
Wednesday — meatloaf
and rolls, chicken nuggets. Salad bar will be
available on Monday
and Tuesday.
Cheeseburgers, hamburgers, assorted fruits
and vegetables and
drinks are available
daily.

Murray Middle
Monday — grilled
cheese, hamburger;
Tuesday — chicken nuggets, ham and cheese
basket; Wedne
buenitos, chees:. .er.
Pizza, sala
• a r,
assorted fruit
and
vegetables and drinks
are available daily.
Robertson
and Carter
and Headstart
Monday — grilled
cheese, hamburgers,
corn on cob, Brussel
_Sprouts, rice salad, applesauce and milk;
Tuesday — fish sandwich, pizza, white
beans, tater tots,
macaroni salad, fruit
cup and milk; Wednesday — sack lunch —
ham and cheese sandwich or peanut butter
sandwich, banana,
potato chips, relishes
and milk.

SINGER SAVINGS ID
(11 FROM SANTA E,
<11

447 h

Christmas do we find its true
joy." In gratitude for God's gift
of life to us we should share that
gift with others. The art of giving
encompasses many areas. It is an
outgoing, overflowing way of life.
Basically, we give what we are.
The Belgian -French
poet,
Maurice Maeterlinck, once
wrote: "The thoughts you think
will irradiate you as though you
are a transparent vase." The
gifts of things are never as
precious as the gifts of thought.
,•Emerson said it well: "Rings and
jewels are not gifts, but apologies
for gifes. The only true gift is a
portion of thyself."
'
We give of ourselves when we
give gifts of the heart: love,
kindness, joy, understanding,
sympathy,
tolerance,
forgiveness.
We give of ourselves when we
give gifts of the mind: ideas,
dreams, purposes, ideals,
principles, plans, inventions,
projects, poetry.
We give of clITnelves when we
give gifts of the spirit: prayer,
vision, beauty, aspiration,
peace, faith,
We give of ourselves when we
give the gift of time: when we
are minute builders of more
abundant living for others.
We give of ourselves when we
give the gift of words: encouragement, inspiration,
guidance.
We should give of ourselves with
the radiant warmth of sunshine and the glow of the open
fire.
We should give our community a
good person. We should give
our home a devoted wife and
mother.
We should give our country a
loyal citizen.
We should give our world a lift
toward "that one far-off divine
event toward which all creation moves."
The' finest gift a person can
share with his age and time is the
gift of a constructive and creative
life. In these ways, this year, may
you find the joy and beauty of
Christmas.

Col. Thomas Blood, a highwayman, stole the
British Crown Jewels in 1675. When he was finally caught, King Charles commuted his death
sentence and gave him a lifetime pension — for
being so daring.

eekend
Christmas Fling
J.P. Neibitt's

,01n5111F4WIF41,4111M4nWnlitl
THAT'S IT
753-6882

Olympic Plaza'

Dixieland Center

20° Off Storewide

Pants & Tops Reg. $16.00
$995
Each

HOODED TOPS

3 Days Only
Fri., Sat., Sun.
Kitchen accessories -Wicker
Frames - Ornaments
"A Most Unusual Variety
Of Gifts"

Open
Mon.-Sat. 10-5
Sun. 1-5

295 Reg. $21.00
410Q
MP)V
n5inVnUnIMUM
4

Buy Selected Styles
Palmetto's® Gitano® Or Levi's®
Jeans Reg. 32.00 For Only

19.99

And We'll Give You A

FREE
Now thru Monday, buy selected basic,
baggy and fashion-style jeans from Levi's® ,
Palmetto's® or Gitano® and receive a free
oxford-cloth shirt. Shirts available In many
colors.

)-*

11>

Sale Price

Nia $144"
10
<31
E>
41
ID)
10
THE MURRAY
.(11LTJ' SEWI
NG CENTER
<11
UUUUUUUUUUU 7UUUU

•

Financing Available

DEALER

Don't
Miss
It!

E>

Straight and zigzag stitches
'Easy to remove
bobbin
'Easy to carry
handle

•A Astlenem*Tp.9•Tp,Con•or•
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Oxford-Cloth Shirt!

LLLLLL,‘gLLLLL

Debutante*
Machine
Model 6211

era and have been used through
the ages for such things as
crowns for royalty or prizes for
the winners of games. Today the
most significant ones for us are
the ones used as Christmas
wreaths.
Let us make a Christmas
garland in our imagination on a
thread of faith. On it let's first put
a portion of the innkeeper's apron
string to remind us, no matter
how busy we are, to still have
time and space in our lives for
truth and beauty. Next we'll add
some hair from the patient
donkey, wool from the sheep that
gave up his coat to warm Jesus,
a star as a symbol of Jesus, gold
that the Wise Men brought the
baby, and jewels from their rich
robes. Musical notes from the
Heavenly Host will be a symbol
of God's love for Jesus, and hay
will be a symbol of the manger in
which Jesus was first laid. A bag
of soil from the Holy Land and
snowflakes serve as symbols of
the difference between the first
Christmas and the kind we know
today. Let's add a candy cane as
a symbol of children's fun at
Christmas, a candle as a glow of
friendship, greenery which
stands for God's ever growing
love for us, and bright ribbons to
represent our gifts of love to each
other.
Finally, we must add a Bible as
a symbol of the glorious message
of Christmas that we know
through its pages. Let us keep
this, the finest possible decoration, in our imagination to insure
a meaningful Christmas."
I do not believe that little boy
was missing very much! Perhaps
our children are absorbing more
than we realize, both of good and
bad. Let us help them to sift out
for themselves what they consider the joy and beauty of
Christmas. What is of real value
will not die out of our culture.
Certainly there is nothing more
beautiful than Christmas itself to
give us glimpses into the beauty
of life.
A verse I wrote a long time ago
ends: "Only
in
sharing

Christmas Special
MSU SWEATSUITS

School menus listed for week
Menus for the various
lunchrooms in the county and city schools for
the coming week have
been released by Joanna Adams and Glinda
Jeffrey, food service
directors for the

shopped by myself for Christmas
presents. I only had 254 to spend
for five presents and how carefully I selected my purchases. For
my mother a 54 thimble, a nickel
handkerchief for my sister, and
for one of my little brothers, an
A B C picture book, cost also 54.
I do not remember what the other
gifts were, but I do remember the
joy of giving gifts of my very own
to the members of the family.
That was even better than the
fun of wrapping walnuts in the
tinfoil we had been saving, and
the stringing of popcorn and
cranberries to decorate the
Christmas tree.
Then I remember some of the
years when I was in college in
California, too far away to come
home to Missouri for Christmas,
and the innovative ways we
homesick students devised for
our celebrations. Of course, they
always included hearing "The
Messiah" sung in the University
chapel.
But to go back to the theme of
Christmas through the eyes of a
child. The memory that stands
out most vividly was one of long
years ago when our first son was
a baby of about eight months. We
were living in Monte Vista, Colorado. The manse was next door
to the Church where I went to
help with the preparations for the
Sunday School Christmas Eve
program. As I sat by him, my
baby was asleep on one of the
Church pews. A little girl of about
four quietly came over to look at
him so fondly, as she whispered:
"Is that the Baby Jesus?"
Sometimes we are pessimistic
enough to believe that American
children today are being deprived of the opportunities to develop
and love the traditions which surrounded our childhood. I want to
read for you a little article written by a ten year old boy, Kirk
Williams, of Liberty, Mo. He
wrote this a few years ago, and
called it "Christmas Garland."
I quote: "Christmas garlands
have been made for centuries.
However, the first garlands were
made long before the Christian
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Bel Air Center 753-5323

Mon.-St. 9-6

Sun. 1-3

• Central Shopping Center
•
Murray, Ky.
•9:30-9:00 Mon.-Sat., 1-5 Sun.
S.
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Community events listed
Friday, Dec. 14
Hazel Lodge No. 831
Free and Accepted
Masons will meet at 7:30
p.m. at lodge hall.
— ———
"Scrooge" will be
presented by Community Theatre at 8 p.m. at
Playhouse in Murray.
Calloway County Park.
————
Compassionate
Parents will have a
potluck dinner at 6:30
p.m. at the Health
enter. For information
call 753-3381.
————
S AA and Al-Anon will
will meet at 8 p.m. at
J.U. Kevil Center, South
10th Street Extended,
Mayfield.
—— — —

Friday, Dec. 14
Friday, Dec. 14
A Madrigal Dinner dancing will be from
will be at 7 p.m. in 7:30 to 11 p.m. at the
Pogue Library, Murray Lynn Grove Rolle
r
State University. For in- Rink.
formation and reserva————
tions call 762-4288.
Lady Racers will
————
meet the women's team
'A Christmas from the University of
Medley" will be Tennessee at 7:30 p.m.
presented at 6 and 7 at Racer Arena. There
p.m. at Golden Pond is no admission charge.
Visitor Center, Land
————
Saturday, Dec. 15
Between the Lakes. For
Cleaver and Fulton
reservations call
1-924-5602. extension 295. Sunday School Classes
of Seventh and Poplar
————
Betty Sledd Group of Church of Christ will
First Baptist Church sponsor a luncheon for
Women will meet at 6 all widows and
p.m. at the home of Dr. widowers of the conand Mrs. Greg gregation at 11:30 a.m.
In multi-purpose room
Earwood.
of the church. Anyone
————
Square and round needing a ride call the
•
church office by 4 p.m.
Friday.
————
The Single Connection
will have a progressive
Christmas dinner party
startin$ at 1309 Roberson at 6 p.m. For infor-

)
i

Lb

entur

pIONEER
N 12th
753-8146
Murray. Ky. 42071

I

Weekend Special
4 Movie Rentals
and VCR Rental

Jr

—OR—

4 Movie
Rentals $10
Pickup
Selected Movies $1.50
Per Day Through Dec. 31
Gift Certificates Available
For V.C.Rs & Movie Club
Memberships

Remember!
We're Murray's Only
Complete Rental Store

.40;

id,;1 1',Wii,'.:.,. 4.,'AEI

IP N

Panasonic VCR
V.H.S. Format
14-Day
Programable,
Remote Control
Sale

Fri. & Bring suck Men.

Normally, we are a
wholesale manufacturer
i, I,
,
4 ij, but wfoer arero
Christmasth
openi
o oung
oiioour
(
doors

I

Butterworth
home scene
of meeting

While Supply Lasts

Only $ 1995

Seconds available at low prices!

1 t ili 11 11114„4

Saturday,Dec. 15
Saturday, Dec. 15
Saturday, Dec. 15
mation call Jill at
A Madrigal Dinner High and Callo
way
753-1701.
will be at 7 p.m. in County High will
be at 1
————
Pogue Library, Murray p.m. at Murra
y High
Winter dance, spon- State Univer
sity. For in- School.
sored by Student Coun- formation
call 762-4288!
cil, will be from 8 p.m.
————
Sunda
- y, Dec. 18
to midnight at Murray
Classes for the fall
Mr. and Mrs. T.J.
High School.
semester at Murray Murphy will be honored
————
State University will on 60th wedding anBreakfast with Santa end
today with final ex- niversary with a recepwill be at 9:30 a.m. at amina
tions to be from tion from 2 to 4 p.m. in
Murray Country Club.
Dec. 17 to 21.
Community Room,
————
North Branch, Peoples
————
Hazel Woman's Club
New Providence Bank.
will be at Wal-Mart en- Ridin
g Club will sponsor
————
trance to wrap an
open horse show at 4
Mr. and Mrs. Rudy
Christmas gifts.
p.m. in Livestock and (Debs) Cunningham
— ———
Exposition Center. Ad- will be honored on 50th
Christmas party for missio
n will be $2 per wedding anniversary
children, pre-school person
with a reception at Ac.
through sixth grade,
tivity Building, First
will be from 1 to 2:30
Humane Society's Baptis
t Church, Benton,
p.m. at Oaks Country PAWS will meet at 10:15
from 2 to 4 p.m. They reClub. For information a.m. at Calloway Public
quest guests not bring
call 759-1087.
Library to go for
gifts Christmas Caroling pro————
AA and Al-Anon will grams at the local nursMr. and Mrs. Paul
meet at 8 p.m. at ing homes.
Thurston will be
American Legion
————
honored on 50th anniverBuilding, South Sixth
Basketball game bet- sary with
a reception at
and Maple Streets.
ween Freshman Girls A Civic
Center at Melber
and B Teams of Murray
————
(Cont'd on page 20)

VCR SPECIALS

Country
Christmas Sale

Specializing in many wooden
decorative items and small furniture.
•Doll Cradles
'Wall Plaques
'Christmas Wreaths
•Stocking Holders
'Candleholders
•Rocking Horses
•Match Holders
•Chests

ATEBOOK (Cont'd
from page 4)

$39995

Walt Disney Christmas
Movies
Starting
At

$2995

MURRAY

RENTAVSAlis

CENTER

Maudena Butterworth
opened her home for the
November meeting of
the Penny Homemakers
Club.
"Avoiding and Controlling Hypertension"
was the subject of the
lesson presented by
Marelle Farless. Kathryn Walker gave
the devotion with scripture reading from Colossians 3:16.
The club members
gave 100 per cent on the
Cancer Fund. Gifts for
patients for Western
State Hospital were
brought by the women.
Refreshments were
served to the six
members present.
The club will meet
Monday, Dec. 17, at 11
a.m. at the home of
Violet Johnson. A
potluck lunch will be
served and gifts will be
exchanged.

School plans program
The Murray Middle School will presen
t a
Christmas musical, "A Christmas Tribute,"
on
Monday, Dec. 17, at 7 p.m. in the auditorium
of
the school. Joan Etowker, director of
choral
music, will direct the program. All parent
s,
students and friends are invited to attend.

Club plans breakfast
The annual Breakfast With Santa will be at the
Murray Country Club on Saturday, Dec.
15, at
9:30 a.m. This is for children, preschool throu
gh
third grade, of the club members. Pictur
es will
be taken with Santa. In charge of arrangemen
ts
are Joyce McCoy, Kathy Morris and Vicky
Holton.

Retirees plan party
Retirees of Local 1068 UAW-AFL-CIO will
have
their Christmas Covered Dish Party
on Tuesday,
Dec. 18, at 5:30 p.m. in the Recreation
Room of
the First Christian Church. Those wishin
g to participate in the gift exchange should
bring a gift
costing no more than $4. Women
should bring a
women's gift and men should bring
a man's gift.
All UAW retirees and their spous
es, regardless
of what local membership, are invite
d and urged
to attend.

Horse show Saturday
An open Horse Show, sponsored by the New
Providence Riding Club, will be Saturday, Dec.
15, starting at 4 p.m., at the West Kentu
cky
Livestock and Exposition Center. Admission will
be $2 per person. This is the first of the four
winter horse shows sponsored by the club
this
season. For more information contact Peggy
Atkins, Rt. 2, Hazel, Ky. phone 492-8572.

Diabetes class Tuesday
Diabetes Education Class will be on Tuesday,
Dec. 18, from 2 to 4 p.m. and 6 to 8 p.m. in
Classroom No. 2, ground floor, Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah. The classes are open to all diabetics
and those interested in diabetes at no charge. Appointments for the class should be made by calling the Nursing Administration office at
1-444-2122, according to Sandra G. Shapiro, R.N.,
M.S., Diabetes Educator.

Acteens plan supper
The Acteens of the First Baptist Church will
have a Christmas Caroling and Chili Supper
on
Sunday, Dec. 16. The girls are to meet at 4
p.m.
in the Fellowship Hall of the church.

Jessica Nan Miller born
Mr. and Mrs. Bud Miller, 1519 Johnson, Murray, are the parents of a daughter, Jessica Nan,
weighing seven pounds, measuring 21 inches
,
born on Thursday, Dec. 6, at 8:34 a.m. at
the
Murray-Calloway Coiinty Hospital. The mothe
r,
the former Donna Cole, is on leave from the
Department of Accounting, Murray State
University. The father is self-employed. Grand
parents are Mr. and Mrs. Robert M. Miller
and
Mr. and Mrs. Norville S. Cole, all of Murray.

We Back Our
Quality With A
Money Back
Guarantee

Mon.-Thurs. 9-7
Fri. 9 A.M.-8 P.M.
Sat. 9 A.M.-7 P.M.
Sun. P.M.-6 P.M.

MINIMUM
PRICE CHANGES

FOOD STORES

We don I change y.a)ces
every cruy Of every •ek,
only when the market
changes W. don't pay
someone to make pelt*
chang•s •v•ry day so
netther do you

SMART BUYING

Murray's Holiday Savings Headquarte
rs
Sliced, Crushed or Chunk

Whole Smoked

Picnics

lb.

79C

1 lb

Canned Hams

$699
lb.$ 1 59

Jimmy Donn

Sausage
Bacon

Ends & Pieces

1 59

10 Lb Sliced

Bacon or Beef Patties

$109°

Turkey

Drumsticks or Wings

lb

Pineapple
20
Mandarin Oranges. .11 oz. ce2cza.n 5
3944
9
Cranberry Sauce
16 oz. can 494
Green Beans
303 can 314
Lima Beans
15 oz. can 334
Instant Potatoes
5 1/2 oz. pkg. 594
Salad Dressing
Qt. 994
Maraschino Cherries
10 oz. 594

49C

e

•

69!
1641114
"N
1

0

894
loy, ox. Bo. 894

4 Lb. Bag

20 oz. Bag

Chex Cereals
$149
Coffee Reg., Elec. Perk, Drip...26 oz. Can $379
Napkins
140 ct. pkg. 594
Chocolate Covered Cherries

Box 594
38 oz. Btl. $1 59

2 Lb. Bag 894

Amt. Family Chocolates or

394
3 oz. Box 254

Thin Mints
1 Lb. Pkg. $1
"
Candi Quick Vanilla or Choc.1 Lb. Pkg. $1 69
Cream Cheese
8 oz. 69$

131
/
2 oz. can

Martha White

Flour
5 Lb. Bag

89'

$ 1.49

Au?. Rice, Corn( Wheet

Powdered or

Brown Sugar
Evaporated Milk
Inst. Pudding Mixes

Grapes

Florida'
Oranges

Asst. Varieties

Cake Mixes
Vegetable Oil

Red

French Style

Asst. Christmas

Cookies
Cheese Cake Mix

We carry many name brands but
if we find a product of equal quality but at a lower price we buy it.
We don't pay for fancy labels and
neither do you.

Sage
Nutmeg
Gravy Mixes
Cherry Pie Filling
Pecan Halves
Raisins

594
Box 794
1 oz. pkg. 334
21 oz. 994
Box

12 oz. Box

694

Sliced or Choppecl

Almonds

10 oz. Bag $ 1 69

Giant 3 Liter

Cokes

$1"

Fresh (In Shell)

Pecans

99

Lb.
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Heart implant chronology Virginia UMW takes first stand
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — Here is a
chronology of events
surrounding the world's
second permanent artificial heart implant,
performed on William J.
Schroeder:
Nov. 23
1 984 :
Humana Hospital
Audubon officials announce that Schroeder,
a 52-year-old Jasper,
Ind., grandfather, has
been selected to receive
the world's second permanent artificial heart.
Nov. 25: At 7:57 a.m.
EST, Dr. William C.
DeVries, the chief
surgeon, and an
assisting team of 20
surgeons, begin to implant the artificial heart
in Schroeder. The
operation is completed
6% hours later. At 8:30
p.m., Schroeder is taken
back to the operating
room because of post-

operative bleeding. Doctors determine that
Schroeder had lost blood
through a hole where
the artificial heart was
stitched to the aorta, the
body's main artery. The
leak is fixed and his
chest closed at 10:45
p.m.
Nov. 26: Doctors
report no more complications, and the
bleeding has stopped.
Nov. 27: Schroeder
speaks for the first time
and asks for a beer.
Nov. 28: Schroeder
gets his first solid food
and sits on the edge of
his bed.
Nov, 29: Schroeder is
given a sip of beer, and
gets out of bed for the
first time to sit in a
chair.
Nov. 30: Schroeder
becomes the first
human to try the portable Heimes driver to

power the heart as a
replacement for the
bulky 323-Utahdrive to
which he is usually
tethered. Doctors report
the 11-pound portable
unit works well.
Dec. 1: Schroeder
stands up to be weighed
and sits in a chair for 20
minutes.
Dec. 2: Schroeder is
interviewed by DeVries,
and a videotape was
played for reporters.
During the 10-minute interview, Schroeder says
his artificial heart feels
like a threshing
machine and that he
hopes to live another 10
years.
Dec. 3: Doctors
upgrade Schroeder's
condition from critical
to serious.
Dec. 7: Schroeder is
moved from the coronary care unit to a
private room and takes

against uranium mining in state

his first wheelchair
ride. His condition is
RICHMOND, Va. sylvania County by
upgraded to
(AP) — The United Marline Uranium Co.
satisfactory.
Mine Workers local in The industry is now banDec. 9: A tearful
Virginia, not convinced ned in Virginia.
interviewSchroeder is
that uranium can be
The latest round of
ed for the first time by
safely mined in the studies generated
reporters. He says he
state, is taking a stand reports that recommend
has found a new purpose
against the industry, its lifting the ban only if
in life and feels
political director said.
specific and stringent
"super."
"There are just more environmental and
Dec. 12: President
don't's than do's about health safeguards are
Reagan calls with get
It," Hobart Honaker, written into law, inwell wishes for
Virginia coordinator for cluding a financial setup
Schroeder, who asks the
the union's political ac- to compensate for any
president for help gettion committee and its damage.
ting Social Security
legislative liaison, said
The Coal and Energy
benefits.
Thursday. "We just Commission is schedulDec. 13: Two Social
don't like any part of ed to vote on the recomSecurity Administration
it."
mendations — in the
officials deliver a check
The political form of proposed
by hand to Schroeder.
representatives of Local legislation — Monday.
At 6 p.m., Schroeder
28 took the action at Its report, whether to
suffers a stroke affectheir legislative con- lift the ban or leave it in
ting the left side of his
ference last Friday, he place, will go to the 1985
brain while eating dinsaid. It marks the first General Assembly.
ner. It is his second settime the coal miners
The commission inback since the implant.
have voiced an opinion cludes legislators from
Doctors say he is in
on uranium mining.
the coal mining areas of
serious but stable
"We're not satisfied southwest Virginia and
condition.
with disposing of the the coal industry,
waste. It may get into although not from the
the groundwater," be union.
said.
"I'll be to Richmond
The state has been Monday. I don't know if
studying the issue for I'll speak, but I'll be
aren't — the case should the last four years, since there," Honaker said.
be thrown out because the discovery of a lode He said copies of the
the case was filed too of uranium in Pitt- resolution have been
late and in the wrong
court.
Moloney disputed
Burns' reading of the
statutes about the
timeliness of challenges
to the election and said
there is no limit on when
BURLINGTON, Ky.
Ray Adams, 39 of Cinthey can be filed.
Should the Supreme (AP) — The National cinnati, was in critical
Court decide in Ms. Transportation and condition at Booth
Meagher's favor, Safety Board is in- Hospital. Al Martens, 45
Justice J. Calvin Aker vestigating the crash of of Terrell, Texas, was in
wondered what the a small plane near the serious condition with
court could do now that Greater Cincinnati In- multiple fractures, the
the election has been ternational Airport that hospital reported.
certified and Noble has killed a woman and inAirport spokesman
been sworn in as judge. jured two men.
Boone County Coroner Ted Bushelman said the
"What do you see as
our option?" Aker asked Don Stith said the crash occurred ThursMoloney. "Do we void woman was from the day night about a mile
the election at this Cincinnati area but from the Florence Mall
declined to name her. shopping center near
time?"
Moloney said previous He said relatives had to Burlington.
The six-seat, singlecases have nullified make a positive idenengine Cherokee had
elections where disputes tification today.

Judge dispute in Supreme Court
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — The election
may be more than a
month old, but the controversy over who
should be the district
judge in the Powell,
Wolfe and Breathitt
counties is not over yet.
The dispute involves
James H. Noble, who is
now the judge, and
Virginia Meagher, who
used to be.
Noble easily defeated
Ms. Meagher in the Nov.
6 election, but had to
struggle to get on the
ballot because of allegations that he didn't live
in the district.
A state Supreme
Court hearing Thursday
capped a tangled legal
battle between the two
that goes back to October, when Ms.
Meagher first challenged the legal residency of
Noble.
Ms. Meagher, who
was appointed to the

district court bench
earlier this year, ran second to Noble in the May
primary. Under election
rules, a third candidate
In the primary was
eliminated in the runoff
election.
Lester H. Burns Jr.,
who represents Noble,
said Ms. Meagher
should have challenged
his residency before the
primary. And since she
didn't, the case should
be thrown out.
In an earlier ruling,
Franklin Circuit Judge
Ray Corns agreed with
Ms. Meagher that Noble
actually lives in Clark
County with his wife and
children.
The Kentucky Constitution requires a
judicial candidate to
live in the district for
two years prior to the
election.
Noble contends that
his legal residence is at
his Jackson law office

and therefore meets the
residency requirement.
Corns' decision came
just a few weeks before
the Nov. 6 election.
A procession of appeals were made that
eventually put Nohle
back on the ballot.
"It has been an ordeal
for everyone, including
the courts," Burns said.
Burns told the
Supreme Court that
election challenges
must be filed in the
district where the election will take place.
Ms. Meagher's attorney, Mike Moloney,
countered that the suit
filed in Franklin County, also included the
secretary of state's office and the Board of
Elections, which do
business in Franklin
County.
Burns said that even if
the allegations about
Noble's residency were
true — which they

sent to members of the
commission and appropriate legislative
committees.
The coal operators
have not yet made any
coordinated decision on
uranium mining. A coal
mine company vice
president on one of the
study committees was
highly supportive of the
industry last year but
has not been vocal this
year.
Coal operators might
face concerns that the
stringent requirements
— as well as any effort
for a severance tax —
could spill oVer. tb .their
fields.
Processing uranium
into a form that can be
turned into nuclear fuel
leaves a potentially
hazardous waste product known as tailings.
The storage of that
waste in Virginia's wet
climate — during and
after the mine's operation — is the touchiest
part of the reports. The
only experience with
uranium mining in the
United States is in the
more arid and less

populated southweidoni
states.
"We're just worried
that the tailings would
contaminate the
water," Honaker said.
"We're really not too
familiar with it."
The would-be mining
companies have preferred a storage design
they say would be safe.
The study committees
have recommended
several added restrictions they say would
make the risk acceptable, although it's
uncertain whether a
mine and processing
mill could be operated
economically within
those limits.
Honaker also said the
local was skeptical of
the industry's and the
state consultants'
forecast of jobs that
would be produced by a
uranium complex.
"Anytime a corporation starts into
anything, they say it
will bring jobs," he said.
"But you've got to see
that happen before you
believe it."

NTSB investigating plane crash
that killed woman in Cincinnati
been in the process of
landing on a runway at
the airport about 7:35
p.m., Bushelman said.
Investigators sought
tre cause of the crash,
said control tower
supervisor Paul
Davidson.
"It disappeared one
mile off the runway,"
Bushelman said.
Davidson and
Bushelman confirmed
that the plane was flying
to the airport from
Waverly, Tenn., a town

about 60 miles west of
Nashville. The plane
had left Dallas at noon
and stopped to refuel in
Tennessee.
"It was an instrument
approach," Davidson
said. "The weather is
pretty bad. It just
veered off our screen."
The weather Thursday was cloudy with
steady drizzling rain.
The airport is located
in Boone County, Ky.,
across the Ohio River
from Cincinnati.

have been held valid
and a new election has
been held.

Schultz reassures NATO about arms talks
BRUSSELS, Belgium
(AP) — Secretary of
State George P. Shultz,
in meetings with NATO
foreign ministers, has
reassured them the
United States will consult them on new arms
control talks with
Moscow and stressed
that "allied unity" is the
best way to achieve
results.
Shultz will meet with
the Soviet foreign
minister, Andrei
Gromyko, Jan. 7-8 in
Geneva to develop a
framework for new,
comprehensive arms
control negotiations.
The allies' intense interest in the meeting,
and their hopes for its
success, resulted in a
3%-hour private discussion Thursday during
the opening session of
the two-day NATO conference. The conference
concludes today.
A senior U.S. official,
who briefed reporters
on condition he not be
identified, said Shultz
told his NATO colleagues "we all hope it
might be the beginning
of a better era in EastWest relations."
"He emphasized ...
our commitment to con-

sult, every bit as full
Lord Carrington,
and varied as in the NATO secretarypast," the official said. general, said he told
"You could hear a pin Shultz at the conclusion
drop" inside the of Thursday's discusmeeting room as the sion that he "goes to
NATO ministers listen- Geneva with our ened to a presentation by couragement and supShultz, the official said. port" although "nobody
The official said expects miracles."
Shultz talked for an hour
"All the allies are
about his upcoming ready to play their
meeting with Gromyko, part," Carrington said.
what led to it, and the
The foreign ministers
prospects for progress. are expected to endorse
"He emphasized the im- the U.S. approach to the
portance of allied unity, Geneva talks in a comhow important that was munique following the
in getting us where we close of their meeting.
are," the official said.
A spokesman for the

CORRECTION
In The Cooks Jewelry Ad
In Thursday's Paper, It
Should Have Read:

20%-30%
Off Diamonds

Cooks Jewelry
Central Shopping Center
753-1666

PRE-HOLDAY
FASHION SAVINGS!
?I 30% OFF STOREWIDE
Special Sayingt on
ladies Jeans!
14: Select your Christmas Attire
.fi from our 'Name Brand' Fashions!
2.

'ff

QM QUAUTY
SERVICI PARTS

••

West German delegation, who spoke on condition he not be named,
said: "Shultz can go to
Geneva fully assured he
has the full support of
all the NATO panthers."

eftvistmag
A day ofjoy andfeasting,
Of happiness and mirth;
nd every year it corneth here,
To gladden all the earth.
-

We invite you to
our Christmas Day.
Hillmark Jeweler's & Distributors downtown Paducah and
Murray is proud to announce
Mr. Charles Robinson has joined
our Company. Mr. Robinson has
36 years of experience in jewelry repair, custom casting,
remounting and special design
work. Mr. Robinson worked
many years in the St. Louis area
for Hess-Culbertson Company
and has spent the last nine years
as Head Jeweler for the Dreifus
Company in Carbondale, Illinois.
Mr. Robinson will join Jewelers,
Mrs. Linda`ffill, known throughourthe Tri-State for her special
design work, and Mr. Floyd
Wylie to give Hillmark the finest
custom jewelry repair and
design shop in the area. Offering
60 years of combined experience
on the Jewelry bench, Hiflmarli
would Like to invite you to stop
by today, our qualified staff is
waiting to serve your Jewelry
needs.

GM

Keep That Great
GM Feeling With
Genuine GM Parts

SOMINIUSIO1011100119.00•11011

OUR
CHRISTMAS
DAY MENU

For Reservations
Call 474-2211

toviCKET FoR
EtAIREES
Ken Turkey, BakTorn
Dressing,
Roast Young
bread
Corn
Country Ham,
tucky
Jus
Kentucky
Beef Au
ed
of
Roast Roun d line.
carved on the

SALADS
Salads,
CongealedCranberry
Assorted
Salad,
Tossed Green
Salad.

THE WO

VEGETABLES
Candied Yams,
Holiday Style
Green Beans,
Kentucky Wonder with Giblet
Whipped Potatoes
Gravy.
APPETIZERS

Beef Soup,
Chef's Vegetable Relishes.
Assorted Garden
DESSERTS
Cobbler
Mincemeat Pie, Fruit
Pumpkin Pie.

•:
We are now takingviiamilli
reservations'

SERVING TIME

Accessories
to complement your wardrobe
or ;deal gifts.

1978 El Camino
Power steering, power brakes,
air, raly wheels.

$3,877
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
713-2617

12:00 noon until 8:00 p.m.
Dec. 25, 1984

BUFFET PRICES
Adults— $6.95
Children-$4.50
2 Yrs. or Under No Charge

KENLAKE STATE RESORT
PARK AURORA, Kr.
HWY. 94

641 11. Mnsy

4

1
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With 15 legislators arrested, S. Africa protests continue
WASHINGTON (API
— Like clockwork,
American protesters opposed to South Africa's
racial policies gather at
3:30 p.m. each weekday
to march in a circle near
Pretoria's embassy and
court arrest.
The peaceful
demonstrators, watched
by police officers,
television camera crews
and drivers on
fashionable
Massachusetts Avenue,
carry homemade
placards and chant
slogans such as "No
business in South
Africa. We mean it."
About half an hour into the protest, Randall
Robinson, the tall,
distinguished-looking
man who founded the
"Free South Africa
Movement," holds an
outdoor press conference to introduce the
day's "messengers."
They're the people
who have volunteered
for arrest in a drama
that has been played out
since Thanksgiving
Eve.

Or

e s or

So popular is the antiSouth Africa cause that
15 members of Congress, two teen-age
children of the late
Robert F. Kennedy and
top labor and Jewish
leaders are among those
who have been arrested
in Washington or
elsewhere around the
country.
In the nation's capital,
more than 50 people
have been detained in
the non-violent, 1960sstyle protests against
the South African
system of denying
political rights to 22
million blacks and
against U.S. policy
toward the white-ruled
nation.
A total of more than
100 people have been arrested in New York,
Seattle, Boston,
Houston, Chicago and
Berkeley, Calif.
Demonstrations also
have been held in
Mobile, Ala., Los
Angeles, San Francisco
and the University of
Maryland in College
Park, Md.

ess

At TransAfrica, the
lobbying group Robinson heads, staffer
Cecelie Counts said so
many people are offering themselves for arrest that "we're turning
people away."
"It seems as if we
struck a chord," said
Ms. Counts, adding that
the group has virtually
lined up volunteers for
arrest through the end
of the year. "Little old
ladies and handicapped
groups" are among
those wanting to get involved, she said.
In New York, so many
people have called to
jump on the arrest
bandwagon that the winnowing process has
become somewhat
chaotic, said protest
organizer Harriet
Michel, president of the
New York Urban
League.
Leaders in both cities
screen those who seek
arrest to ensure they
are who they say they
are. They also like to
space out celebrity arrests and designate

each day for a certain
constituent group.
Although protests
vary depending on the
city, the civil disobedience in front of the
Washington embassy
and the consulate on
New York's Park
Avenue has a staged,
theatrical quality, with
protesters and police officers playing out fixed
roles.
"We have good will"
with the officers, said
Ms. Michel, noting:
"Our quarrel is not with
the police, it's with the
South African
government."
In Washington that
good will was brought
home when Mayor
Marion Barry drove up
to the embassy in his
limousine and, while arrests were under way,
proclaimed the movement one of the "best
things that's ever
happened."
At the embassy, those
volunteering for arrest
are escorted by police
on the block-long walk
from the marching site

to the embassy door,
where they ring an intercom and ask for a
meeting with Ambassador Bernardus
Fourie.
After being told the
ambassador is not
available, the
volunteers turn to face a
street and sing the
ballad of the civil rights
movement, "We Shall
Overcome."
The police then give
them two warnings to
disband before they are
arrested on the misdemeanor charge of protesting within 500 feet of
an embassy. In New
York, demonstrators
have been charged with
blocking an entrance to
a public building.
Some of the
demonstrators have
opted to spend the night
in jail, an experience
Rep. John Conyers, DMich., described as
"gross." He said his cell
had "no bedding and a
lot of roaches."
Yolanda King, the
daughter of slain civil
rights leader Martin

*

Lurky

A warm cuddly bundle
of fun who is loved by
one & all. •For ages
3 years & up •12" tall
•R eg. 12.93

9.96

Toys
Under
'10

meeting with Bishop
Desmond Tutu, the
black South African
cleric who won this
year's Nobel Peace
Prize.
And 35 conservative
House members
threatened to seek
economic and
diplomatic sanctions
against South Africa
unless it moved to end
apartheid. Their thinking, as expressed by
Rep. Newt Gingrich, RGa., was that South
Africans cannot count

on support for their
racial policies from the
younger breed of
American
conservatives.
Despite Reagan's
harsh rhetoric on apartheid, which he called
morally wrong, the
Reagan administration
still maintains that its
position of bringing
about change in South
Africa through low-key
diplomacy and negotiation is preferable to
sanctions and others
forms of punishment.

State could pay over $86 million
for employee health insurance

e s or Less •Wo -Mart Sel s for Less..IVIla -Mart Sells for
Uess •Wol Mort Sells for Less

WAL-MART

Luther King Jr., said
she amused herself in
jail by praying and
singing.
- ---- Charges have been
dropped against almost
all those arrested in
Washington, but the
New Yorkers have court
dates, Ms. Michel said.
The carefully orchestrated protests
quickly spurred activity
in official Washington.
President Reagan
strongly condemned
South Africa's apartheid system after

LW Chubbykins
25 Piece
Playette Set
•Includes 13 inch doll with
rooted hair 'No. 61255
'Reg. 14.44

FRANKFORT, Ky. the premiums."
(AP) — Lawmakers
But that statement
have finally found out was contradicted by
how much the state's Personnel Commishealth insurance con- sioner Tommy
tract for its employees Greenwell and Blue
will cost in 1985 and it's Cross officials.
more than they were
Approximately $18
told a month ago.
million is being carried
According to informa- over into 1985 from the
tion given the Interim current contract
year
Joint Committee on with Blue Cross to cover
Banking and Insurance claims from 1984.
Thursday, the state
If any money is left
could end up paying well over above the cost of
over the $86.4 million in the claims, it can be uspremiums included in a ed to cover claims from
contract with Blue 1985, according to Al
Cross Blue Shield of Snively, an actuary for
Kentucky for employee the insurance company.
health insurance in 1985.
Blue Cross officials
Premiums for the ap- told the committee that
proximately 87,000 state claims have never exemployees and teachers ceeded premiums in the
covered by the health in- many years the firm has
surance contract will held the state's health
amount to an estimated Insurance contract.
$86.4 million in calendar
Fowler said any
year 1985. An additional money not used for
$7 million in premiums claims could be used in
will be paid for the future for additional
Medicare supplement benefits or to defray
policies.
future premiums.
Ernest Fowler, direcUnder the new contor of payroll ad- tract, the state will also
ministration in the Per- handle investment of
sonnel Department, told the premium money.
lawmakers that, "In James Ramsey, directhis contract, all that tor of the Office of Inthe state's liable for is vestment and , Debt

FRED SHEPARD

DOGWOOD POTTERY

Visit
Santa
Saturday
11-7!

Christmas Sale
Dec. 15 & 16
and Dec. 22 & 23
\ Saturday All Day
Sunday 12-5 p.m.

Cabbage
Patch
Or

Mickey
Mouse
Talking Phone

5 Miles East On 94
Turn Right At Elm
Grove Baptist Church
Then Go 4.2 Miles

•Talk to six different Walt Disney
characters by pressing the
magic touch tone numbers
*Ages 2-6 *No.586 *Reg. 13.46

Management, said the
state should get about
$2.5 million in interest
on that money in 1985.The interest money
could also be used by
Blue Cross if claims exceed the amount of the
premiums, Snively said.
The information provided Thursday was different than that provided by some state officials who testified to
the committee in
November.
Earlier, officials had
said the state could
realize interest
payments of up to $8
million on the premium
money in 1985. And
lawmakers were skeptical of the new, much
lower figure provided
by Ramsey Thursday.
State Sen. John
Rogers, R-Somerset,
has been particularly
critical of the financing
of the health insurance
program.
Rogers had particular
questions about where
interest income would
be used. He said that lilt
were not used for the
benefit of the health insurance program, it
would be unappropriated funds that
would have to revert to
the General Fund or, "a
tax on those people."

Burley prices
drop 3rd time
in a week
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — Kentucky
tobacco farmers received an average of 23
cents less per hundredweight for their
tobacco Thursday than
the previous day's sales,
according to the
Federal-State Market
News Service.
Thursday's average
price of $187.58 per hundredweight represents
the third price decrease
this week.

Preschool Farm Set

A_
'Born has doors that open and
close 'All play pieces store in
barn with built-in handle for
carrying 'No. 1045 'Reg. 11.94

Milton Bradley Operation and
Battleship Games

•Operation You remove all otIments with tweezers
wIthout settong off the buzzer, ages
6 to 14 any number of players •Bottleshop
Game of bode and seek, try to unk oil shops
ages &adult, 2 players •No 4545 ond 4730
*Reg. 8.28

Pump In Dolls
Patty Pumpkin
Penny Pumpkin
or
Peggy Pumpkin

Your

Choice

Rainbow BriteCookware or
Dinnerware Set

•Reg. 12.43

'For -little" homemakers
•Nos. 1626, 4590
'Reg. 6.97

ENJOY A VISIT WITH SANTA
Hwy. 641 North
Mon.-Sat. 9-10, Sun. Noon-6
Sale Ends 12-18-84
t Sells for Less •Wal-Mort Se Is for Les

WAI:MART
II f

L

Due to the seasonal nature
of this ad, sell-outs may
UI
occur. Rainchecks not
available on all items.
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December 17-21
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Courier-Journal managing editor criticizes
press association poll on news council
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — The managing
editor of the Louisville
Courier-Journal has
criticized efforts by the
president of the Kentucky Press Association
to poll newspaper
publishers on the creation of a state news
council
David Hawpe said
Thursday the poll was
being conducted without
the state's publishers
having had a chance to
study a proposal for the
council developed by a
KPA task force.
Proponents say that
the proposed news council would monitor the
fairness of newspaper
coverage in Kentucky.
The poll was sent to
publishers earlier this
week by KPA President
Lewis E. Owens, who is
vice president and
general manager of the
Lexington Herald Leader Co.
Executives of the
Herald-Leader have opposed a news council
while those with the
Courier-Journal have
favored it.
"I am certain that Mr.
Owens did not intend to
unfairly load the issue
for KPA publishers, or
pre-empt consideration
of the KPA task force
proposal, but I fear his
poll will do both,"
Hawpe said in a written
statement. Hawpe is a
member of the task
force and the KPA's
board of directors.
'I think most
publishers will see
through Mr. Owens'
perhaps well-intended
but ill-disguised effort to
drum up opposition to
an idea the publishers
should have the right to
vote on after having
studied the details."
Hawpe said.
Owens said Thursday
he decided to conduct
the poll as "a way of
determining whether
the publishers should
continue to pursue the
issue ... of a state news
council."
Owens said he was
told that the task force
was divided on the issue
and he wanted the poll

JeMunford, chairresults when the KPA
board of directors meets man of the task force
and publisher of the
next week.
The KPA's directors Union County Advocate,
are expected to consider called the $70,000 figure
Thursday whether to "ridiculous" and agreed
take the proposal to the that not enough inforfull KPA membership mation had been providfor a vote at its January ed to publishers.
meeting.
• A'
Sells 'or Less •
In a copy of a letter
written to state
newspaper publishers,
Owens noted publishers
are divided over the
question.
"If Kentucky
newspapers are still
widely divided on the
subject, and I believe
thay are, it would be an
exercise in futility to
pursue this further,"
Owens said in the letter,
dated Dec. 10. A copy of
Owens' letter was attached to the Courier.
Journal statements.
Owens said Thursday
that as KPA president
he was neutral on the
Issue, adding that, "I
made every attempt to
state fairly the issue and
try to be neutral."
He said he didn't include a copy of a proposal being studied by
the KPA task force with
his letter because he
believes that publishers
are informed about it.

Mart Sells for Loss • W al-IM 1-1 Solts

assumes that office
space would be donated
and people would
volunteer time.
Creed Black,
publisher of the Herald.
Leader, said Thursday
he was "very strongly
opposed" to a news
council.
Black said
newspapers should be
responsible to their
readers, not a "bunch of

"I think the issue of
whether or not we
should have a news
council and how it works
has been fairly aired,"
Owens said.
Owens said he received four responses to his
survey Thursday, and
three publishers were
opposed to the council
and one was in favor.
The one who favored the
council didn't indicate
whether he would financially support the council, Owens said.
"If the membership is
against the news council
and there's no indication of support, then our
board needs to know
that," Owens said.
In MS letter, Owens
sald 'a proposed annual
budget for the council of
$17,000 was "probably
understated," noting a
news council in Minnesota has a budget of
$70,000.

tacts with the Vatican
are impossible until it
ends diplomatic relations with Taiwan — a
stand reiterated after
Sin's visit.
Meanwhile, the World
Council of Churches'
general secretary, the
Rev. Philip Potter, said
after a visit to China he
was impressed with
"the vitality of the
Chinese church and its
remarkable growth
under difficult
circumstances."
It was the first visit by
a council official to
China in more than 30
years.

busybodies."
Paul Janensch, acting
editor and publisher of
The Courier-Journal
and The Louisville
Times, wrote a column
saying Kentucky needs
a news council to hear
complaints of inaccuracy and unfairness
against newspapers A
copy of the column was
attached to Owens' letter to publishers.
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David Thompson, executive director of the
KPA, said he had been
out of state and had not
seen the poll or Hawpe's
statement.
REDUCED PRICES

shiowd pecan. peanut* pecan
rolls clown*, fudge vow'', of can
dy bora
Ky. Candy and Nut CO.
Old Almo School House
Almo Open 95 tN Xmas
to. Deltvere
)53-4953

- Less •Wal Mart Se s or ess •Wal-Mort Sells for Less •Wol Mort Sells for Less •Wol-Mart Sells for

30% OFF
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Vatican, rebuffed so far by China,
hopes for closer contacts in future
VATICAN CITY (AP)
— Rebuffed so far in efforts at closer contacts
with China and the
estimated 3 million
Catholics there, the
Vatican says it's hoping
the situation will
change.
"We hope that regular
contact will become
possible," the Vatican's
secretary of state, Cardinal Agostino Casaroli
recently told reporters.
"But up to today, it has
not been possible."
Indications of a possible shift were seen in the
recent visit to China of
the Cardinal Jaime Sin
of the Philippines. He
was reported as saying
that authorities there
told him they would not
object if the "Patriotic
Church liked to align
itself with the Vatican."
The governmentrecognized "Patriotic
Church" of Catholics
broke off ties with the
Vatican after the 1949
communist takeover of
China. The government
has insisted that con-

He added that Owens
had asked in the poll
whether publishers
would be willing to
financially support the
council and how much
they would contribute
annually.
The task force has not

made a decision on how
to fund the council,
Munford said.
Munford said he supported the proposal,
developed by University
of Kentucky School of
Journalism professor
Ronald Farrar.
Owens said that he
called the $1 7,000
estimated cost
"understated" because
the estimated budget
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Chaps Gift Set
One Ounce After-Stitive
One Ounce Cologne
Reg. 7.96

30% OFF
Frijol!
Gift
Set
1.25 oz.
Spray
1/8 oz.
Porfum
Spray
Reg. 7.64

Le Jardin
Gift Set
by
Max Factor
.55 oz. Eou de Toilette
Spray
•12 oz. Parfurn
•Reg. 9.84

5,39

6.88 Limit

Lmit 1

26% OFF

30% OFF

30% OFF

All Christmas Trees
In Stock
Reg.

Sale

4 Ft. Scotch Pine
61/2 Ft. Balsam

12.47
29.96

7 Ft. Balsam Panel
62.48
6 Ft. Flocked
39.73
No Rginchecks

8.73
20.97
43.74
27.88

Brach's
Villa
Chocolate
Covered
Cherries
.
8 Ounces
•Real milk chocolate
•Limit 2
•Reg. 98(

25% OFF

21% OFF

A 1915 earthquake at
Avezza, Italy, killed
29,000 persons.
•

-263
I c6
a3
7Di3
911

PEOPLES/BANK
.40

Roadmaster Car Stereo
Speaker System
120 watts, 20 oz. Steel mesh grill. 6"x9" or 61
/
2"
round, RS-900
•Reg. 19.96
Limit 1

1 5.77

Model KP2000

Reg. 112.93

84 00
•

25% OFF

30% OFF

CARRIER
NEEDED

Flat Top
Tool Box
•22"4%-x8%•Charcsool gray silicone
finish •Lift out tray
•Piono style hinges
'No. 22 •Reg. 12.83

From Murray To Hazel

8.97
Limit 2

Apply In Person
At The Murray
Ledger & Times

Pioneer In-Dash Cassette
With AM/FM Stereo

Hwy. 641 N.
Mon.-Sat. 9-9, Sun. Noon-6
Sala Good Saturday & Sunday'
Dec. 15 S. 16
0,30 Sells for Less •Wol Mart Sells For less •Wol Mort Sells hfl. iffV1

Wind mere
Styling Center
Hair Dryer
Plus Gentle
Curls
Styling Iron

Due to the seasonal
nature of this ad sell
outs may occur. Rainchecks not available
on all items.

Reg. 14.96
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t

5,11
.
6
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OBITUARIES

County man offers reward for calfs killer
Bobby Boyd, Route 6,
Murray is offering a
$500 reward for information leading to the arrest and conviction of
the person(s)
s) responsible for the butchering of

one of his calves.
hind quarters were
The reward was of- reportedly removed, acfered Friday after the cording to the sheriff's
Calloway County department, which
Sheriff's Deparment reported that the inciwas informed of the kill- dent occurred sometime
ing of the calf. The calf's earlier this week near

back a firsthand report
to the American people.
"The time has come
to shift from one of quiet
diplomacy to one of crying out in public protest," said Rabbi Alexander M. Shapiro, president of the Rabbinical
Assembly, representing

Hog market

_
1,200 Conservative rabbis serving congregations with 1.5 million
members.

Federal State Martel News Service
December 14. DM
Kmaltra1 Purchase Arse Hod Martel
Report 1.dd..S Bayles Mallow.
Receipts: Act. 471 Est. 130111 Barmen
GUM steady Sows steady to 1-50
12811er
650.54-51.00
US 1 2 210450 Ms
some 51.50
140.50-54.130
U8 1)41-214 lb..
150.41-58.50
US 2 110-1404 lb..
$411.01150.40
US 2-3 250-170 lb.

He called apartheid a
"deplorable policy"
that "must be protested
by all men and women
of good will."

11.35.01117.10
us 1 2 270 350 lbe
$31.110411.110
U8 1 3 MO 4.50 lb.
500
lbs.
1
3
us 650
233-80:28-88
138.50-41.40
U8 1-3501-304 lbs
some 4l.Se
b.$35-0117.0,
Roars 130.00-33.110

Rabbi group praises stand against apartheid
NEW YORK (AP) —
Leaders of Conservative
Judaism have praised
the Reagan administration for its "strong
stand" against the apartheid policy of South
Africa and urged a
bipartisan delegation to
that country to bring

Hale Road.
The sheriff's department is currently investigating the incident.

Mrs. Calhoun dies Thursday Mrs. Beauton Rites held
Mrs. Mamie Calhoun,
76, 215 South 12th St.,
Murray, died Thursday
at 8:03 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Her husband, Sam
Calhoun, died June 7,
1984. She and her husband had operated
Calhoun Plumbing on
North Fourth Street,
Murray, for many
years.
She was a member of
the Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ.
Born Nov. 25, 1908, in
Tennessee, she was the
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daughter of the late
Everett Therrell and
Eura Hall Therrell.
Mrs. Calhoun is survived by one daughter,
Mrs. Charles (Sara
Ruth) Brooks, Grover,
Mo.; one grandson,
Doug Brooks, Murray;
one granddaughter,
Mrs. Kathy Stark, and
one grandson, Nicholus
Stark, Kansas City, Mo.
Also surviving are one
sister, Mrs. Brooks
(Nell) Lester, Bulls
Gap, Tenn.; three
brothers, Leland Therrell, Westport, Tenn.,
Wilson Therrell, Huntingdon, Tenn.. and Jim
Therrell, Clarksburg,
Tenn.
The funeral will be
Saturday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
John Dale will officiate.
Entombment will
follow in the Murray
Mausoleum.
Friends may call at
the funeral home after 3
p.m. today (Friday).

Mrs. Jennie
Bean Baucum
dies Thursday

SUNDAY, DEC. 16th
5 P.M. TO 8 P.M.

Many unadvertised specials! In addition to the specials listed, we'll
have "Blue
Light" specials for everyone on Santa's Gift List Special selected items
from every
department! Come on in and line your pockets with sayings during this 3-Hour
Sayings Event — Sunday, December 16th from 5 to 8 P.M. only!

200,0

25

OFF

% OFF

Our Reg. Low Prices

On All Mens,
Ladies Perfume,
Cologne and
Gift Sets

2

% OFF

Our Reg. Low Prices

Our Reg. Low Prices

On All
Gift Wrap
In Stock

On All
Tool Boxes
In Stock

25%0FF $7.97 20%

OFF

Our Reg. Low Prices

Our Reg. 12.97

Our Reg. Low Prices

On All
Gloves
In Stock

Men's Heavy
Weight Flannel
Shirts

On All
Car Stereos
In Stock

REBATE
"'c'" Sale
Proce
Less Factory

IFS

Born Aug. 21, 1915, in
Calloway County, she
was the daughter of the
late Clancy Vance and
Allie Williams Vance.
She is survived by
three daughters, Mrs.
Barry (Charlotte) Joyce
and Mrs. Garry (Carlotta) Clark, Pearisburg,
Va., and Mrs. Larry
(Patty) Campbell, Rt. 8,
Murray; one son, Sam
Underwood, Murray;
eight grandchildren.
Also surviving are
four sisters, Mrs.
Beatrice Kniffen,
Covina, Calif., Mrs.
Robbie Sykes, Trenton,
Mich., Mrs. Billy
(Frances) Paschall, Rt.
4, Murray, and Mrs.
Howard (Wanda) Coy,
Murray; four brothers,
Troy Vance, Rt. 6, Edwin Vance, Rt. 4, and
Coffield Vance and
James Vance, Murray.
The Max Churchill
Funeral Home will be in
charge of the funeral
andburial
arrangements.

7
9.

Services held
Friday for
Rites set for Alvis Sheffield

Saturday for
Joe C. Mills
The funeral for Joe C.
Mills, brother of W.C.
Mills of Dexter, will be
Saturday at 11 a.m. in
the chapel of the J.W.
Curry and Son Funeral
Home, Dyersburg,
Tenn.
Burial will follow in
the Rehobeth Cemetery
there.
Mr. Mills, 7 4 ,
Dyersburg, died Thursday at the Parkview
Methodist Medical
Center there.
Survivors are two
daughters, Mrs. David
Lanier, Dyersburg, and
Mrs. Tommy Anderson,
Lenox, Tenn.; one son,
Tom Mills, Brawley,
Calif.; seven grandchildren; three greatgrandchildren.
Also surviving are
four sisters, Mrs. Jimmy Morrison and Miss
Burma Mills, Columbus, Mrs. Harold Shadwick and Mrs. Junior
Carter, Arlington; one
brother, W.C. Mills,
Dexter.

Each

Industrial Average
Air Products
Apple Computer
American Telephone
Briggs & Stratton
Chrysler
Dollar Gen. Store
Dupont
Ford
G.A.F.
General Motors
GenCorp, Inc.
Goodrich
Goodyear
Home Health Care
I.B.M

+4.53
45% -1/s
28/
1
2 +/
1
2
18 unc
271/4 -1/4
301
/
4 +%
20% -1
/
2
46% +1
/
4
43% +lys
25 -1
/
4
74% + ty,
32% unc
25 unc
24% + 1/8
644 +%
118% +%

AFTER REBATE

Our Reg 19 97

Conair Lite Saver- Rechargeable Flashlight Or Portable Vcruum
Conair' flashlight with emergency flash or Kwik Sweeprechargeable
hand held vacuum
Keep recharged and ready to use at all timesl

DEPOSIT THIS
COUPON FOR
DRAWING
A '25 GIFT
CERTIFICATE TO
BE GIVEN AWAY
EVERY 15 MINUTES

Services for Alvis
Buford Sheffield, half
brother of Laudel Lowe
of Hazel, are today at 2
p.m. in the chapel of the
White-Ranson Funeral
Home, Union City,
Tenn.
Burial will follow in
the Sunnyside Cemetery
In Kenton, Tenn.
Mr. Sheffield, 70, Martin, Tenn., died Wednesday at 5:30 p.m. at the
Baptist Hospital, Union
City. He was a retired
farmer.
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Ardie Sheffield; two daughters,
Mrs. Shirley Faye
Copeland, Germantown,
Tenn., and Miss Patsy
Arlene Sheffield, Chattanooga, Tenn.; four
sons, Claude Benford
Sheffield, Milton, Fla.,
Robert Glen Sheffield,
Union City, Tenn.,
Roland Ray Sheffield,
Bridgeview, Ill., and
Dennis Howard Sheffield, Martin.
Also surviving are two
half brothers, Laudel
Lowe, Hazel, and Frank
Lowe, Texas; 14 grandchildren; four greatgrandchildren.

INVESTMENTS

OFFICIAL ENTRY BLANK
I medial G„.lws Not 50

Jerrie()
Johnson & Johnson
Kmart
Mary Kay Cosm.
J.C. Penney
Penwalt
Quaker Oats
Sears
Stuart Hall
Texaco
Time Inc.
U.S. Tobacco
Wal-Mart
Wendy's
A.L. Williams
C.E.F.Yield

16%
351/s

+/
1
4
4
.%

34% +1
/
4
8% -1
/
2
49 .1/8
38 -1
/
4
35% -%
301/2 unc
3% unc
33% unc
40/
1
2 +
34/
1
2 +1
/
4
38% -1
/
2
17% unc
9% inic
893

WOODMEN BLDG., MURRAY 753-9476
STOCKS
MUNICIPAL BONDS
MUTUAL FUNDS
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC

TUCK

'S

sme FrnOloy.ej And T

Final rites for Mrs.
Velma Avery, stepmother of Carroll Avery
of New Concord, were
today at 10 a.m. at the
First Baptist Church,
Halls, Tenn.
Burial was in the
Halls Cemetery with
Halls Funeral Home in
charge of
arrangements.
Mrs. Avery, 95, died
Wednesday at Baptist
Hospital Lauderdale,
Ripley, Tenn.
She was the widow of
Tom G. Avery. A retired
teacher, she was a
member of the Tennessee Teachers
Association and of the
First Baptist Church,
Halls.
Survivors are two
stepdaughter, Mrs. Nell
Murchison, Halls, and
Mrs. Lela Mullins, West
Palm Beach, Fla.; three
stepsons, Paul Avery
and Wilburn Avery,
Gates, Tenn., and Carroll Avery, New
Concord.
Also surviving are two
sisters, Mrs. Mary
Perry, Halls, and Mrs.
Earline Lightfoot,
Dickson, Tenn.; 13
stepgrandchildren.

Stock Market

MV1

Will Be Here
With Candy For
All The Kids!

She was a member of
the Poplar Spring Baptist Church.

SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT

14.97
-5.00

roto Net Cost
After Rebate
9.97
Rebate limded 10
1
SillabOhon
"'ft

Santa

Mrs. Beauton Underwood, 69, Rt. 6, Murray,
died today at 4:40 a.m.
at the West View Nursing Home.

today for
Velma Avery

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY

CONAIP

lite Saver

Mrs. Jennie Bean
Baucum, 77, Kirksey,
died Thursday at 11:55
p.m. at the MurrayCalloway County
Hospital.
Born May 5, 1907, in
Calloway County, she
was the daughter of the
late Jesse Jake Bean
and Suclie Bailey Bean.
Her husband, Cloys
Baucum, died March 13,
1982.
Five surviving
daughters are Mrs
Sudie Nell Bohannon,
Mayfield, Mrs. Jesse
(Ann Thompson and
Mrs. Jerry (Georgette)
Burgett, Columbus,
Ohio, Mrs. John A.
(Carolyn) Carson,
Pickerington, Ohio, and
Mrs. Vernon (Joan)
Ails, Blytheville, Ark.
Five surviving sons
are Joe Baucum, Calvin
Baucum and Roger
Baucum, Columbus,
Ohio, James Baucum,
Pataskala, Ohio, and
Taz Baucum, Kirksey.
Also surviving are two
sisters, Mrs. Flora
Ford, Murray, and Mrs.
Clyde (Lucille)
Beaman, Rt. 2, Kirksey;
two brothers, Troy
Bean, Rt. 2, Kirksey,
and Roy Bean, Rt. 7.
Thirty-seven grandchildren and nine greatgrandchildren also
survive.
In charge of the
funeral and burial arrangements will be the
Max Churchill FUneral
Home,

Underwood
dies today

PANELING

wanm

Name
Address
City,

State

Phone
Only One Entry Per Pe0son Allowed
Drawing Every 15

Minutes • Noon

Not Bo Pretiont To Win

SPECIAL "AFTER HOURS” SALE AT YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD K MART

7:30-5:30
Hwy. 45 1 Mi. So. 10,000 BTU
MON.-FRI.
Martin, TN
Radiant Heat
SAT.,
7:30
A.m..3:00 P.M.
901/587-3000 Auto Lighting

PRE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

APTIST

GRACE BAPTIST
fluidity Schaal
140 am.
Morning Warship
10:•
Singing Eve. Warship
4:40 pm

111.00D RCM
1111 am
Morning Wen*
444pm
'venlig Ward*
CHERRY CORNER
11 00 a. m
Morning Worship
7 On p m
Evening Worship
CHESTNUT
GENERAL
10 00 a m
Sunday School
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
COLDWATER
11 00 cm
Morning Word*
400pm
Evening Services
COLDWATER BAPTIST
CHURCH
100 am
Sunday School
1110am
Morning Services
4-00 p m
Evening Services
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
Wednesday Sere
4-10p.m.
10.00am.
Sunday School
Worship Service
11 40 km
Odom
Sunday Night
EASTWOOD BAPTIST
CHURCH
10 10 a.m.
Sunday School
11.110 am.
Morning Worship
141pm.
Evening Worship
7 00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
1100am.
Kornai* WarliMli
• 45 pm
h., «mop Norship
ElOtANUEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
11 00 a.m
11:20
Evening Worship
FAITH BAPTIST • • '''''' •
WM a.m.
Morning Worship
4.00 p.m
Evening Wondip
FIRST BAPTIST
11,30 am
Sunday School
10 45a.m 11700pm
Worship
4 00 p.m
Cnurch TraliUng
FLINT BAPTIST
1100am
Morning Worship
6 48 p m
Evening Worship

HAZEL BAPTIST
Sudsy School
9 40 a m
Morning Words*
11 00 a in
Church Trading
5 00 p m
Evening Worship
I CO p m
Wednesday Evening
7 00 p m
RILLTOP BAPTIST
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Worship Service
11 CO am
Evening Service
5 10 p m
KIRKSEY BAPTIST
Morning Worship
1100am
Everung Worsdp
7 30 p m
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY
BAPTIST
Sunday School
1000am
Preaching
1100am klICOpm
Wednesday Night
'7 00 p m
LOCUST GROVE
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
Evening Worship
7 00 p m
LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
lat Sunday
2 00 p m
brd Sunday
2 00 p m
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Morning Worship
10 50 a m
Evening Worship
4,00 p m
MOUNT HOREB
FREEWILL BAPTIST
Sunday School
6:11 am
Worship
11:80 km
NEW MT CARMEL
MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
HOD a.m.
Evening Worship
400 p m
NORTHSIDE
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
Evening Worship
7 03 p m
NEW PROVIDENCE
Sunday School
10 03am.
Preaching Serv
1100am
Nightly Service
6 00 p m

irriurr

BETHEL UNITED
Morning Worship
9'30 a.m
Sunday School
10:20 km
Snd li 4th Sun. Night
COO p.m
BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
1010 a.m
Worship
11 00 a m
lart & 3rd Sun Night
7 00 p m
COLDWATER UNITED
Worship Service 11:00 1st k 2nd Sunday.
0 00 a.m 3rd 04th. Sunday School 10 CO
i Ist k 2nd Sunday. 11:03 km 3rd Tr 1th

aorturtg

Ln.d.

i•

COLES CAMPGROUND
.
ti
:i%ship
i
Service
410
y School
9'48
DEXTER-HARDIN UNITED
School' 10.00 am
11:00a.m..610 pm
';I:darsitiPY
FIRST METHODIST
Worship
8'45 & 10- 50 a m
GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
Worship Service
11:40 km
&inday School
10 00 a m
GOSHEN METHODIST
Church School
10'00 a m
Worship Service
11 00 a m
Evenlna Ur Wor.
6 30 p.m
HAZEL UN/TIED METHODIST
Worship
1010 am
Sunday School
11 00 km
INDEPENDENCE UNITED
Sunday School
1000 cm
Morning Worship
11 00 cm
KIRKSEY UNITED
Sunday School
10:05 km.
Morning Worship
11:00 km.
Evenin4
/
1
4Worohip
7:00 paw

LYNN GROVE
Worship Service
9 45 am
Church School
10:45 aelit
MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
Worship Service
CIO km
10 20 am
Sunday School
MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
Worship
10 CO a.m
11.00 a.m
Sunday School
MT CARMEL
Worship Service 10 00 am 2nd Sunday
11 00cm 401 Sudsy, Sudsy School 1010
am 1st. Irtietli Sunday 11 am 2nd
Sunday
lifT HEBRON
Worship Service 10 03 a m 1st Sunday k
11(0 ltd Sunday. Sunday School 11.03
am Ist Sunday - 10 03 a m 2nd. 3rd k
4th Sunday
PALESTINE UNITED
Sunday School
10 00 a m
11 CO a m
Worship
RUSSELL'S CHAPEL UNITED
Worship
9 15 a m
Sunday School
11 00 am
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
9 16 a.m
10.415 a.m
Morning Worship
6.00 p m
Evening
STOREY'S
UNITED
Sunday School .
111:00 a m
11r1
..-`
Morning Word.
11:00 a m
TEMPLE HOD UNITED
Morning Worsdp
10-00 a.m
&milay School
11 10 am
W AYMEN CHAPEL
ARE CHURCH
Sunday School
10 00 a m.
Mandog Service
11 10 a in
.Pastor William J. Pratt

aux=

Saturday
Sunday

IlDiANUEL LUTHERAN
Sunday School k
8 45•en
Bible Class
10 00 I'm
Worship

EPISCOPAL
ST ioiors EPISCOPAL
8:00 km.
11,15 km.
1040

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
SERVICES
SERVICES
Farmer Ave k 1700 SL, Murray
Sundey
11 -00 am
Sunday School
11.00 am;
Ind Wed
7 30 p m
RR 2nd Wed
12 004 00 m

LOCUST GROVE CHURCH
Morning Worship
11 00 am
Sunday School
10 00 am
Evening Worship
1 00 p m.
MIIRRAY CHURCH
Sunday School
9 18 am

INDEPENDENT
CHFG2TIAN
COMMUNITY CHURCH
Sunday School
4:11 am.
Morning Worship
1020 km.
NORTHSIDE INDEPENDENT
Mckanney Road. Dexter
Sunday School
10-00 a m
Worship
11 00 a m

CHURCH OF JESUS
CHRIST OF LATTER
DAY SAINTS

BrTHESDA BIBLE CHURCH
Benton Synuonia Hwy. 9prisonia
Sunday School
548am
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
Wed Evening
7 00 p m

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
320 S 1400 St
Sunday School
11 00 a m
Sacrament Meet
11 50 a m

HILLMARK 01ST.
MM..11011
411111.111.11.•
11•••••••

CATALOG SHOWROOM
WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD

11111111MIWIWI
WM.
'MTV

:•••
. .

10 00 a m
1100am
6 00 p m
10 50 a m
1 00 p m
10 50 a m
6 OD p m
10-00 a m
11 00a.m
10 00 a m
10 15 am
6 00 p m
7 30 p m

10'CO a m
1030 am
6 OD p m
710 p m

JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
Watchtower
10 30 a.m
Bible Lecture
a SO a.m.
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Sabbath School
Sat- 9:15 am.
Worship
lat. OA ram.

BETHEL
PEL
Sunday School
1010 am
Worship Service
1110 am
Evening Worship
7:40 p.m.
CALVARY TEMPLE
Sunday School
1003 A.A1.
Morning Worship
11:00km.
Evening Worship
II:30 p.m.
Wed Service
7:30pm
THE CHURCH OF JESUS
CHRIST Aline Heights
Sunday School
1010 a.m.
Worship Service 1110 am k TAXI p.m
FAITH APOSTOLIC
CHURCH
2106 Coldwater Rd.
Sun. Ser.
1011 a.m -7.00 p.m.
Wed. Mlle Study
7-00 pin.
FIRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD
Sunday School
10-00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m,
Sunday Evening
7:00 p.m.
Thurs. Rite
2:00 p.m.
JENNY RIDGE PENTECOSTAL
Saturday Evening
7 00 p.m.
Sunday Morning
10 30 a.m.
Sunday Evening
COO p.m.
TRINITY CHRISTIAN
CENTER
1500 at Calloway
1000 am.
Church School
1110 am.
Worship
5,90p.m.
Sunday Evening
UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH-NEW CONCORD
Sunday School
10:00 arm
Worship Sere.
11 00 a.m.-0:00 p.m.
Wed. Service
7 00 p.m
L.AKE-LAND APOSTOLIC CHURCH
Sunday Services
10'00 m
6.00 p.m

SUPER AMERICA
OPEN 24 HOURS
801 COLDWATER RD. 753-8574

MURRAY AUTO
AUCTION
DEALERS ONLY•TNIRSDAY 6:30 P.M.
753-5300

County Line Grocery
groceries g Gasaliee

6 Days A Week 6-1

Hwy. 121

Cy

419-2533
T'IrifilfilliIIIIIII

USA INC. \

Foe ri* MST OF vOild oaf

MURRAY
MEMORIAL GARDENS

Mausoleum -Cemetery Lots
Complete Counseling Service
- 753-2654
641 North
Compliments Of

Lynn Grove Rood

753-5742

CHRYSLER

Compliments of

'Complete Milling Facilities'
Industrial Rd.••••753-5378

Let Us Entertain You

Murray
Theatres
*PIZZA HUTs
.PizzeoPeste•Seadvriches
'

12th di Chestnut, 759-4646

Vaughn's Plumbing
Jimmy Lamb, Owner
501 N. 4th
7 I168

a 9e
Plymouth

753-2411

MURRAY DATSUN
CHRYSLER-DODGE

Murray Electric System

604 S. 12th St.
753-7114

401 Olive - 753-5312

Kegyekii Fria Ckiekia
Jack Marshall -Franchisee
"WE DO CHICKEN RIGHT"
Try Our Fresh Buttermilk Biscuits
Sycamore it 1214
Cell in Orders 753-7101

Fitts Block & Ready Mix Co.
Inkling Blocks & Remly Mix Concrete

East Main Street

753-3540

GOLDEN
CORRAL

Parker
ige- Ford Inc.

Home Of The
Famous 40 Item Salad Bar
1 1 7----- 719 South 12th
753-3822

701 Main - 753-5273

.cript

THOROBRED
COMPUTER

Open All Year

t

p Fresh Fruits

AND SOFTWARII SYMMS
OLYPAILIC PLAZA •MURRAY• 753-7733

'Hillbilly 'Barn

Vegetablds

•

MOM STOCKADE

JCPenney

Home Owned & Operated By Ron & Joyce Sallin
Featuring Daily Lunch & Dinner Specials
Bel Air Shopping Cent4r

753-0440

Byron's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy

Compliments Of

Belcher Oil Co.

Ewryday Lowest Prescription Prices
Byron Forbus, Pharmacist
Glendale At Whitnell (Behind Rig Joh. tl 7534175

Lynn Grove
SOUTHERN STATES
CO-OPERATIVE
Feed & Seed
Lynn Grove
SERVICE
'al
ccq 435-4415 CALIEVY

Roaa 753-1423 or 753-0182

Buck's Body Shop

KEEL'S VACUUM
SALES & SERVICE

Auto Body & Frome Work
Established 1945

Home Owned & Operated by
Max & Marie Keel

900 Sycamore

753-5142

Bel-Air Shopping Center

753-2706

Compliments of

D & W Auto Supply
We install auto glass"
Auto Paint Material

753-2380

512 S. 12t4

753-4563

Carroll Tire Service
And Wheel Alignment
7,7;1
1102 Pogue 723.1409
11
/
2
East

Stocks
of S. 12th
Compliments of

UNIROYAL

LYNN GROVE
SUPER MARKET
Lynn Grove, Ky.
Owners: Ruble & Johnnie Taylor

BUCHANAN FEED
AND SEED

Your Only Full Service
Chevron Station"
Mickey Cochran-Owner /Manager
1417 Mein
733-239

201 S. 3rd.

ley lathalree. Plariatist
Olympic Plaza

WALEMART

%.

WEST MAIN
CHEVRON

J.H. CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME

West Kentucky Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.
Phone 753-5012

Everyday Low Price Prescription Service

Rt I, Murray
753 2540

4

Pete Clayton - Mgr. •20 Years Exp•rl•
753-6433

9003 759-4522
(*raft

• 13E0000d SUITES
• LAO AWAY & FINANCING
• LARGE SHOWROOMS
• LINENS AND ACCESSORIES
• BERME DEPT
• WE MOVE BEDS

Well & Floor Covering
Soothsitle Shopping Center
753-3321

56:30 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Wad.& Fri. 1 p.m.Se 4 p.m.

Specializing In Plate Lunches And
All You Can Eat Fish Dinners
Hardin, Ky.
437-4871

ao 10

MURRAY LOCATION CALL.
CHESTNUT HILLS SHOPPONG CENTER

Roy's Discount Pharmacy

Hours: Tues.& Then.9:30 e.re. 0o4 p.m.

COUNTRY CROSSROADS
RESTAURANT

753-1181

TERRY'S PAINT
&DECORATING CENTER

Mar-Lane Ceramics Certified
Teacher
*Custom Orders
& Gift Shop
*Supplies

.•

Termite & Pest Control Co.

JEHOVAH'S
WITNESSES

5 03 p m
9 00 am.

Holy Coenamailon
Christian Cducatke
Holy Ckaimimico

HEATING• AIR CONDITIONING•SHEET METAL
SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE

PieLaUCAN LOCATION CALL
NT 1 HWY
PADUCAH

CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
1000 a.m
Morning Worship
11 CO a m
Evening Worship
6'00 p in
NEW CONCORD
Morning Service
10 30 a.rn
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
NEW PROVIDENCE
Morning Worship
11.10$ m
Evening Worship
1 00 p rn.
PLEASANT VALLEY
Morning Worship
10:46 am
Evening Worship
600pm
SECOND STREET
Morning Worship
10-45 a.m
Evening Worship
410pm
SEVENTH k POPLAR
Worship Service
8,30 am
Bible Study
9:15 am.
Worship Service
10-40 am.
Evening Worship
6-00 p.m
Wed. Bible Study
7 30 p.m.
Winte
7:00 p.m Summer
UNION GROVE
Morning Worship
1050 a.m.
Evening Worship
6 -00 p m
UNIVERSITY
First Worship
8- 30 ant
Sunday School
9.30 km
Second Worship
10'd a. ni.
Evening Worship
400p.m
WEST MURRAY
Homing Worship
10 50 a.m.
Evening Worship
1 00 p.m.
WRI LAMS CHAPEL
Bibie Study
10 00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11 OD am.
Wed. Eve. Bible Study
7 00 p m.

LUTHERAN

9.80am.
Church School
Worship Service
10 45 a.m.
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
Sunday School
10 10 am
Worship Service
11 09 a.m.
MOUNT PLEASANT
Morning Worship
11 00 a rit
Evening Worship
7 00 p m.
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
9 45 am.
Worship Service
11 10 am.
OAK GROVE
Sunday School
1003am
Worsdp Service 11 00 a m k 7 00 p m

SERVALL

WATERBEDS

11 00 a m
Worship Service
F,eriiny Worship
6 00 p m
SINKING SPRING
10 am
11
Morning Worship
130 p.m
Evening Worship
SPRING CREEK
10 CO am
Sunday School
Morning Worship
11 -00 a m
GAO p m
Training Union
7:10 pm
Evening Worship
TAM p.m
Wed Worship
ST JOHN BAPTIST
CHURCH
945 am
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
Sunday School
SUGAR CREEK
11 DO am
Morning Worship
6 4.5 p m
Evening Worship
WEST FORK
Marling Worship
11 OD • m
00 p m
Sunday Evening
7 00 p m
Wednesday Evening
WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
10 00 a m
Sunday School
10 50 a in
Morning Worahip
6 00 p m
Evening Worship
7 00 p m
Wed Evening Ser

HICKORY GROVE
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
10'00 a m
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
Evening Worship
600pm
KIRICSEY CHURCH
OF CHRIST
Sunday School
10 id a m
Morning Worship
10.50 a.m
Evening Worship
7pm
Sunday k Wednesdays

ST LEO'S
CATHOLIC CHURCH
Samday Raises
6 00 p.m Sat
8.00 a m Sunday
11
a.m Sunday

11741444231

HEATING & AIR CONDITIONING, INC.
002 CHESTNUT

sozrrri GROVE

ALMO
BUB Study
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
COLDWATER
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
DEXTER
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
FRIENDSHIP
Sunday School
Morning Worship
GREEN PLAIN
Bible Study
Morning Service
Evening Worship
Wed Worship
HAZEL CHURCH
OF CHRIST
Blble Study
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
did-Week Worship

ST HENRY'S
CATHOLIC CHURCH

FIRST CHRISTIAN
Worship Services
111:411 ken
6 OD p m
MURRAY CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP
Wanton
10 20 a m
Bible School
- 9 30 a m
Evening Service
4 00 pm

RANDY THORNTON

I a m
and 6 su
m
OWENS CHAPEL
11
00 a ro
Mandy Warship
• 30 p m
'waft Worship
PLAIN GOSPEL
MISSIONARY BAPTIST
MISSION
Sunday School
10 OD ate
Worship
11 00&.m
Worship
1 p.m
POPLAR SPRING
Morning Worship
11 10 am
Evening Worship
4 ID p.m
SALEM BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11 CO a m
7 15 p in
Evening Worship

Taylor Seed Co.

CATHOLIC

CHRISTIAN

OAK GROVE
Worship
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WESTERN SIZZLIN
STEAK HOUSE®

Introducing Our New 8 Item Hot Bar
Now Serving Steak, Prime Rib & Seafood
12th Street
759-9555
Hours
Sun.-Thurs.
6 a.m.-1'l p.m.
Fri. 1. Sot.
• a.m.-Midnight

South 1Ittheei
er
Stot

753.897

N. 12th St.
Attend Church
Regularly

L

THE HAWING PLA

Murray Moose
Lodge #2011

Pittman Wheel
Alignment

408 N.
4th

753.

EASTWOOD CHRISTIAN
BOOKSTORE

Bibles, Books, Cards, Music,
Breakfast Served
Gifts, Children's Books, etc.
6 a.m.-10:30 a.m.

AMP
'Seat
rut TI-TTETTFMTryyrrrrrug

Hwy. 94 East
753-1834

FLAV-0-RICH
ALL JERSEY
QUALITY DAIRY PRODUCTS
&way,IT.

753-0102

Devotional Page Murray- alloway County ty
Chistisia Ilinsetory Is Spoiesomd By TINI Finals Itted On This Page
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60% OFF

Styles May Vary

Our Reg.
Low Prices

Women's 14-karat Gold Jewelry

Select from a sparkling array of chains, charms, earrings and bracelets.

s=11 sram-Or
The Saving Place®
Regular Prices May Vary At Some Stores
Due To Local Competition

1.27

Save 32%

Our 1.88 Pr.
Misses' Warm Knee-hi Campus Hosiery
Comfort-top knee socks of long-wearing
acrylic/nylon. Choice of colors. Fit 9-11.

19.97

Save 8.90

Our Reg. 28.87
Ready-Lite"' Rechargeable Light
Provides strong, bright light for 2Y2 hrs on
full charge. Plugs into 120-V outlet.

$74

Our Reg
$89
AM/FM/FM Stereo Boom Box
With cassette record/play, built-in AFC.
Operates on AC power or batteries.*

•Batteries ore extra

Sale
Price
"Jelly Go Round" Gift Set In Basket
9 jars of jelly and jam and 6 varieties
of cheese in reusable basket. 19 oz.•
'Edible ret

Sale
Price
Cheese And Jelly Packaged For Giving
Jelly, preserves and cheeses in reusable oval rattan basket. 8-oz.• size.
'Edible vet

Sale
Price
Cheese Gift Set In Teak-wood Tray
Variety of cheeses packaged in handsome reusable teak tray. 6-oz.• size.
'
Edible wt

5.47

Save 21%

Our Reg.6.97
SEL Or KMC T-120 VHS Video Cassette Tape
Picture clarity with rich, lifelike colors. With 2-, 4-,6-hr. recording time.

Sale
Price
Attractive Cheese Board Gift Set
Selection of cheeses packaged for gift
giving on hardwood cutting board.1O-oz.•
•Edttewt

$7

Save 21%

Our Reg.8.88
100-pg. Photo Album
Magnetic pages.9x11".

.itackinta..
Ricci
,t,aitiy
i

k
K marts Sale
Price
Less Factory
Rebate
-5.00
Your Net Cost
After Rebate WM

19.97

Sold In Sporting Goods Dept.

4.97

Save 28%

Our 6.97
Dad Game Complete With 6 Darts
English 20-point dart game"with baseball game on reverse side. Save now.

Rebate limited to nth s stipulation

Oarcke Rod And Reel Combinations
340 medium-action spIncasting rod arid
reel or 553 fiberglass spinning rod, reel.

Minolta., USA., Un
-:
Wed Warranty
Included Wttn All Minolta Products

46.97

Sale
Price
Minolta'? Disc-K Camera With Glass Lens
Features automatic film advance and
exposure, built-in flash, close-up lens.

3.

Sale
Price
12-oz: Tin Chocolates And Candies
Filled English candies packaged
in attractive tin, ready forgiving.
•r“.,

4

AFTER HOURS CHRISTMAS SALE SUNDAY, DEC. 16th FROM 5-8 PM
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K marl* ADVERTISED
MERCHAND4SE POLICY
Out tom ,ntenhon e 10 nine toeor W.0
bed Men n 11100$ 00 OW 11.1.• olt• ,
1 nfl
etheeltetle nee, e not tr.toetott lot poi
CM... doe to any 6,010,111•000 '06600
II 10110 .01 .11.00•nen Checit On 'eternal
tot bet morcnonebee One Awe o,
00* 41,1,0e 01.1,1,11,4; 10 be petcneeeci at
me wee coKe enemy.' *Imola/21e at wo11
1511 you • .ontparelle qualey r1110r1 al •
comlbetebte niebuctien fl one*

FCC Approved.Pulse SkpriaOng.For
Use With Did-pulse Or Tone Services.
1-year Limited Worronty Repair
Avolode From RIMS Ink
Worron Woes In Store

Save s10

Your Choice

Save 20%

Save 22%

Our Reg.$10 Box
Gift-boxed
Men's
Steeplechase" Socks
Box of 3 prs.; acrylic blends. Fit 10-13.
Our $8, Men's Silver Toe Socks,3-pr. lox,$6

Our Reg.$9 Box
Misses' Gift-boxed Hunter's Glen"'Socks
3-pair cotton/nylon anklets. Fit 9-11.
Our $8,3 Prs. Misses' Boxed Knee Socks,$6

29.

Sale
Price
Each

Novelty Phones For Kids Of Ali Ages
Push-button pulse dialing, redial button,
mute button. Great holiday gift. Save.

OUf

39.88
Portable 2-drawer Machinists' Chest
Handy tool chest of durable metal with
rust-resistant red finish. 20x10'/2x8'/2".

Th Saving Place
1.14

Save 30%

Our 1.64 Pkg.
12 Sheets Christmas Wrapping Paper
Package of 12 sheets with 6 traditional Christmas designs. Total of 50-sq.ft.

Sale
Price

2

For

1

Sale
Price
Old Spice' Nautical Collection Set
Gift-boxed. With 2Y2-oz.' aftershave lotion, cologne, T/2-oz.•• stick deodorant.

Bog of 25 Stick-on Bows

Variety of holiday colors.

MIT may vary

•Fl oz

12.88

Sole Price
Your Choke

Storrspeste Action Sets Gear Up For Fun

Enjoy exciting Earthquake Allerm, Mobile
ForceTM Assault Team, Interstate Expressrm

1.77

30" Roll Wrapping Paper
Holiday prints; 60-sq. ft.
Mfr.

77.97

may vary

Save '32

Our Reg. 109.97
Wagner" Heavy-duty Power Painter'
Quicker and cleaner than painting with
brush or roller. Complete 10-pc. unit.

••nerwt

Save'3
Ea

Sunday
thru Tuesday

Our 14.97 Set
2-pc. Channellocir Pliers Gift Set
Tongue-and-groove 61/2" and 9'/2" pliers.
Insulated for protection. Gift boxed.

7

49.0Mikar

Save '3

•

Out 14.97 Set
Choice Of Gift-boxed Pliers Sets
4-pc. set of 6%, 6'/2", 7" pliers, 7/2" cutters; 2-pc. set of 6", 7" Vise Grip' pliers.

Our Reg. 21.88

Ea.
Adorable
Baby NeedsA-Nomen'Dolt
Bracelets for
baby 'n "new
mommy" 3-up.

1 3.88 ssgnal
Amazing Baby Skates"' Dolls
151/4" white or block doll roller skates by
herself. Comes with skating outfit, elbow
and knee pads For ages over 4.

75'Reynolds Wrap Aluminum Foil
Convenient wrap for all your holiday
cooking and baking needs. 12"x75' roll.

8. 7

Our Reg.
10.88
Mechanics'Professional-style Creeper
Durable molded plastic creeper with side
bins, swivel casters, padded headrest.

700 U.S. Highway 641 N. Murray, I.

Less Factory Rebate
Your Net Cost After Rebate

-40*
39*

Rebat•Ilmited 3 rt.
* & stipulation

1-quart Cltgo°10W40 Motor 011
Great savings on all-season oil, helps
clean and Improve engine performance

111M111411=1111
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Lady Lakers take
lumps at Trigg;
minds on Murray
CADIZ, Ky. — As the
Calloway County Lady
Lakers prepare for their
version of the Kentucky.
Louisville Dream Game
with Murray High
tonight, CCHS coach
John Orr is worried
about how the team will
respond after Thursday's loss to Trigg
County.
"I'm not sure we
should have played last
night." said Orr, whose
girls were thrashed
67-50. "I would have
preferred to be practicing instead of getting
beat like that. That's for
sure."
The loss dropped the
CCHS girls to 2-2. It
came on the eve of the
first Calloway-Murray
district rivalry of the
season which will begin
tonight at 6:30 p.m. at
OCHS.
Were the Calloway
girls overlooking to
Murray? "I'm sure we
were from the standpoint that we were
thinking of Murray High
when we should have
been concentrating on
Trigg," Orr admitted.
He even said it was hard
for him to concentrate
on the job at hand.
"I had a hard time
thinking about how to
setup practice all week.
You know you have to
play Trigg first but the
district game is more
important in the long
run. And when you try to
,
..prepare for both it's
almost impossible. They
are two totally different
types of teams."
The Lady Lakers
were close in the first
period until a shot at the
buzzer put Trigg ahead
15-12. After that the lead
increased steadily with
center Angie Dillard
smashing the boards for
25 points inside and
Ginger Wallace and
Michelle Henderson collecting 18 and 17 points
outside.
Calloway had two
girls with 12 points each
— Amberly Moss and
Terri Malcolm.
Rebound-wise, the Lady

MHS frosh

lose first
hoop game
North Marshall handed Murray High's
freshmen boys their
first loss of the season,
Thursday night.
The Tigers, now 2-1,
were defeated at home
55-30.
Jason Hunt and Mark
Miller each scored six
points and Lee
McManus had seven rebounds in the losing
effort.

Lakers got 10 from
Malcolm and 11 from
Christy Anderson who
also had eight points.
If comparative scores
can predict future
games, Orr said, this
week's matchups between Calloway and
Trigg and Murray High
and Trigg (Monday)
should give a good indication of the outcome
of tonight's game bet/
ween CCHS and MHS.
Monday the Lady'
Tigers lost to TriggCounty, 64-49, as compared to Thursday's
Calloway loss of 67-50.
"That's almost identical," Orr noted,"and I
think that's probably
what you could say
about us and Murray.
We'll be fairly evenly
matched,.the game will
be close,
although I
think the team that settles down first will have
the best chance to take
it all."
And that's what has
Orr worried. "I'm thinking that having played
(Thursday)I'm not sure
how it will affect our
kids. After that first bit
of energy burns up, I'm
not sure how much
they'll have left."
In Thursday's junior
varsity game. Calloway
defeated Trigg 55-22 on
the strength of 11 points
from Tracy Banks and
eight apiece from Liz
Marquardt and Angela
Woods.

Twin Victories
Calloway Middle School played the domination game Thursday
in defeating rival Murray Middle School in both boys and girls
basketball action. The Lakers won 50-31 as three players scored
46 points. Two of the top players are pictured at left including
Marc Hatcher (44) who had 16 points, and Greg Workman (25)
who had 11. Also pictured is Stephen Lovett (41).
In the girls game Calloway won 30-10 and several reserve players
on both teams got in the game. Among the Lady Lakers off the
bench was Christy Starks (12, above) who tries to steal the ball
from Murray player believed to be No.42 Salena Donelson.
Photos by Chris Evans

atCadis
CALLOWAY 50,— Moss 6 0-2 12;
Malcolm 50-0 12, Anderson 40.0 8,
Hill 2 1-2 5; Gallirnore 2-4 4. Ross 1
0-02, Darnell 3 1.1 7 Totals — 334.9
50
TRIGG CO 467 — Radford 1 0-0 2:
Clark 2 0-2 4; Wallace 8 2.2 18,
Dillard 11 3-7 25; Henderson 6 5-1.2
17, Butts° 1-2 1. Totals — 28 11-25 67
Halftime — Trigg 55. CCHS 22.

Bragging rights belong to Calloway Middle after wins over 1VIMS
Bragging rights after
the first Murray Calloway middle school
basketball games this
season belong to
Calloway.
The hosts won both
the girls game, 30-10,
and the boys game,
50-31, in action Thursday night.
The girls contest was
a lesson in defense for
the Lady Tigers as Pete
O'Rourke's Calloway
squad pulled out to a
20-0 lead in the second
quarter and dictated the
game from there.
Lisa Sanders hit four
of five shots from the
field for eight points and
Erica Muskgrow was
perfect on all three of
her shots for six points
for the Lady Lakers.
Amanda Smart also had
six points and six rebounds in the win.
Murray had four

points apiece from Amy
Parks and Jennifer
Parker.
A key to the game was
Calloway's 17 steals and
14 of 30 shooting from
the field.
You have to credit
Murray for not giving
up. They played a good
game but defensively
we controlled the tempo
all night," said
O'Rourke who played
all 17 of his players.
It was O'Rourke's
10th victory in 12 games
against Murray Middle
School opponents.
The Calloway girls
are now 3-0 as are the
boys. Murray's girls
dropped to 1-4 and the
Tigers are 2-3.
The boys game was
much like the girls in
that the Lakers won by
dominating on defense,
especially the inside
game.

MICHELSON
JEWELERS

Three Lakers scored
46 of the team's points
including Greg
Workman with 17, Marc
Hatcher with 16 and Tim
Armstrong with 13.
But first-year CCMS
coach Stan Waller said
the offensive trio didn't
win the contest.
"They scored most of
our points, but I personally don't feel like
those players alone won
the game. In practice all
week we told our boys
that they would have to
dominate the inside
game to win and they
worked very hard to do
that. It was a total team
effort that won the game
especially the inside
defense we had against
the bigger Murray
team," Waller said.
MMS Coach Rick
Fisher agreed with
Waller's assessment to
a degree, saying, "That

..g*,
,..... 1. . . 4
es‹.......,..-,
„s- cpcw,
.
ir

-41. . w

Hatcher kid really hurt
us. Plus, we didn't shoot
very well at all. We hit
something like 20 percent from the field (11 of
55). We've been having
a difficult time scoring
anyway. That frustrates
our kids and takes us
right out of the game."
Fisher did praise Darrell Miller, a Tiger who

Karen Price, the Ohio
"We've made several She set a Racer Arena
Valley Conference's efforts to communicate record with 32 points in
female basketball with Karen, but she just a 76.74 victory over
player of the year last hasn't wanted to talk to Arkansas State earlier
season, has been of- us," Childers said this season.
ficially released from Thursday. "We still do
the Lady Racers team, not know why Karen has
"I think it's unforCoach Bud Childers chosen to leave the tunate that Karen has
said.
team."
chosen to end her
Price was indefinitely
Until her suspension, association with Lady
suspended on Monday Price was leading the Racer basketball in this
after missing one game Lady Racers with a manner," said Childers.
and two practices, ac- 14.2-point scoring "However, our concern
cording to a university average and a remains with the 11
news release.
9.7-rebounding average
young ladies who want

GRAVEL

—

4
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MAYFIELD AND MURRAY ONLY!

We Haul
Coldwater
Pit Gravel
435 4343
435-4319

K &K STUMP REMOVAL
•

24 bele w rho wound
335 4343 or 135 0319
we Now Haul Pi. Gremil

DECEMBER
TRUCK SALE

%
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MAZDA 13200DSUNDOWNER

*$5475"
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STOREWIDE
NOW OPEN
TILL 8:00pm
EVERY NIGHT

L

PLUS

E•Z CREDIT

MAZDA 82000SE-5
...

SHOP IN
YOUR HOMETOWN
AND SAVE MORE...
LOWEST PRICES
IN OUR COMPANY

IUP 10 20 MONTHS TO PAY)

MICHELSONS

IMMION(tit.SINtli 1111.1.S SHOPPINCI C.E.NTER. MURRAY. KY

tion," Fisher said. "We
didn't give the hard
work and hustle that it
takes to win and they
did. It's that simple."
The Tigers were led
"I thought coach by two seventh graders
Waller did a good job in both scoring and rewith his team he had bounding. Jody Ward
them ready to play. I had 11 points and Miller
was disappointed in our had 20 of his team's 39
hustle and determina- total rebounds.
past few games he only
had two or three rebounds and then against
Murray he comes up
with 14."

Price officially released by Lady Racers

'N •
Alibt.'-bisti;

AT
LEAST

had 20 rebounds for the
night.
Calloway's Hatcher
came down with 14
caroms while his teammates Johnny Ahart
and Darren McCuiston
had seven boards each.
"Without a doubt
Marc (Hatcher) had a
superb game for us,"
Waller noted. "In the

*$5750"

Cubs to keep Sutcliffe
CHICAGO (AP) —
The bidding for Cy
,,Young winner Rick
Sutcliffe is over, and the
Chicago Cubs' commitment to re-sign their
free-agent pitchers is
nearly fulfilled.
Although the Cubs
would admit only to being "very confident" of
re-signing Sutcliffe,
Chicago won the player
raffle by default Thursday when every other
team in the running was
eliminated from
consideration.
The Atlanta Braves,
Kansas City Royals and
San Diego Padres all
confirmed Thursday

that they had been informed Sutcliffe was going elsewhere — meaning the Cubs. The
Padres, apparently the
last team in the running,
were the last to be informed, around 6 p.m.
EST.
"The Cubs got him,"
said General Manager
Jack McKeon of the
Padres. "We were happy to be in the final
two."
Details of the veteran
right-hander's new contract, estimated to be
worth between $9
million-l10 million over
five years, were still being negotiated, Cubs officials said.

ANNUAL SALE.
Storewicle Discounts Of

40% to 50%

MAZDA 82185SUNDOWNER SPORT

*$6375"

Hummel f.qurnwc Prr,e5us Momrnss NotINe Peitc-z Music Bonet

*Short Bad 5 Speed-1.6c. & Tax Extra

CARROLL MAZDA
BOO Chestnut

to play for Murray State
and are looking forward
to the remainder of the
season."
The Lady Racers, now
4-3 on the season, host
the University of
Tennessee -Martin
tonight. The game has
been billed as 'High
School Night' in which
students from 50 high
schools across western
Kentucky have been invited to attend.

Murray, Ky.

THE HITCHING POST
Aurora

K.

10.4 Weekdays Moon Oil 0 Sunday
Closed On Monday 474.2266

Hagler vs Hearns
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The Caesars Palace back his WBC chamHagler took the WBC
Sports book began tak- pionship belt Thursday. to court, but the fighter
ing bets on the fight
Hagler had his cham- and the WBC got
Thursday. The line pionship recognition together again out of
opened at $1.50 to $1 on withdrawn by the WBC court, meaning the fight
Hagler and $1.10 to $1 on for engaging in 15-round against Heams will be
Hearns. That means you fight against Mustafa for the undisputed
Caesars World, said at a bet $150 on Hagler to win
Hamsho last Oct. 19 — 160-pound class title.
news conference for- $100 and $100 on
Hearns he knocked out Hamsho The World Boxing
mally announcing the to win $110. This
makes in the third round — in Association and Interfight. He said tickets Hagler a 13-10
favorite.
violation of the national Boxing Federawould range from $600
Besides getting a ma- organization 12-round ti- tion also recognized
to $100, possibly $50
jor money match, got tle limit.
Hagler.

HBO offers biggest price ever for fight
By ED SCHUYLER
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) —
Marvelous Marvin
Hagler is a 13-10
favorite to beat Thomas
Hearns in defense of the
undisputed middleweight title April 15
at Casesar Palce in Las
Vegas, Nev.
But the fighters are
faced with an immediate gamble.
Home Box Office has
offered more than $9.5
million, promoter Bob
Arum said Thursday,
calling it "the biggest
amount in the history of
television for a single
sporting event."
But if HBO televises
the fight, it would affect
a percentage arrangement for the two
fighters. So, Arum said,
he had offered to add
$500,000 Hagler's $5.4
million guarantee and
$400,000 to the $5.3
million guarantee of
Hearns, the World Boxing Council super
welterweight champion.
Arum said he expected the fighters to
give their answer Monday, but expected them

to gamble on closedcirucit television. There
also will be foreign and
delayed television.
Under their current
contracts, Hagler will

get 45 percent anp
Hearns 35 percent of ail
net revenue above $13.25
million. Each will get
$100,000 expenses.
The fight will be held

in a 15,147-seat outdoor
arena on the Caesars
Palace tennis courts,
Bob Halloran, vice
president for sports and
special events for

.

SCOREBOARD
THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
YOUR MORE THAN ONE COMPANY AGENCY
LINDY SURER

753-8355

Kentucky High School Basketball

Hearns

Kentucky Prep Basketball
Thursdey'S Games
Begs
Belay Layne 72, McDowell 40
Farmdale Chr. 61. Landmark 50
Grant Co 69, Williamstown ea
Joppa all ) 76, Heath 56
Lou. Doss 89, Lou. Male 84 OT
Madiaonville 63, Owensboro Apollo
61
Maysville 78. Tollesboro 66
Owensboro 83, McLean Co 63
Paducah Tilghman It, Lyon Co 41
Paris 46, Bourbon Co. 61
Phelps 62. Belfry SO
Wayne Co 76. Clinton Co 41
Edmonson Co. Tiny
Warren Central 71, Breckinridge
Co. 68
FrankkeiSimpson Trny
Central City 58, Todd Co. 42
Bowling Green ea Portland (TN)61
Mountain Schoolboy Classic
Sheldon Clark 66. Jenkins 51 (1st )

Hagler

The spiky-haired
King, who's had a hand
in promoting "The
Thrilla in Manila,"
"The Rumble in the
Jungle" and the "Victory" tour of Michael
Jackson and his
brothers, said Thursday
he expects to be "fully
exonerated" in the
federal probe.

King and Constance
Harper,a vice president
of Don King Productions
Inc., were charged with
"skimming" more than
$1 million of the company's cash receipts
and converting it to
King's personal use.
King, in turn, allegedly
paid large cash bonuses
to Harper, who did not

report the money on her
tax returns.
King became one of
boxing's most colorful
and successful promoters after his 1971
release from the Marion
Correctional Institution
in Ohio after serving
four years for
manslaughter.
"The company and its

officers consistently filed what they believed to
be complete and accurate tax returns,"
King said in a statement
issued through his
company.

In the meantime,
King's company said, it
would continue to promote boxing and entertainment events.

Kentucky Ag Commission orders state stallion blood tests
LEXINGTON, Ky. blood tests, due by Jan. "Once we know whether
(AP) — State 7, they will decide a horse is serologically
Agriculture Commis- whether further tests or positive, we can plan
sioner David Boswell breeding restrictions our next step for
has ordered blood tests will be needed. Depart- control."
A probable next step
for all 1,300 ment of Agriculture
thoroughbred stallions spokesman John would be to test-breed
the male horses with
in Kentucky as part of Nichols said Thursday.
"A positive blood test positive blood tests to
an effort to prevent a second outbreak of equine doesn't mean a horse is see if they shed the virus
viral arteritis during the • infected. He may have in their semen, the
had the virus, been ex- spokesman said.
1985 breeding season.
Recent findings inAfter officials have in- posed to it or been vacformation from the cinated," Nichols said. dicated that some

stallions still shed the
virus in their semen.
Arteritis, which can
cause abortions and
deaths of mares and
foals, broke out in Kentucky last April, eventually spreading to 180
horses at 43 farms.
However, there were no
abortions or deaths, and
veterinarians believe it
may have been a
weaker strain of

Local youth advance to Tri-Star Zone contest
Six local youth earned
the right to advance to
the Zone competition
level of the annual TriStar Contest sponsored
by the Murray Optimist
Club.
The Zone competition
is the second step in the
Tri-Star success ladder
in the basketball skills
contest for youth.
In the local competition last Saturday, 55
boys and girls ages 8-13
participated with

901 SYCAMORE

4

King confident he'll evade income tax evasion charges
NEW YORK (AP) —
Flamboyant boxing promoter Don King is confident he'll win the decision in his latest bout
with the law — a
23-count indictment
charging him and an
associate with jointly
evading more than
$300,000 in federal income taxes.

.

awards given for the top
three finishers in each
age category.
The first -place
finishers advance to the
Jan.26 Zone competition
which will be held in
Cadiz, Ky.
Winners there will advance to District level
competition which will
be held in Russellville,
Ky.
Each child participating was tested in

dribbling, shooting and
passing skills.
The top three
finishers from Murray
in each age group
included:
8-year-old Boys
First — Ryan Variover, second —
Peter O'Rourke
9-year-old Boys
First — Jason Carroll; second —
Jeff Jachowics; third Keith Butts.
bysar-old Girls
First — Misty Darnell; second —
Michelle Thomas; third Valerie
Shelton
le-year-old Boys
First — Michael Carr: second —
Steven Carr: third — Vijay Cohoon

le-year-old Girls
First — Krists Stalls, second —
KaDonrui Randolph
11-year-aid Boys
First — Allen Rayburn, second —
Jay Newton, third Mei — Christian
Crouse, Kevin Newell
11 -year-014 Girls
First — Darra Kitchell
12-year-aid Boys
First — Bei* Kelly. second —
Shane Ticknor, third — Cliff Curd
12-year-o141 Girls
First — Susan Lax; second — Kim
Shelton, third — Julie Tucker
13-year-old Boys
First — Roger Doughty, second —
Chad Woods; third Brent Dunlap
13-year-old Obis
First — Kristy Stalls; second —
Janna Wilson, third — Dana
Washer.

arteritis, Nichols said.
Nonetheless, three
European countries
banned importation of
horses from United
States because of
arteritis. The ban
wasn't lifted until days
before Keeneland's July
Selected Yearling Sale,
and the nations still require that horses be
shipped outside Kentucky for 30 days before
they can be imported.
"We want to do
everything prior to the
breeding season, so
whatever breeding
practices are necessary
can be imposed in plenty of time," he said.
The blood samples
must be delivered by
Jan. 7 to the StateFederal Diagnostic
Laboratory in
Lexington.

Girls
Ballard Memorial 66. Lowe. 40
Barren Co 49, Todd Central 33
Belfry 78. Sheldon Clark 57
Betsy Layne 49. McDowell 44
Boone Co 68, Ft. Thom. Hinds 62
Boyle Co_ 37, Laurel Co 35
Stettin/101ga Co. 47, Whltesville
Trinity 51
Butler Co. Si, Hughes-Kirk 79
Caldwell Co. 59, Dawson Springs 42
Casey Co 44. Mercer Co 40
Dayton 53, Vllla Madonna 23
East Carter 49 Lawrence Co 40
Farmington 54, Sedalia 53
Garrard Co 44, Harrodsburg 33
Greenup Co 54, West Carter 28
Hancock Co. 65. Perry Central
(Ind. I 50
Hazard 44, Letcher Co. 39
Heath 38, Carlisle Co. 14
Jeffersontown 66. Lou. Shawnee 64
Johnson Ctrl. 75, Russell 50
Livingston Central 92 w Hooking

45
Logan Co ee. Franklin-Simpson 44
Lone Oak 42. Tilghman 38
Lou Ballard 72. Lou Mercy 50
Lou Moore 49. Lou Valley 48
Marion Co 68. Bardstown 42
Marshall Co 78, Hickman Co 27
McCreary Ctrl 41. Ftockcastle Co

se

Owen Co. 51, W. Anderson 12
Rowan Co. 47, Ashland 18
Scott Co. 54, Henry Co 44
Taylor Co 30, Adair Co. 23
Trlig Co. 47, Calloway Co 50
Warren East 61. Bowling Green 3.8
Western Hills 38, Lex. Catholic 37
Whitesburg 90, Scott High 35
Wing° 4E, Fancy Farm 47
Wolfe Co. 38, Powell Co. 34
Cam011 Co. knit. Tiny
Walton Verona 43, Trimble Co 25
Gallatin Co 57, Ky Country Day 38
Wilderness Road Try
Estill Co 53, Richmond Model 15

National Football League
National Football League
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
W L T Pct. Pf
x-Miami
13 2 0 867 485
New England
8 7 0 .533 346
1CY. Jets
7 8 0 .447 311
Indianapolis
4 11 0 .247 220
Buffalo
2 13 0
133 229
Central
Pittsburgh
8 7 0 .533 374
Cincinnati
467 287
7 8 0
Cleveland
4 11 0
267 223
Houston
20) 220
3 12 0
West
y-Seattle
12 3 0 .800 404
y-Denver
12 3 0 .900 322
11
4 0 .713 361
y-L.A. Raiders
Kansas City
7 8 0
467 272
San Diego
7 8 0 .467 373
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
Washington
10 5 0
667 397
660 296
N.Y. Giants
9 8 0
St. Louts
9 6 0 .600 356
Dallas
ii 6 0
MOO 287
6 8
1
Philadelphia,
413 288
Central
x-Chicago
9 8 0
SOO 295
447 397
7
8 0
Green Bay

Tampa Bay
Detroit
Minnesota
PA
717
342
323
398
402
303
318
277
410
251
227
265
303
371

283
291
316
280
294
136
'on

5
4
3
West
14
10
6
3

10
10
12

x-San Francisco
I
L.A. Rains
5
New Orleans
9
Atlanta
12
x-clinched division title
y-clinched wild-card playoff berth

0
1
0
0
0
0
0

33.3 294 3.59
300 270 378
200 262 448
933
667
.460
.200

456
330
288
255

211
297
358
372

583
.500
500
478
238

2
4
4
44
94

600
800
642
478
440
318

—
—
14
3
1
64

Friday's Game
Los Angeles Rams at San Francisco
Saturdry's Games
New Orleans at New York Giants
Denver at Seattle
Sunday's Games
Buffalo at Cincinnati
Chicago at Detroit
Cleveland at Houston
Lndiaruipotts at New England
Green Bay at Minnesota
New York Jets at Tampa Bay
St Louis at Washington
Kansas City at San Diego
Philadelphia 4t Atlanta
Ptttaburgh at Los Angeles Raiders
Monday's Game
Dallas at Miami
END REGULAR SEASON

National Basketball Association
National Basketbar Association
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W I
Boston
19 3
1`\
Philadelphia 4
.....
17 5
Washington
14 9
New York
-s.
11 15
New Jersey .
9 13
Cei:r1Olvision
Milwaukee
14 10
Detroit
13 10
Chicago
13 11
4..... Atlanta
10 14
Indiana
5 17
Cleveland
2 19
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
Denver
7
_1_5

Pct. GIB
864 —
.773 2
809 54
.428 10
.409 10
583

—

-3335
%
.542
1
.417 4
.227 8
OM 1014

682

—

Houston
Dana,
Utah
San Antonio
Kansas City
L.A. Lakers
Phoenix
Portland
Seattle
L.A. Clippers
Golden State

14 10
11 11
12 12
11 12
5 16
Pacific Division
15 10
15 10
13 11
11 12
11 14
7 15

Thursday's Gams
ci
New York 119, Utah 118.0'!'
Houston 96. Atlanta 93
Phoenix 116, Washington 86
L.A. Clippers 106. Portland 100
Seattle 134, L.A. takers 122. OT
IMMO

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
753-8355

901 S. SYCAMORE

JUST ARRIVED
We have a special allotment of Buick's
best selling car.
The exciting mid size 1985 Century

BUICK
00

•
0
0

One
ht
Night
4

itfore

0/Vets.
11/end. Year's Moociay
eve
Dance Night
•Tuesday
Lodging
Package /Worrying
Featuring
70
The
Onlif
per
lirunch
lizod
couple ih
70-2
"Southern
Dance
onlyadvance. $76$25
$.30.00
per
per per couple couple
at the
couple at in
the advance.
door
door
• Linked Sped Available
Cat Now Fat 0101pervation 474-2211

Kenlake State
Resort Park

Aurora, Ky.

474-2211

I.

We have these cars in stock now with deals that will
fit into your budget.

Purdom Motors
"Satisfied Customers *Are Our ,‘Iain Concern I -400 West Main Street, Murray, Kentucky
753-531i
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Deer kills reported

KILLS DEER — Roger Mllby killed this 7 pt.
buck, weighing 148 pounds on Nov. 7 in Calloway
County.

An all time record: shown is a deer killed by Donald

pounds. The photo was taken at the Market Basket
in Camden, which is owned and operated by his
parents Willie and Bessie Umstead. Word spread
about the deer and several hundreds of people have
come to see the deer.

Umstead of Camden, it is expected to be certified as
an all-time Tennessee record for a White Tail Deer
rack. The rack has 22 points and measures a 211
/
2
inch antler spread. The deer field dressed at 182

"stinger" hook usually
helps snag a would be
bait stealer or fish which
really isn't feeding
heavy.
There are many color
jigs to choose from but
the most popular seems
red/white,
to
be
orange/white
or
red/green and they
should be the one ounce
weight size.

the fishing line
by jerry maupin
Several local anglers
have been fishing below
Kentucky and Barkley
dams and taking some
very good strings of
sauger, rockfish (big
stripes), white stripes,
crappie and catfish!
Now thats a mixture
suitable for anyRne who
likes fish to eat or just for
sport and it calls to attention what I have said
before, cold weather
fishing below the dams
can be very productive.
Its also possible to find
feeding fish in these

areas when they are inactive everywhere else.
There is such a concentration one can almost
always catch something.
I know that is a strong
statement because there
are days when nothing
will bite, but its usually
due to adverse water or
weather conditions.
The most popular
method during these cold
weather trips is to fish
jigs with minnows attached along or near the
bottom.
A small trailer or

Most of our gamefish
will be in larger schools
during cold weather and
this helps the angler to
"work" a school once
they are found.
Just keep them on your
locator or as in the case
of fishing the current,
have a starting point and
drift across the school
working your bait at the
proper depth. Once
you're out of the strike
zone, start the engine
and go back to point A!
There are days when
the fish really smack the

lure and you feel them
quite easily, but most of
the time a light tap or
that "funny feel" is all
you get so pay attention
to what you're doing!
One should dress
warm enough to be comfortable on even the coldest days because the
humidity is a lot different when you are in a
boat with the wind blowing across the cold
water..
I would like to remind
you about a neat way to
keep your hands dry,
especially when min
nows are used.
That is to coat your
hands completely with
petroleum
jelly
or
vaseline, this prevents
the water from reaching
your skin and it doesn't
kill the minnows!
Have a go at it and let
me know how you do,
there's good fishing coming up.
Happy fishing!

DEER KILLED - Cedric Benson bagged this 115
lb. doe during a Land Between the Lakes quota
hunt.

GETS DEER — Michael Milby, 14, killed this 6
pt. deer, weighing 115 pounds, on Nov. 3 in
Calloway County.
HARVESTS DEER — Rick Northsworthy killed
this 110 lb., eight point deer.

41-

•,
4

•:41

•

IN.N.W3N7M.IN

Bover's
Tree Service
753-0338

41 Super Shel
Where "Service Is Our Business"

01

elk

01
01
01
01

PROFESSIONAL
TAXIDERMISTS

Topping, Deadwooding, Hedg
01 Trimming, Complete Removal,
Pesticide Treatment, Surgery,
Your U-Haul Headquarters
0
Seasoned Firewood.
441
141 Hwy.641 South
753-9131
*Fully Insured
101.
141.

013

01
01

OF LOUISVILLE

Pick Up Station:
Sports Specialists
808 Chestnut
Murray, Ky 753-0703

NAMED MR.BASS — Eddie Rollins was recently awarded the "Mr. Bass" trophy and a Diawa
reel a the annual Murray Bass Club Ladies Night
and Awards Banquet held Saturday, Dec. 1 at
Seven Seas Restaurant.

01

4.

401"116-1.1:1"1'1"

Pittman
Wheel
Alignment

Uncle Jeff's
Sporting Goods
Arms, Ammo, Archery,
Fishing, Hinting,
Camping Supplies
Uncle Jeff's
Shopping Center Cedric,
9-9 Mon.-Sat. Jo, Eric
1-6 Sun.
and
Hwy. 641 S. lone Benson

W. Boy, loll IL Trade Gomm
import OwnommmItImirog Sonar,*

Tires, Wheels & Accessories
Car, Truck, Tractor Tires
Road and Field Service

"Largest Archery
Selection In
This Area"

410 N.4th
753-8346-753-6779

5°2453-1342
.d

-

Boat, Motor, Ski &

(foetal.
„rip,11
'PP)

On Ereautihilkentuciri;Lake

'Boss Hawk Boats
*Authorized Evinrude
Soles 8. Service

Guide Service, Covered
Storage, Launching
Ramp,Tackle, Bait.
101

G°Co-votri

Why Pay More For Your Next Boat?

Pontoon Rentals

10

0

CipuM

Complete Line of Fishing
and Sporting Equipment

Cosscoads

01

THE JONES

Kenlake Marina

NAMED FISHERMAN OF THE YEAR —Carlos
Black, Jr. was recently awarded the "Fisherman of the Year" trophy and a Garcia reel at the
Murray Bass Club Awards Banquet.

t„

J.C. Pontoons

DONELSON
FISH MARKET
Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish
•Turn off 94 E at Duncan's Market,
On Hwy. 732, go 61/2 miles.
'Open 7 Days A Week
'Owner—Rex Donelson
•436-5834

1P•tP •

eir

Rt. 1 Hardin (502)474-2245 et 474-2211, Ext. 171

R.R. 2 Buchanan, Ten (90))232-8221—

°It

'
42 t-t.*AA.‘olk.‘A..
1EAA.A.VCIICAA.
It.t.WEAA.S.

& W AU
SUPPLY,

HUNTING SAFETY COURSE
Nov. 20-25 Duck
Dec. 08-Jon. 20 Duck
Nov. 20 Thru
Jan. 20 Goose
Cross Bow/Deer/
Nov. 17-Nov. 26

753-0703

Winchester
Shot Gun Shells
& Center Fire

11;

oom

a

We Install Automotive Glass
and Have a Complete
Automotive Machine ShopI
We Also Make Hydraulic
Hoses. 753.4563 512 S. 12th

01

4,
appy Holiday Travel/ Inc))))
Shores onG
Panorama

•
s:

1

K
R AysoN:aLu
entucky alikt e

DOW 114cCl UNE

Miles From Murray On 94E.;
Telephone 502-753-6116
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Higher meat prices may trigger wholesale prices hike
WASHINGTON (AP) In sight.
since last January.
— A surge in meat
But the overall rise
Predictions in adprices is threatening to vance of today's Labor for the year was still exend the nation's three- Department report on pected to be only about 2
month string of general the Producer Price In- percent, and next year's
price declines at the dex ranged from a figure wasn't expected
wholesale level, modest November in- to be much higher.
In November, said
, economists are saying. crease of 0.2 percent to a
But no big, long-term in- jump of 0.6 percent that Donald Ratajczak,
flationary increases are would be the biggest director of the

Economic Forecasting
Project at Georgia State
University, "food is the
big item" driving the inflation index upward
after three straight
months of declines.
He said livestock
owners had been
holding off the slaughter
of many animals
because they didn't like
the prices being offered.
Then feed prices began
to fall, encouraging
owners further to increase their herds, with
the resulting relative
scarcity of fresh meat
pushing prices upward,
he said.

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR SATURDAY, DECEMBER 15, 1984
What kind of day will tomorrow be? SCORPIO
To find out what the stars say, read (Oct. 23 to Nov. 21(
the forecast given for your birth sign.
Social life may not meet up with expectations now, though good times
ARIES
can come in the company of an old
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
A philosophic attitude is best on this friend. Watch spending.
day when you may not be able to ac- SAGITTARIUS
complish as much as you'd like. Ac- (Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
A career plan needs further
cent common sense.
thought. Don't get yourself out on a
TAURUS
Pik limb. A friend's attitude towards
lApr. 20toMay 20)
Mixing business and pleasure is money may disappoint you.
likely to come to naught. Put aside big CAPRICORN
plans for now and enjoy the company (Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
There seems to be much to work out
of a loved one.
regarding a trip. An old friend gives
GEMINI
you good advice. Be realistic regar( May 21 to June 20
Don't try to do too much around ding career now.
home base. Rome wasn't built in a AQUARIUS
day. Fantasy may mar judgment in (Jan.20 to Feb. 16)
Keep the credit cards at home.
romance tonight.
You're tempted to take on too much
CANCER
Indebtedness. Careful planning is the
(June 21 to July 22)
Little things could throw you off key to career success.
course today. Others may be tardy in PLSCES
*Me
ssaix
keeping appointments. Routine (Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
A partner seems upset. Be supporpleasures are best.
tive and don't bring up controversial
LEO
issues. Judgment may be off regar( July 23to Aug. 22)
A reckless trend needs to be curtail- ding new acquaintances.
YOU BORN TODAY have financial
ed regarding expenditures. Try to be
more practical. Don't believe rumors ability coupled with an interest in the
arts. You'd make a good theatrical
you hear now.
producer or promoter. You thrive on
VIRGO
challenge and don't know the meaning
(Aug. V to Sept. 22
You may be trying to do too many of the word -defeat." You have
things at once. Concentrate on one leadership abilities and probably do
thing for success. Don't be gullible in not like to listen to advice. Law,
teaching, writing and philosophy are
romance.
likely fields of interest for you. You
LIBRA
need a home to be happy and enjoy
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
It's not a day for making waves. beautiful surroundings. Birthday of:
Background activities are your best Maxwell Anderson, playwright; J.
bet for peace of mind. Catch up on Paul Getty, financier; and Betty
Smith,novelist.
needed rest and relaxation.

LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) —The condition of
Cornelius Vanderbilt
Whitney — the scion of
two top families who
made his own way in
businesses ranging
from the movies to mining to aviation — improved slightly as he
began to recover from
emergency surgery to
repair an aneurysm.
Doctors at the University of Kentucky
Medical Center upgraded the condition of
Whitney, 85, from
critical to serious
Thursday morning.
Whitney underwent
surgery Wednesday
night to reinforce a
weak spot in his abdominal aorta.
"According to his
physician, Dr. Gordon
Hyde, Mr. Whitney's
recovery is going as expected and he has improved since surgery
last night," hospital
spokeswoman Mary
Colliver said.
Wednesday night,
Marylou Whitney said
her husband was doing

04E

‘1 LOIN A FREE TRIP
TO ALASKA"

1

putting downward
pressure on prices, he
and other analysts said.
Wholesale prices
decreased slightly in
each of the three
previous months after
rising 0.4 percent in July. The three declines
were the longest such
string of in 17 years.
The Producer Price
Index for Finished
Goods, the official name
of the government's
wholesale-price gauge,
rose just 0.6 percent last
year for the smallest
gain in two decades. Increases of 2 percent or 3
percent a year would

"exceptionally well,
considering the
seriousness of the
situation."
Hyde and the Whitney
family also cut off information about the patient
on Thursday, according
to Ms. Colliver.
"Since Mr. Whitney is
a private patient, his
family requested no further information be
released concerning his
recovery or condition,"
she said. "We respect
their wishes."
Dr. J. William
McRoberts, chief of
urology and acting
chairman of surgery at
the university, said
Whitney was in a lifethreatening situation
when he was brought to
the hospital clinic for
tests at midday
Wednesday.
"The danger is that
(the aneurysm) can
burst and cause excessive bleeding, putting the patient in
danger," McRoberts
said. "It was leaking,
but it was a matter of
hours before it would

have burst."
not think the nails were
Whitney can claim at the landfull entrance
credit for "Gone With by coincidence. -One
The Wind," Pan truck had three flats one
American World Air- day," he said. "I think
ways, the Hudson Bay we ought to offer a
Mining and Smelting reward to try and stop
Co., Florida's this business."
Marineland, a top-line
horse racing stable and
a lumbering outfit that LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)
— Jean Dietrich, a
bears his name.
retired critic and
————
PAINTSVILLE, Ky. feature writer for the
'(AP) — Paintsville City Louisville Courier Administrator Ralph Journal, is dead at the
"Tiny" Preston says age of 68.
Ms. Dietrich was a
"hoodlums" are plaguing a new landfill at a Courier-Journal staff
subsantial cost in writer for about 17
years, joining the
garbage-truck tires.
Since October the city newspaper in 1958 and
has paid nearly $2,200 to retiring in 1978. She left
replace tires flattened the Louisville paper in
by nails strewn in the 1959 to work for a
access road to the land- Chicago paper, but
fill at Van Lear, Preston returned to the Couriersaid. Additionally, city Journal in 1962.
She died Tuesday at
workers have had to
repair another 20 flat her Louisville home.
"She was a fine
tires, he said.
Northwest Services, feature writer, with lots
which collects garbage of style and wit, a
otned writing
eva
tehdn;It
In
epoJro
n Couhnatvye
, :m
who polished
crafttires
levery word," said
cost it $300.
Preston said be did Courier-Journal Senior

I WONDER IF ANYONE
AROUND 14ERE 15
INTERESTEP IN A FREE
TRIP TO ALASKA...

By Abigail
Van Buren
EipaNke
12-

TI-kEY BAY ThAT
AS SOON AS
YOU STOP
BELIEVING IN

(

YOU START
GETTING STUFF LIKE
SOCKS AND
NECKTIES
FOR. CHRISTMAS!

!MO

t

449

FATHER,THIS IS YOUR
GRANDSON,GARFIELD.
HE WILL BE STAYING
WITH L/5 FOR A WHILE

drylitai"

IF YOO'RE GOING TO STAY
HERE.BOY,YOU'RE GOING
TO BE A MOUSER LIKE
THE REST OF (JS

MAYBE THEY
SWITCHED
KITTENS IN TWE
MATERNITY WARP

1984 United Fasts* Syndicate,Inc

STRAI&HT
UP!

DOUBLE
SCOTCH!

BLOODY
MARY.'

Patriots Both Young and Old
Sound Off on National Anthem

I.

i444

10...

still be far below the
surges of more than 10
percent a year in 1979
and 1980.
The index measures
changes in the prices
paid to producers for
food, energy products
and other items. The
prices most Americans
actually pay are
measured by the Consumer Price Index,
which has been rising at
an annual rate of 4.2
percent so far this year.
All of the figures were
adjusted to discount for
normal seasonal
variations.

Kentucky News In Brief

A

TI-IERES A COUPON
INSIDE
BOX
OF CEREAL..

However, he added were up," Evans said.
Neither economist —
that the phenomenon
would be short-lived nor others in recent
with no similar jump in comments — foresaw
food prices expected in major increases in
either wholesale or conDecember.
Michael Evans, presi- sumer prices in the next
dent of his own con- year or so.
Ratajczak said fursulting firm in
Washington, saw ther declines in oil
similar inflation prices were almost inevidence in Thursday's evitable next year, with
Commerce Department the timing of the
report of rising retail decreases the only real
sales in November.
question.
In addition, the past
Strong increases in
the dollar amounts of half-year's slowing in
sales by grocery stores the national economy
and restaurants "would and the continued
appear to reflect the strength of the U.S.
fact that food prices dollar were both still

DRY DOUBLE
MARTINI ./

DEAR ABBY: This is prompted
by "Patriot's" letter urging you to
use your influence in retiring "The
Star-Spangled Banner" as our national anthem in favor of a song
that's easier to sing.
Few people know that we had a
national anthem before 1916. When
I went to elementary school in
Detroit, our singing teacher taught
us the national anthem—"My country 'tis of thee,sweet land of liberty."
That was our national anthem until
I graduated from the University of
Michigan in 1915. The following
year, President Wilson proclaimed
"The Star-Spangled Banner" our
national anthem, and Congress
confirmed it in 1931 when Herbert
Hoover was president.
I don't know if"My Country 'Tit;
of Thee" was ever officially proclaimed our national anthem, or if,
like Topsy, it just grew. For me it's
part of my heritage. "The StarSpangled Banner" has always
seemed a poor substitute. By the
way, I am 91 years old.
HELEN BEUTLER,
COLDWATER, MICH.
DEAR HELEN BEUTLER:
Read on for an opposing view:
DEAR ABBY:Tell the person who
wants to get rid of "The StarSpangled Banner" to jump in a lake.
We are second-graders and we know
all three verses by heart. Come to
our school and hear us sing.
MRS. FISHBURN'S
SECOND-GRADERS,
MESILLA PARK
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL,
MESILLA PARK, N.M.

10 ME. WE'RE
1444LK)N& OUT

OF HERE

mAlerestoene-Ps
UMW OF BANCIALLA.6CWANA4

liCierY—LANA.

•••

DEAR ABBY: I've had it with
some of the forms I've had to fill out
when applying for a job or establishing credit. (Most doctors and
dentists use these forms when a
patient comes for a first visit.)
After "marital status" are the
following: Single? Married? Widowed? Separated? Divorced?
Abby, I am legally single, and it's
nobody's business if I am widowed,
separated or divorced. I have indicated that I am single on all the
forms I've filled out since my
divorce, but those who know that I
am divorced have crossed out
"single" and written "divorced."
How should this be handled?
SINGLE,PERIOD!
DEAR SINGLE: In filling out
the form, indicate that you are
single, then ignore the other
categories.
Some questions that appear
on forms are clearly an invasion
of one's privacy, so should you
encounter a question that you
feel uncomfortable answering,
either ignore it, or write "not
applicable." You will be astonished how infrequently your
refusal to answer will be
questioned.
*1*

CONFIDENTIAL TO "US IN
TACOMA": Your suggested 11th
commandment,"Thou shalt not
DEAR ABBY: Other than plastic get caught," is very catchy. But
surgery, what can you recommend if you obey the first 10, you
for breast enlargement? I have won't need an 11th.
always been flat-chested and would
•*•
feel so much better about myself if I
could add a couple more inches to
(Every teen-ager should know
my chest measurement.*
I've tried creams and exercises, the truth about drugs, sex and
but they don't work, and I can't how to be happy. For Abby's
afford all these gadgets I see ad- booklet, also available in
vertised. Besides, I heard they don't Spanish, send your name and
work anyway. If I had $2,000 to address clearly printed with a
spare, I'd get the surgery, but that's check or money order for $2.50
out of the question. Please help me. (this includes postage) to: Abby,
FLAT-CHESTED Teen Booklet, P.O. Box 38923,
IN MOLINE,ILL Hollywood, Calif. 90038.)
•••

ON YOUR FEET,PREXIES./t
)(Arm o.oRTH MILLION'

DEAR FLAT: I know of no
"gadgets" that will add inches
to your measurements. Get a
padded bra—it will solve your
problem in nothing flat!

Editor Carol Sutton.
Among the controversial subjects tackled by
Ms. Dietrich were a
series on women
alcholics and a story on
the lifestyles of maids.
"That was heavy stuff
for that period of time.
She was not afraid to
tackle anything," Ms.
Sutton said.
Ms. Dietrich, a native
of Youngstown, Ohio,
also covered lighter subjects, writing about
fashion trends, face
lifts, movie stars and
local actors.
————
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — A 12-year-old
Radcliff boy was killed
by an accidental
discharge, an official
said.
Dale Balo, 12, died
Wednesday at Kosair
Children's Hospital in
Louisville, said Jefferson County Deputy Coroner Lloyd Workman.
The boy was wounded
about 3:45 p.m. Tuesday, Workman said,
when a friend was showing him the weapon and
it fired.
State police said no
charges were filed in the
case.
————
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — About 100
severely handicapped
individuals in 12 Kentucky counties will be
assisted by personal
care attendants under a
state program.
Cabinet for Human
Resources Secretary
Elbert "Al" Austin said
the program is designed
to reduce the likelihood
that the handicapped
people will have to be
institutionalized.
Eligible people must
be at least 18 years of
age with permanent,
temporary or recurring
loss of two or more
limbs.
The attendants will be
provided by private
firms under contract to
the state, Austin said
Thursday.
The counties were
selected to provide urban and rural settings
that are accessible to
rehabilitation services
and distant from those
services.
The counties involved
are Boone, Boyle,
Campbell, Casey, Garrard, Jefferson, Kenton,
Lincoln, Marion,
Mercer, Nelson and
Washington.

SOMERSET, Ky.
(AP) — A campaign to
raise money for the
John Sherman Cooper
Commemoration Fund,
which will pay for a
statue and a bust of the
Pulaski County native,
has started.
Artists have been
commissioned by the
fund's board to sculpt a
statue of Cooper, which
will be placed on Fountain Square in
Frankfort, and a bust of
the senator, which will
be housed in the Capitol
Rotunda.
Cooper, a Republican,
also served as an
ambassador.
te
tosr:t
collect more than
$50,000, ac-ording to
Larry Forgy, a Lexington attorney who is
co-chairman of the fund
drive with U.S. Rep.
Harold Rogers, R-5th
District.

41k
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CIVIL ACTION FILE NO. 84-CI-214
COMMISSIONER'S SALE
THE COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY,
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
PEOPLES BANK OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY PLAINTIFF,
VERSUS
PHILLIPS, BERNIE
PHILIP
LON
PHILLIPS, CITIZENS BANK & TRUST
COMPANY, CALLOWAY COUNTY, COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY, AND
MARY HALL PHILLIPS DEFENDANT.
NOTICE OF SALE
By virtue of a judgement and order of sale of
the Calloway Circuit Court rendered at the
November 27 Term thereof 1984. in the above
cause, and its cost therein I shall proceed to
offer for sale at the Court House door in the
City of Murray Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on the 17th day of
December 1984, at -10:00 o'clock AM, or
thereabout, the following described property.
to-wit:
100 feet off of the East end of Lots Number
32 and 33 in Unit 1 of the Panorama Shores
Subdivision, plat to which is recorded in Plat
Book 2, page 19, in the office of the Clerk of
Calloway County Court, and more particularly described as follows:
BEGINNING at the northeast corner of Lot
No. 32, said beginning point being at the
southwest intersection of the rights of way of
Resort Drive and Panorama Drive; thence in
a southerly direction with the east line of Lots
32 and 33 and the west edge of Panorama
Drive for a distance of 224 feet to a point at
the southeast corner of Lot No. 33; thence in
a westerly direction for a distance of 100 feet
to a point in the south line of said Lot No. 33;
thence in a northerly direction parallel with
Panorama Drive to a point in the south edge
of the right of way of Resort Drive; thence in
an easterly direction with said south edge of
Resort Drive for a distance of approximately
100 feet to the point of beginning.
For the purchase price, the purchaser must
pay cash. Bidders will be prepared to comply promptly with these terms.
Frank L. Ryan,
Master Commissioner Calloway Circuit Court

r

Face
Brick
Start At

$135n.„000
Vowell &
Son Inc.
L Martin,
TN
587-2301

BEAN
BAGS
School Colors
Or Solid.

Crass
Furniture
753-3621

RONNY'S
PLACE

MON.-FRI. 9-9
SUN. 1-6

753-7113

AAA Auto Club, a
non-profit organization
Join or transfer your
membership locally and
receive a free gift

759-9673

ATTENTION Beauty
shops. Do you need
someone to clean your
shop after hours. Call

759-4705.

Do Something Nice
For Yourself.
Call BIBLE CALL
7.59.4444
Children's Tape
759.4445
Jim Suiter & Jerry
Henry will be in our
showroom from
6:30-8:00 Mon.,
Tues., Thurs., Fri.
PURDOM
MOTORS, INC.

15. Articles for
He Just grw you your Keepake diamond engagement nng and
you're floating oil clouds
And no wonder Because a Keepsake is special Fee over 90
years we've been marrymg quaky
diamonds to exquisite design
Thousands ofdiamonds are crammed
to asure you of one scersal enough
to be yours
And we guarantee the quality
of your diamond and setting fa life
With a Keel:cake, you're going
to be so proud Forever
ika<m4EL
0..0 <1,4,1ed

sho. deuul

Furches Jewelers
Off
National Advertise.dFr

ACROSS

1

2

1

38 God of love
39 Japanese
outcast
41 Country of
Europe
42 Alcoholic
beverage
43 Pointless
45 Metric measure
46 Exists
47 Those bound to
drug habit
49 Hypothetical
force
50 Sewing
implement
52 Diners
54 Guide
55 Pretends

5. Lost and

759-4073.
STOP &

compare price.
Murray Satellite Sales,
1114 Poplar, 753-9263.

Lose Weight
Quickly &
Safely
100% Natural

Murray, KY 42071

190%

Phone (502) 753-0703

DOWN
1 wing-tooted
2 Faeroe Islands
whirlwind
3 Knock
4

Answer to Previous Puzzle
PAUSE
ARRIVE
TEM
ST
lIT
RI

4 Former
Russian
ruler
5 Eagles nests
6 Sounded a horn

6
8
•

5

9

10

11

14

13

111

II

kill

II II Nil
illuaII dUS
IIUUUdUUUUU
UUUN Ell IIIIII
Milli
NilUUUIIIIII
41
illUU M
44 II
"III IIIUUUUUN MN
IA
III
MEM
hi

7 Goddess of
discord
8 Nothing
9 King of Bashan
10 Washes lightly
11 Adhesive
substance
13 Memoranda
16 Lad
19 Firedog
21 Indisposition
to action
23 Shades
25 Angry
27 Piece out
29 Southwestern
Indian
32 Start
33 Gets up
34 Deliver
35 Spears
36 Mistakes
37 Musical
instruments
40 Siamese native
43 unemployed
44 Greenland
settlement
47 Fruit drink
48 Music: as
written
51 Latin
conjunction
53 Printer's
measure

DAILY CAR RENTAL
LONG TERM LEASE
ASK GENE
AT
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
753.2617

Found

rOUND: small Terrier
type dog, red coloring
and bobbed tail, found
on N. 16th. Call 753-5763.

is
starting back to work at
Hair World. Call 7530611 or 753-0613.
SANTA suit rental. Call

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

Beautiful antique and antique
reproduction
clocks. Also
clock repair.
Call after 5
p.m.
753-6347.

MURRAY AUTO
PARTS INC.
North Branch Store
641 North
Store Hours: 7 a.m.-8 p.m.
Mon. thru Sot. Sun. 1-6
p.m. Telephone 733-7771

753-0180.
RICK McConnell

Guaranteed
Call 753-7863

Just In Time
For Chrivmas

40 to 50%

GLASS work. Storm
windows, storm doors &
patio door glass replaced. Auto glass,
plate glass, window
glass and plexiglass
Installed. Aluminum
store fronts and store
front doors repaired or
replaced plus glass
table tops, glass shelves
& mirrors cut to size
and shape. Display
cases. stands & racks,
glass shelves, decor
mirrors and wall
mirrors made to
specification. M&G
Complete Glass, Dixieland Center. Phone

1 Chiet artery
6 Singing voice
11 Gratify'
12 Beginning
14 Three-toed
sloth
15 Boil partially
17 Japanese
drama
18 Watering place
20 Disturbances
21 Suffice
adherent of
22 Temporary
shelter
24 Organ of sight
25 Arrow poison
26 Whirlpools
28 Imprisonment
30 Writing fluid
31 Sticky material
32 Trade
35 Missive

'
TONY LAMA
'
DAN POST
'DINGO
'ACME

Fruit Baskets shipped nationwide, Gorilla-Grams,
Balloon Bouquets, Rent-AClown or Monkey, Cakes.
Free Delivery. VISA & MC.
753-9280

)litl*WW*14*
100
t

Registered Nurse
Registered nurse needed to operate
Murray Calloway County Health Express Van. Will work in health promotional dept. and be responsible for performing health screening in rural communities and participating in Community blood drives.
Must have Kentucky drivers license
and be capable of driving a large
mobile van. Approximately a half time
job, days only. Contact Personnel
Director, Murray Calloway County
Hospital, 803 Poplar, Murray, Ky.
42071 or call 502-753-5131.

AIRUNE
CAREERS
Find out it you qualify for our 12-week
training and a career In the Airlinearavel
industry. Join over 1600 Graduates
placed with more than 80 Airlines.

FREE 2-HOUR SEMINAR
MONDAY-DECEMBER 17
HOLIDAY INN
727 Joe ClIffton Dr.
PADUCAH, KY
7:00 P.M.
Interviews scheduled at Seminar

‘%

1irlirir Crarcurs Hr-girt'

INTERNATIONAL AIR ACADEMY
Vancouvor a, St. Louis
Washington
Missouri

Sale

COMMERCIAL items
for sale: Gas range with
grill; drink dispenser;
salad case; 3 compartment stainless steel
sink; S.S. hand sink:
Bunn coffee maker;
folding chairs. Other
items include living
room suit; 1/2 bed with
springs; odd doors;
elec. motors & other
various items. All must
be sold and offers
welcome. Call 753-1651,
753-3924 or 753-2477.
EARLY American, gold
striped couch 8z gold
chair. Both for $125.
Call 753-3§03 after 5p.m.

OFFICE
FURNITURE
Desks, files, chairs,
folding tables, etc.

CRYTS USED
OFFICE
FURNITURE
1016 Jefferson
Paducah, Ky.
442-4302
W. cherry c ina
corner cabinet. Call
753-1841.
16. Home

Furnishings

19 FT. Whirlpool
refrigerator for only
$10.50 a week. Call
6. Help Wanted
Rudolph Good Year,
AIRLINES now hiring. 753-0595.
Reservationists, WHIRLPOOL washers
stewardesses and dr dryers as low as $11 a
ground crew positions week for the pair.
available. Call 1-(6191- Rudolph Good Year,
589-6315 for details. 24 753-0595.
hrs.
19. Farm Equipment
PART-time help wanted
in local retail store. CASE 200 tractor and 5
Send resume to P.O. ft. bushhog, 11200. Call
753-3625.
Box 1040 G.
TEXAS oil co. needs 20. Sports Equipment
mature person for short
trips surrounding CAMOFLAUGE army
Murray. Contact pants, shirts & jackets.
customers. We train. Jerry Sporting Goods,
Write T.M. Dickerson, 6th & Walnut, Mayfield,
Pres., Souihwestern Ky.
Petroleum, Box 789, Ft.
2 2 . Musical
Worth, Tx. 76101.
WANTED: babysitter TIALDWIN
organs,
to watch 7 month old
pianos. Player pianos.
girl & 4 yr. old boy on
Used pianos. organs.
Your complete music
weekends. Must have
references. Call store. Lonardo Piano
753-8048.
Co. next to Penney's.
Paris, Tenn.
9. Situation Wanted
WONDERFUL
in my Christmas gift idea,
home from 2p.m .-' Call Lowrey organ model NI.65 with magic genie.
759-1154.
WILL do house clean- Track 2 rythm, haring. 7 years experience. mony magic & other
Dependable. Re- features, $998. Call 7535675 between
ferences. Call 474-2292.
.m.
WOULD like to babysit.
Contact Juanita at TAMA A classical
Shady Oaks Trainer Ct. guitar with accessories,
good condition. Call
870.
759-1030.
11.Instruction
24. Miscellaneous
PIANO & voice lessons 275 GAL. fuel oil tank,
starting in January. $35. Call 436-2381.
Beginning in inter- 8x10 METAL storage
mediate, any age. building, BMX Murray
Flexible hours. Re- dirt bike, Majestic
car
asonable rates. Call speakers, car radio,
FM
753-9212.
radio converter, exercise bike. Call 753-1431.
13. For Sale or Trade
CABBAGE patch kids
BASEBALL cards. Sell, original by Coleco. Great
buy and trade at the Christmas gifts. Your
Murray Flea Market on choice, $65, with pacifier,
Sat. Dec. 15th, on 641 N.
$75. Call 437-4797.
CAR batteries 16 mos.
Want to Buy
14
guarantee, 22, 24, 72, 74
C-7or
frm
-&'. Contact
series, $27.99 exchange.
rGordon Saw Mill 527- 60 mos. guarantee,
9009.
$37.99 exchange. Heavy
TRAVEL trailer, 22 ft. duty 27 series, 60 mos.
guarantee, $39.99 exCall 753-3711.
WANTED, raw furs. change. Wallin HardOwen McClellon, ware, Paris, Tn.
Polaski, Ill. 1-818-342- FAKE fir, Lillie Ann,
6316.
size 10 or 12, worn twice.
Also, mink stole, color
15. Articles for Sale
autumn haze. Call 753
BLACK Naugahyde 3-489 after 5p.m.
lazy boy rocker re- FOR sale: girls 26 inch
cliners. Good condition. 3-speed & boys 20 inch
For information call bike, $30 each. Nomad
753-3161 days, 753-4960 wireless phone, $50
evenings.
759-1322.
GIFT giving ideas:
wooden wagon S20, bird
houses 510-530, 2 small
end tables $25 or 2/$40.
ANTIQUE oak five leg Phone 753-1711 or see
kitchen table. Re- at: Gerald's Workshop,
finished. Excellent 1624 Olive. Merry
condition, 8350. Call Christmas and a Happy
474-8025
New Year.

riABYSITTING

27 Mobile Homes for Sale

I2x65 FURNISHED. 2
Br. carport, workshop,
2 acres, barn. 759-4588
or 753-7637.
14x70 AQUARIUS, 3 br,
trees. Pick your own. bath & 1/2 partially
Also, loose mulch. furnished. Must see.
Thweatts Nursery, 121 Call 753-8810.
1978 14x65 NEW Moon, 2
South, 753 3209.
NEW RCA 12 inch B/W BR, 2 bath mobile
TV. 410 pump shotgun. home. Call 753-6420
Factory made ladder after 5: .m.
rack for pickup. Call 1984 BUCCANEER.
14x70. Step up kitchen. 2
436-2740.
BR, 2 bath, central hea
NEW air compressors,
& air, dishwasher, recommercial 5 hp, 60 gal.
frigerator with ice
tanks, 15.1 CFM per
maker, underpinned,
mitted, retail S1295,
furnished or unspecial $695. We deliver.
furnished. Call 753-9644.
901-749-0091 day or
night.
28. Mobile Homes for Rent
NICE stereos, cheap.
BEDROOM trailer.
2
TV's & lamps, plus a lot
more. See any time at located in Hazel. $125 a
month. Call 492-8254.
114 Shady Oaks.
2 BEDROOM trailer at
OAK & hickory
Shady Oaks, will sublett
firewood, $25 a rick
through May. Call Jack
delivered. Call nights
Norsworthy at 753-5209
436-2778.
or Christy McDonald
762-6316.
2 OR 3 BR. furnished.
AC/natural gas. Shady
POOL tables, slate only, Oaks 753-5209.
new, used & antique
Trailer for rent. Dills
Custom oak gun Trailer Ct. Call 753-9104.
cabinets. Milan Pool
Table Sales 901-686-1177.
29. Keating and Cooling
SEASONED & half
HALLMARK kerosene
seasoned oak firewood
heater, 9800 BTU's for
for sale. Minimum or•
only $8.50 a week. Call
der, 2 ricks. Call 436Rudolph Good Year.
2587.
753-0595.
SEASONED oak WOOD
burning stove.
firewood. Also will do medium
size, excellent
tree trimming, removcondition. All aci n g , and shaping cessories
included. Best
shrubbery. Call offer. Call
753-0594.
753-5476.
30. Business Rentals
SOLID Railroad Ties,
and up 753 2905 or
lease, 4,000 sq. ft.
435 4343 or 435 4319
commercial building.
located at 402 Sunbury
26
TV -Radio
Circle, Call 489-2761
QUASAR Boom boxes. after 5p.m.
as low as $10 a week
Call Rudolph Good
Mini
Year, 753-0595.

--Christmagnc

WE TAKE
THE CAKE

Olds-Pont.-Cad.-Buick

LAKE VIEW HOME ON
KENTUCKY LAKE
In beautiful Panorama Shores. Large front
deck facing the water. Access to boat ramp
less than 500 yards away. Central heat and
air - Immediate possession. This home will
be sold at public auction at the courthouse
door in Murray, Ky.. Monday, December
17, at 10 a.m.
For information, contact Bill Dodson,
Days 753-3231 Nights 753-5686.

BOOTS

Square Dance
Every Saturday
Night 7:30
On 641 south, 4
mitts from Murray,
Ky. Bring whole
family for good
country music.

Miscellaneous

$25 a rick for 18.20"
wood; 20"•24", $30,
24-30", W. Call 4742329.

roR

27. Mobile Homes for Sale
1984 14x64 INDIES, 2 br,
partially furniihed. Will
sell for payoff. Call
753-9644 or after 4p.m
753-3557.

Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-1492

DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
Gold
Silver
Closed
Closed
Yesterday 327.75
Yesterday
Opened
Opened
322.25
Today
Today
Down
5.50
Down
Compliments of:
GOLD & SILVER CUSTOM
JEWELERS - OLYMPIC PLAZA
753 7113
N... buy Gold, --Ivor 8. Diamonds
Hours: 10-8 Daily. 12-5 Sunday

VIVVVIM

PRO
space
ide c
Mapl
17th.
8:30a

2 BE
Olive
unfur
Adults
& de
after
2 B
kitche
3 BR
room,
& dry
1 or
near
Adults
4109,
2 BR,
Zimm
16th,
bedroo
rent.
with
poser
showe
dryer
Jan
mo.,

rent.
Cal
4..m.
for S
Subal
BR.
Apts.
E q u
OPPart

IN,
V Drawer Chests. . $39.95'
5 Drawer Chests. ...$49.95ft,
5 Pc. Dinette Set. .$119.95it
4 Post Bunk Beds
Complete
$299.95
Lay-Away For Xmas

Purdom's Inc.
.-212

753-4872

So. 5th

VIVVVS
aii0,11K4OtAIR%tWAIRNillt%

NEW
TUBULAR GUITAR STAND
(IN/SURGICAL TYPE TUBING)

LIST PRICE
g.$31.95
,SPECIAL

\AC 210
FOLD DOWN TOP
PULLS OUT
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
444,
4 4 4 4 4
I
53 Services Offered
4 3 . Real Estate
1 BEbROOM duplex, 10 ACRE mini farm,
414 S. 10th St. Murray. $19,900. Mobile with lot
Aluminum and Vinyl
$9,900 3 BR brick
Call 492-ffi25.
siding and Aluminum
2 BEDROOM house for 826,500. 2 BR. Coleman
trim for all houses. It
RE 753-9898.
rent. $175. Call 435-4547.
stops pointing.
Fm
it
Murray
of
BANK
house,
BEDROOM
Jock Glover
$250. 3 room apt., $135. H.A. repossessed pro753-1873
Apt. and 2 BR house in perties. Other listings.
Sedalia. Coleman RE Murray-Calloway Co.
St.
Realty, 304 N. 12th
753-9898.
sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
1 FEMALES looking for 753-8146 or Ron Talent
753-9894.
for free estimate for
another female to share
our needs
a 3 BR house on FOR sale, by owner,
rental
&
lot
vacant
Hamilton Ave. 753-4101
ENERAL HON!
from
across
property
or 762-2564.
REPAIR. 15 years exon
Dept.
Fire
Murray
perience. Carpentry,
DUPLEX for rent. 2
An attache that is strictly test class, inside and Out Built
concrete, plumbing,
BR, all new floor cover- Poplar. Call 758-9251.
around an extremely durable compression molded shell
roofing, siding. NO JOB
ing, stove, refrigerator, 44. Lots for Sale
mat is covered with an expanded vanyi that gives the look
TO SMALL. Free esand air conditioning.
and feel of fine leather Features two Presto -top
only
acres
wooded
TEN
timates. Days 753-8873,
Looking for neat, quiet
change'' combination locks, a feature usually available
and
lake
from
mile
one
nights 474-2278.
occupant. $225 per mos.
only on expensive attaches Can be reset quickly and
plus deposit. Re- Chandler Park near
eaSily from the Outside Of the case The interior has an
ferences. Call 753-9612 Hamlin. Located on
ESPREE- PORTABLE_ SPA
Aluminum Service Co.
,xpandable file lode, that accommodates legal size
from 9a.m.-8p.m. or Kirby Jennings Trail
Aluminum and vinyl
..,,
atalets and built in compartments for a memo pad. pen,
(KY 1918). Good build435-4114.
and pencil Brushed brass hardware I8'i-x12%"x41,"'
siding. Custom trim
FEMALE wanted to ing site. Priced at only
Cardoven 08-8220-70
work. R•f•ronces.
share 2 bedroom house $5,500. Call 753-7531.
Call Will Ed Bailey,
near campus. Call 753-- 45. Farms for Sale
s
Each $89.00
3743.
753-0689.
NICE 3 BR brick, 1 FARM land in Lynn
Tan G8-6261-70
bath, carpeted, stove. Grove. 27 acres, 2
GUTTERING by Sears
Near MSU. Married ponds. fenced & owner
Sears continuous gutEach $89.00
couples. No pets, de- financing. Call 753-9240.
ters installed for your
posit, lease. $300. 753specifications. Call
46. Homes for Sale
3942.
Limited Quantity $69.50
Sears 753-2310 for free
NICE quiet 2 BR, 2 4 BEDROOM house in
estimate.
bath, partly furnished Canterbury. 4-sale or
HAROLD S Tree Serhouse. New carpet & trade by owner. Call
vice. Topping, cutting,
208 Main St. 753-3361
drapes, $200 per month 753-3472.
'Ham'
+appytrimming, etc. Also,
544%/idam
9iohdin
plus deposit. Re- BEAUTIFUL 3 BR
4 4 4 4 4
clean-up work, shrubb4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
ferences required. Call brick, 2 baths, great
ery & over grown areas.
room w/fireplace, 2
753-921.3.
Fast, dependable sercar garage w/ vice. Insured. For free
mi.
1
acre.
workshop, 1
estimates call 437-4607.
ors
Trucks
52.Boats-Mot
Used
50.
759-4588
30. Business Rentals
Murray.
of
N.
or 753-7637.
1 969 CHEVROLET 16 FT. Trimcraft, 120hp
PROFESSIONAL office
TWO story, aluminum pickup, V8 automatic, Crysler OB, trolling
space for rent. SouthsNew
roof.
house.
sided
PS, PB, good condition. motor, trailer, cover,
ide court square, 401
Could be used as two Call 753-9181 or 753-8121.
deptfinder, etc. $1,200
PIONEER ELECTRONICS(USA) INC
Maple, available Dec.
apartments. Price re- 1970 CHEVROLET. call 753-64362 after 5p.m.
17th. Call 753-1292
duced. Phone 753-5040 Great condition. Best
24 hr. Service
8:30a.m.-5p.m.
53. Services Offered
or 753-0198.
offer, around WOO. Call
753-0591.
APPLIANCE REPAIR:
4 7 . Motorcycles
'1972 CHEVY Luv, $700. Factory authorized for
32. Apts for Rent
1972 YAMAHA 60. Ex- Call 753-6098 after 5p.m.
Tappan, Kelvinator and INSULATION blown in
cellent condition. Call
2 BEDROOM furnished,
'1972 CH VY Cheyenne Brown. Service on gas by Sears. TVA ap753-2963.
Olive St 2 Bedroom
pickup. PB, PS, and electric ranges, proved. Save on those
1084 YAMAHA 225 3- positraction, radio, with
microwaves, dis- high heating and coolunfurnished, S. 8th.
wheeler. Call 759-9211.
Adults. No pets. Lease
topper. All excellent h washers, re- ing bills. Call Sears 5
1985 200X 3-wheeler. 'condition, $2150. Call frigerators, etc. Earl 753-2310 for free
& deposit. Call 753-9208
11-X111 Messier 3-Way Surface Mount Speaker,
Lovett, 354-6956 or 753- estimate.
New, still under after 3:30p.m. 753-0770.
after 4 .m.
Woofer with
80 Watts Maximum Music Power.
435-4201
Call
5341.
warranty.
2"Midrange l'," Tweeter
/
den,
8.1
Oz. Ferrite Magnet. 21
duplex,
BR
2
1980 CJ7 JEEP Laredo.
JOINER'S Tree Serafter 5p.m.
4 Ohm Rated. Metallic Gray High Density Heat
kitchen. Call 753-9240.
vice. 30 years exBlack & silver with hard APPLIANCE
Resistant Enclosure with Black Mesh Grilles.
1985 -WHEELER 110 10p. Low miles, great SERVICE. Kenmore, perience. Also bucket
3 BR duplex, den, living
Westinghouse, truck for hire. Call
Honda. Call 435-4596.
room, kitchen, washer
condition. Can be seen
& dryer. Call 753-9240.
200 HONDA 3-wheeler. 1203 Payne St. or Call Whirlpool. 22 years 753-0366.
experience. Parts and
Excellent condition. 753-2387 after 5:30p.m.
1 or 2 BEDROOM apt.
CARPET
service. Bobby Hopper, LEE'S
Call 7 5 3 - 5 1 4 1
near downtown Murray.
73 C-65 CHEVY dump Bob's Appliance Ser- CLEANING. For all
7p.m.-9p.m.
Adults only. Call 753truck. Good shape. Call vice, 202 S. 5th St. your carpet & upholstWHEELER, black, 753-1537.
4109, 762-6650, 436-2844.
For a free
Business 753-4872, 436- ery cleaning.
$1325.
Yamaha,
225
x•
U.777
PURRISRETTai
estimate call 753-5827.
5848 (home).
Also, trailer to haul 3 53. Services Offered
2 BR, adults, no pets.
Satisfied references.
wheelers. Call 489-2365.
Zimmerman apts., S.
LICENSED Electrician
Limited Time Only
L&W ATV Service. 3
16th, 753-6809.
FARM
BAILEY'S
for residential and
• Carpet &
wheeler and dirt bike reNEAR University:
commercial. Heating
LUMBER
Phone 753-1474
pair. East Main Street.
bedroom apartment for
Upholstery-and air condition, gas
For all your
Call 753-9346
2-rent. Has large kitchen
P.O. Box 4tinstallation and repair.
Cleaning.
out building needs.
with dishwasher & disPhone 753-7203.
Chestnut
Services
&
48.
Auto
Tenth
759-1099
poser, large living
753-7217
"in, bath with tub &
Corner of Industrial Rd
RECONDITIONE15
Ky 42071
Murray,
Free Estimates.
shower, & washer &
batteries, guaranteed,
dryer hookup. Available
$15. Call 753-3711.
Oi MILANO OINTIO1 NO. 7 •.• CIOISTMLIT
January 1. $210.00 per
Cars
49.Used
mo., deposit required.
./11pt
- fry fti?
753-4560.
1965 VW Bug. Greaf
SLEEPING room for
condition. Best offer.
•
Free Estimates
rent. 1610 Farmer Ave.
Call 753-0594.
759-1983
Call between
53. Services Offered
1069 CORNET, $145.
53. Services Offered
36. For Rent or Lease
.m. 759-4952.
32. Apt: for Rent
Call 759-4608.
on
&
work
NEED
Interior
WILLIE'S
FOR lease, 5,000 sq. ft. 1971 GRADN Prix. ReTAKING applications
for
trees? Topping, prun- Exterior painting, 15
for Section 8. Rent FURNISHED room
commercial building. built motor, $600. Call
ing, shaping, complete years experience. For
from
block
1/2
girl,
Central heat & air, 753-5894.
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
the rugged Jeep C...) to the 5-peseenger tan*
FrOfil
paid.
removal and more. Call free estimates call beOf
Cherokee, Jeep has the world's largest seiection
BR. Apply Hilldale campus, utilities
large parking area, 1074 FORD Granada.
BOVER'S TREE fore 8a.m. or after
-Calloway Co.
4 X4 vehicles. Including 2, 3, 4, 5 end 6-paseenger
location. Call No rust, good condition.
Apts., Hardin, Ky. Murray
excellent
the
even
trudte
pickled
SERVICE for Pro12th St.
utilities, luxury %vegans,
E qual Housing Realty, 304 N.
753-2695 or 753-2557.
Jeep s
Call 753-0035 or 753-9850.
convertible Scrambler Pickup And all with
fessional tree care.
753-8146.
haul white rock.
no
Accept
Opportunity.
Steve Taylor
legendary durability and dependability
753-0338.
1975 CHEVROLET Imsand, lime, rip rap and
37. Livestock-Supplies
substitutes
&
rubber
ceilgood
specialist,
pala,
ODD Job
is now
missionary sand, coal,
sale, Weanling spare. New muffler &
ing fans, electrical. dirt, gravel, fill sand.
employed at
Arabian Filly. Ideal for brakes, all four wheels.
plumbing, fencing. You Call Roger Hudson,
Christmas present. Call Completely winterized,
I,
name it, I do it. You buy. I 753-4545 or 753-6763.
THORNTON'S
753-8146 or 753-8894.
excellent running coninstall. You break, I fix.
e211111111111P:r7
best
or
BODY SHOP
$650
dition.
486-2868.
Call
•
FRUIT
DRINKS
'PRESCRIPTIONS 'FRESH
38. Pets-Supplies
reasonable offer. Call
Coldwater Rd
2112
SALE
AND
RENT
FOR
SUPPLIES
'HOSPITAL
MONTH old full 762-4798.
•
753-1596
by
blooded Beagle puppies
, 13W7
Ins FORD LTD'LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
S
Excellent hunting dogs. Call 247-0744 after 5p.m.
III Carte, Phototp.n,l,,
•HOLLISTER OSTOMT PRODUCTS
a
Call 753-7459 after 5p.m.
400 S. 4th
753 8298
1976 THUNDERBIRD
56. Free Column
AKC Registered Ger- special edition, Lincoln.
Frew Delivery on Prescriptions in City Limits
CARTER STill),r
753-1396
FREE to a good home, 9
man Shepards from Equipment, two-tone
=
Open
month old. female,
show & working par- leather interior, factory
p.m.
Siberian Husky. Call
a.m.-5
9
ents. $300, free ob- two tone special paint
Orrelia•
489-2556 after 5p.m.
edience classes with and new Michelin
Plumbing,
Alterations, taylor• ROOFING,
woos
vow
each pup. Call 436-2858.
radials. Exceptionally
Siding, Additions,
repair.
&
57 .Wanted
ing
is Yrs.
'a.
ogs. Brittiany,. nice car, 74,000 miles.
Painting, General CarSpecializing in narmale & female, 2 years One owner, $3150. Call
WOOD, any type, up to
pentry. P.A. Molony Co
•g.
old, Male & Female, 4 753-0337 after 5p.m.
5' long & 12" diameter. 4
753 - 8628 . Free
rowing lapels.
months old, $50 a pair. 1978 LINCOLN Town
mi. S. of Murray on 641,
Estimates.
Call 436-5834.
753-9251.
car, last year for large
SEWING Machine ReC.F.A. registered model, loaded, settling
pair. All makes and
Himalayan kitten, 5 estate. $5000 or best
models. Industrial,
mos. old. Flame-point, offer. Call 753-1914 or
home and commercial.
Save $700
declawed, all shots, after 5 .m 753-2649.
38 yrs. experience. All
wormed, $100. Call 753- 198
CHRYSLER
work guaranteed. Ken9463.
neth Barnhill, 753-2674.
Newport, very good
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
Stella, KY.
CHIHUAHUAS, AKC, condition. Air & new
8,1 CUSTOM WOODWORKING
Call
J&J
miles.
hair.
&
52,300
short/long
Plumbing
tires,
SHOLA
".• Iptpt
208 Main St. 753-4834
•
Kennels, 901-782-3288.
759-1721 after 5p.m.
Electric. Call 437-4740.
•
310 CR
DOG house for sale 1980 DA
SOLID WOOD CABINETS S•
(hardly used), M. Call 4-speed. A steel at $2450.
Irrigatiori-Resideritiel
RAISED PANEL DOORS•
Call 759-1801.
753-5683.
Bach • Oak • Walnut • Cherry
CAMPBELL WELL
• BOOKCASES
or 1984 CUTLASS Supreme
•
MANTLES
GUNCASES
DRILLING
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
boarding. Reserve now Brougham, very sharp,
McKenzie, In.
• CUSTOM MALT FUrialiTuRE S FURNITURE REF/MASHING
for Christmas holidays. loaded. Call 753-5905 or
CaN Collect:
COMPETITIVII MRCSS Onkp y & Sao Ow Diepisy
All inside runs private, 753-1596.
•
901-352-3871 or
heated, & covered. Save
79 TRANS Am. White901-352-5704
753-5940•
* 1212 Main Murray, Ky.
money on holiday gold, T-tops, loaded
Free Estimates
•0_9 g *9 sob
•
•
•
•**•41•
•
•
*0•
specials- $150 for 7 days with extras, 54,000 mi.
boarding and obedience Excellent condition.
STUMPS removed
training, 436-2858.
mechanically, up to 12"
Call 489-2715 ask for
below the ground. Call
MEE,-half Old English Kelly.
753-0211.
Sheepdog puppies, 9 '83 UICK Regal & 79
males, and 1 female. Datsun 280ZX. Priced to
TITWEATTS Alternaafte
759-4
mnr
Call
tor, Generator & Starter
sell. Ask for Greg,
500-502 Broad Street
Valley Ken- 753-7861 or 7534729.
Service (rebuilt & repaired). Route 81, Alm°,
nels now has only one CHRISTMAS special:
'CHARMS
KY, 42020. Shop
phone number for AKC '79 Monte Carlo, nice
(502)753-8742.
Pomeranian stud ser- clean car, many extras,
\AI
*WATCHES
vice and boarding for $2525. Also, 1981
WET BASEMENT? We
•BRACLETS
your dogs & cats. Book Camaro, extra nice.
make wet basements
Perfect for work, play
early for holidays. Call Other good used cars.
dry. Work completely
'DIAMONDS
Of dress! What's
486-2377.
guaranteed. Call or
Rick's Vinyl Roofs. For
more, it makes the
*COINS
write Morgan Coninformation call 753RED Setter puppies,
struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
weeks old. Hunting or 9872.
perfect gift too!
*SILVER
409A, Paducah, Ky.
Christpets, $25. Call 753-7583.
Bulova Quartz mcde4s
42001 or call 1-442-7096.
Sunday, December 16, 2:00 PM
'GIFTS
mas gift. 1988 Chrysler
give you day and date
41. Public Sales
La Baron convertible,
display with accuracy
to 4:00 PM. Come see this
mark ctoss leather
to within 60 seconds a
interior, ac, windows,
beautifully redecorated older
year. Have a great
seats, ps, pb, am-fm
with additional smaller rentime
home
the
all
time,
cassette, tan. Financing
with Bulova.
HOURS:
available. Call 753-9240.
home. Offers charm plus contal
VW Bug, rebuilt, good
A Do• old do• Sannan can aid
Mon.-Fri. 9-9
'Wan haat slaraks NM
venient liveabl
Rain or Shins
shape. Call 753•6472
tes-Crysiaw steel
Sun. 1-6
Fri. & Sat.- -- after 4p.m.
S.010,001 0000 Mir FM6101 lo
301tOMVICW4IraWA))0a
1

•

I

I

workshop,
759-4588
I

3 .r.
partially
ust see.
oon, 2
mobile
753-6 4 20

,
A'
kitchen. 2
-ntral hea
:sher, reith ice
• rpinned,
or un753-9644.
s for Rent
trailer,
.1. $125 a
-8254.
Filer a
111 sublett
Call Jack
753-5209
cDonald
rnishe.,
Shady
-nt. I s
753-9104.
• Cooling
erosene
:TU's for
eek. Call
d Year,
g stove,
excellent
All ac.ed. Best
'entals
if sq. ft.
, uilding.
Sunbury
489-2761

34

Houses for

Rent

PORTABLE SPA WITH

%

INTEGRATED POWER

We have
Bird Crystal
for Christmas
24% Lead
Crystal
A Large Number
of other gifts
V2 Price.

Airway/Atlantic 6200
Finemark Attache

5
s
S
s

SYSTEM

PrNcE

''S

10% Off Til
Christmas

Bel-Air Decor

See it On Display Now
Jacuzzi Espree Spa

Be! Air Shopping Center
753-3642

g

ea.

Murray Supply

Twin Lakes
iikwavrwr)vralirmii)!

ileK4OtNIIRC4tatAltNigtNdlil

Stubblefield !CD
Electric

Gift Selections Of !I
Accessories

PIONEER%

3

759-4899

Lamps
Furniture

%

Gift ideas for the
whole family
Come in now and make
your selections early.

4'/i "

Reg. $149.95

$9995

Enix
Interiors

1111041WYMONIWAW411t

WE NAVE A JEEP
MI YOUR WI.

BAILEY
CARPET
CLEANING

Sunset Boulevard Music

winqatmaw4wlawcht

your

759-1867.
61

roR

WALLIS DRUG

Kim Long
Taylor Shop

.•••• .41.1

•••

Only In a Jeep

Cains
AMC

_47=1,11 $1,495.00

•
fe
Oki

Thurman's Furniture

=MI

SU LOVA

n IceM.7
rac-7,&-MIT-

Custom Jewelry

*GOLD CHAINS*

The
watch
you
wear
around
the
clock

•

KOPPERUD REALTY
OPEN HOUSE

rXCELLENT

6Ezi

11 a.m.-5 p.m.
405 Sycamore
New tools. toys
(new & used),
bells,
dolls,
4
1
/
0LYMP1C PLAZA, MURRAY) Christmas Gifts,
antiques.

753-7113

ROOFING!

YARD
SALE

50

Used Trucks

1988 P6R15S.W

3 klwasokem Mean car and
Vicar Sna dal HIS SI

koa

condition. Call 753-6681.
'76 CHEVY Van, runs
good, $1000. '74 Ford
Van, runs good, $500.
Days 753-5311, Nights
753-8766.

Lindsey's 753-1648

15 Years
Experience
References
Free Estimates

436-2999
mismor
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Churches list Sunday services

Community events...

First Presbyterian
Various churches in
Wyatt and Brian Sire's
Sunday, Dec. 16
the city and county have
TheFirst will sing
solos. At the 6
announced services and Presbyterian Church p.m. service
from
2 to 4 p.m.
qe „adult
meetings for Sunday, will present its Choir will priient
————
the
Christmas Cantata at music, "He
Dec. 16, as follows:
Mr. and Mrs. Rudy
Started the
the 10:45 a.m. service. Whole World Singing
————
Brawner will be
."
The Rev. Thomas
Seventh and Poplar
honored on 50th anniverFirst Methodist
John Dale, minister. Schellingerhout, pastor,
Dr. Walter E. sary with a reception
will speak about "Stepp- will speak about Mischke, Jr.,
minister, from 2 to 4 p.m. at New
ing Stones or Stumbling "Joseph, Too" with will speak about
"The Concord Church of
Blocks?" with scripture scripture from Luke Spoken Word"
with Christ.
from Psalm 91:11.12 at 2:4a. The Church Choir scripture from
————
Isaiah
8:30 and 10:40 a.m. ser- will be directed by 61:1, 2 and
"Scrooge" will be
10 at the
vices and about "Mar- Daniel Craig with Cyn- 10:50 a.m. service
at the presented at 2 p.m. by
riage, Divorce, thia Scribner as First United
Methodist Community Theatre at
Forgiveness and Recon- organist. A potluck Church
Playhouse in Murray .
ciliation" with scripture lunch will follow the
The Chancel Choir Calloway County Park.
from Matthew 19:3-9 at service.
————
will present the
6 p.m. service at
Goshen Methodist
Musical, "Psalty's
Christmas Canata,
The Rev. Don "Down
Seventh and Poplar
Drom His Christmas Calamity,"
Church of Christ.
Faulkner, pastor, will Glory,
" with Paul will be presented by
speak at the 11 a.m. and Shahan, director
Hazel Baptist
; Bea Children's Choir of Elm
The Rev. James 6:30 p.m. services at the Farrell, organist;
Kay Grove Baptist Church at
Garland, pastor, will Goshen United Gardner Bates
and Lar- 6:45 p.m.
speak at the 11 a.m. and Methodist Church. He ne Clark, soloists
————
; Con6:30 p.m. services at the will be assisted by Ron- nie Ottway, Irma
Freedo
m Singers will
ColHazel Baptist Church. nie Hutson. The Choir, lins, Donna Story
and sing at 1:30 p.m. at
Gene Orr Miller will directed by Charles Pro- Neale Mason,
String Palestine United
direct the music with ffitt, will sing "Joy To Quartet; and
the Mur- Methodist Church.
Gwyn Key and Oneida The World."
————
ray State Brass
White as accompanists.
Russell's Chapel
Open house will be
Ensemble.
The Rev. Marvin L.
The Ladies Choir will
from 2 to 4 p.m. with
Memorial Baptist
sing "Allelu, Sing Napier, pastor, will
The Rev. Jim Sim- Joyce and Manley NunAlleluia" at the morning speak about "The First mons, interim
pastor, nally in charge at the
hour. A duet, Christmas Worship Ser- will speak
abut "The Oaks Country Club.
"Christmas Prayer," vice" with scripture Peace of Christ
mas" at
will be sung by Denise from Luke 1:1-16 at the the
Annual Christmas
10:50 a.m. service at
Lassiter and Oneida 9:45 a.m. service at the Memor
ial Baptist party for children of
White. The Youth Choir Russell's Chapel United Church
. Roy Gresham, members of the Murray
will sing at the evening Methodist Church.
deacon of the week, and Moose Lodge will start
syrvice.
Palestine Methodist
Wayne Cathey will at 1:30 p.m. at lodge
The Palestine United assist.
- Grace Baptist
hall.
The Rev. R.J. Burpoe, Methodist Church will
————
pastor, will speak at the conclude its celebration
Murray State Racer
First Baptist
10:50 a.m. and 5:30 p.m. of the Bicentennial of
Dr. Greg Earwood, basketball team will
services at the Grace Methodism with the pastor, will speak at
the play Lewis University
Baptist Church. Leland pastor, the Rev. Marvin 10:45 a.m. service at
the at 7:30 p.m. at Racer
Peeler will direct the L. Napier, to speak
First Baptist Church. Arena. Admission will
Church Choir as about "The First The Rev. G.T. Moody, be 45 for adults and $4
members sing Christmas Worship Ser- associate pastor,
and for students.
"Beautiful Star of vice" at the 11 a.m. ser- Mancil Vinson, deacon
————
Bethlehem" with vice.
"A Christmas
of the week, will assist.
Dwane Jones and Anita
Westside Baptist
Music will be by the Medley" will be
Smith as accompanists
The Rev. Don Adult Bell Choir and presented at 6 and 7
at the morning hour.
Farmer, pastor, will Adult Choir with Wayne p.m. at Golden Pond
Sinking Spring
speak at the 9 and 10:50 Halley, minister of Visitor Center, Land
The Rev. Eddie a.m. service at the music, as director
and Between the Lakes. For
Young, pastor, will Westside Baptist Allene Knight and
Joan reservations call
speak about "The Church. Tommy Scott Bowker as
accom- 1-924-5602, extension 295.
Anunication" with will direct the music. panists. The 7 p.m.
————
serscripture from Luke AccomPanists will be vice will feature
"Scrooge" will be
"A
1:26-38 at the 11 a.m. Susan Blake and Kathy Concert of
Christmas presented by Communiservice and about Ligon at 9 a.m. and Music."
ty Theatre at 8 p.m. in
"God's Finished Susie Scott and Patsy
Playhouse in MurrayEpiscopal
Mystery" with scripture Neale at 10:50 a.m.
Fr. David Robinson, Calloway County Park.
from Revelation 10:1-7 Patricia Bailey will sing vicar, will conduct
————
serSpecial "Old Fashionat the 7 p.m. service at a solo at the early ser- vices at 8 and
10:30 a.m.
ed Christmas" will be at
the Sinking Spring Bap- vice. At the second mor- at the St.
John's
tist Church.
ning service Cindy Episcopal Church. 6 p.m. at Coldwater
United Methodist

(Cont'd from page 6)

Sunday, Dec. 18
Church.
————
Members of Hazel
Woman's Club will be at
Wal-Mart entrance to
wrap Christmas gifts
————
A Madrigal Dinner
will be at 1:30 p.m. in
Pogue Library, Murray
State University. For
reservations call
762-4288.
————
AA will meet at 4 p.m.
at American Legion
Hall, South Sixth and
Maple Streets.
————
Sanctuary Choir of
Memorial Baptist
Church will present a
musical-drama at 7

Sunday, Dec. 16

Acteens of First Baptist Church will meet at
4 p.m. in Fellowship
Hall of church.
————
Adult Choir and Adult
Bell Choir of First Baptist Church will present
"A Concert of
Christmas Music" at 7
p.m.
————
Sanctuary Choir of
Memorial Baptist
Church will present a
musical-drama at 7
p.m. at the church.
————
The Chancel Choir of
First United Methodist
Church will present a

Sunday, Dec. 16
Christmas cantata,
"Down From His
Glory," at 10:50 a.m. at
the church.
————
Round and square
dancing will be from
7:30 to 11 p.m. with
music by Sharecropper
at Lynn Grove Roller
Rink.
Monday,Dec. 17
Penny Homemakers
Club will meet at 11 a.m.
with Violet Johnson.
————
Murray Lodge No. 105
Free and Accepted
Masons will meet at 7:30
p.m. at lodge hall.
————
Hazel and Douglas

Monday,Dec. 17
Centers will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
for activities by senior
citizens
District
- 17 Unit 1 of
Licensed Practical
Nurses will meet at 7
p.m. at Western Sizzlin
Restaurant.
————
Baptist Women of
Northside Baptist
Church will meet at 7
p.m. at the church.
————
Murray State Racers
will meet Kentucky
State in a basketball
game at 7:30 p.m. in
Racer Arena. Admission is $5 for adults and
$4 for students.

holiday adventure
Papasan chair of strong. walnutstained rattan. 46" dia frame Handcrafted Victoria Golden rat tin chests from Philippine burl king chair rises
China
Cushion included
54" tall . Cushion sold
white wicker chair.
separatel

'14888

$7888

The Continuing Adventure

$9888

$4488

Pier 1 imports—
BEL AIR CENTER
MURRAY

9:00-8:00 M-F
9:00-6:00 Sat.
1:00-5:00 Sun.

111

Christmas Package of Values
With GMC From TTB
GMC-A TRUCK YOU CAN LIVE WITH

1985 GMC Pickup, short bed,
V-8,
p.s., p.b.. A/C, loaded.
$11,600.00 ,

1985 GMC Van, with Gerwin conversion A/T, V-8, p.s., electric
windows & doors locks.
$21,750.00

1985 GMC Pickup, V-8, A/T, p.s.,
p.b. tilt wheel, loaded.
$11,600.00

1985 GMC 5-15,long bed, V-6, p.s.,
A/C, A/T, 1,500 lb. payload.
$10,400.00

1985 t
an w/ tarcraft Conversion V-8, A/T, p.s., p.b., tilt
wheel, loaded.
$22,000.00

1985 GMC 70, V8 366 5&2, 9,000
front, 17,500 rear frame reinforcement 9.00x20 tires.
$19,000.00

1985 GMC Pickup 4x4, V-8, A/T,
p.s., p.b., loaded.
$13,000.00

1984 GMC Pickup,6 cyl., 3 speed
trans., p.s.
$8,900.00

1984 GMC Pickup, V8, A/T, p.s.
$8,000.00

USED CARS & TRUCKS
•

1980 Ford ('onversion Van, F150,
V-8. A/T, air, lots of equipment.
$9,250.00

1979 Chrysler 4 Dub,' Newport, tilt
wheel, p.s., p.b.. A/C.
$2,800

•
1874 Buick,4 door, V-8, p.s., p.b.,
A/C, clean car.
$765.00

1974 Ford F-350 Camper
Special V-8, A/T, p.s., A/C.
$1,750.00

1977 Ford F-350, w/12' van, V-8,
A/T, p.s., gas or propane, clean
$3,500.00

GMC-COMPANY DRIVEN VEHICLES
•
•
•

1985 GMC Pickup, p.s., V-8, A/T,
p h.. tilt, power windows & locks,
demo.Sla,4057017
$11,500.00

1984 GMC Pickup Demo,
V-8, A/T, p.s.. tilt, dual
tanks, loaded ...$144400
$10,300.00

1984 GMC S-15 Jimmy 4x4, V-6,
A/T, p.s. $1445570117
$11,500.00

1984 GMC Van w/Starcraft Conversion Demo, A/T, V-8, p.s.. tilt
wheel. $24/090.1Kr
$17,500.00

Kenny Chadwkk—Jack roley—Den Nix—Don McCord—James Harmon
753-1372

•

•
•
T.

1984 GMC Van w/Gerwm conversion lease van V-8, p.s.. A/T, tilt
whee 1 Ul.44M
$13,500.00

1985 GMC 8-15 Jimmy, V-6, A/T,
p.s., A/C. tilt wheel. loaded
$1,4760enyT $14,000.00

3 Miles South U.S. 641

Murray, Kentucky

"Drive A Little—Save A Lot"
OMC-IN Trecks-Tralkorebile & 1111svess T

Wreckers-Ward Meow
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Christmas
Traditions.• •
Holly wreath hung,
Carols sweetly sung,
Snowflakes softly falling,
Friends and family calling,
May all this and more be yours this
special season.
Happy holidays,

wr-gr Bank of Murray
ilrA I "THE FRIENDLY BANK"
Member FDIC

.I"
_
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by his vMit to the Holy Land. Phillips Brooks wrote this

hymn for his Sunday School Class in 1868. He was rector of the
Church of the Holy Tr;nity in Philadelphia at the time and asked the
organist, Lewis Redner to set it to music. Redner says the melody
came to him in a dream on Christmas Eve and that he barely had time
to finish the music for the services the next day.

Lewis H. Redner

Phillips Brooks
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The words Whas Child Is Thu are sung to the old English tune
"Greensleeves
.
".which was popular before the tinr of Queen
Elizabeth. It was one of the best-liked tunes of its day and
Shakespeare mentions it twice in -The Merry Wises Of Windsor."
The present words about the Christ Child were written by William C.
Dix during the reign of Queen Victoria.
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Traditional English Melody
Harmonized by Sir John Stainer

Words traditinnal
Traditional English Tune,"Greensleeves"
Harmonised by Sir John Stainer
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"There are no bells in all the world
so sweet as sleigh bells over snow.
The horses arch their necks to hear
that pretty music as they go."
—Elizabeth Coatsworth

Season's Greetings

May its glow begin with
you and radiate from loved
one to loved one, filling your
home with happiness this Christmastime
and all year long.
Best Wishes from

ARTCRAFT
PHOTOGRAPHY

(-,4111711:

'

We would like to thank our
friends and patrons for making us #1
again in new car registration for
Murray and Calloway County.
From our family to your family...
warmest wishes for a joyous Christmas
and a very prosperous New Year.

"Satisfied Customers Are Our Main Concern"
1406 West Main Street, Murray, Kentucky
753-5315
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Scented
Foam Bath
Crystals

*Spice Jar Container
*Assorted Scents
•Rpg. 2.96

Lite-A-Lip
'Light up lipstick case
•With true image view mirror
*Holds standard size lipstick
'Reg. 2.76

2

Womans "Holiday Eyes'
Gift Set by Jordache
•.5 Oz. Spary cologne
'Eye shadow palette and applicator
with six shades 'Reg. 8.48

Sport Gift Set
by Blue Stratos
•1% Oz. cologne

Lotion
•14 Oz.
*Country store
pitcher container
•Reg. 2.78

•2.5 Oz. stock deodorant
•Sport wallet 'Reg. 9.96

Bath Set
•Perfumed shell design guest soaps
•Bath oil pearls •Reg. 2.94

Hwy.641 N. Mom.-Smt. 9-10 Sun. Noon-6 Solo Ends Wod. 12-19-84
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Subscribe To The Murray Ledger & Times Or Give
It As A Gift.
One Year
One Year
Out of State
Mail Subscription
Mail Subscription

'2950

'4750

Send Check To The Murray Ledger
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, Ky., 42071
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5408 N.
753% 12th
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'Hillbilly Barn
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Mirrray Ledger & Times
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Holiday Fruit Baskets!
A Great Last Minute Gift Idea!
lowwnAnvrmsr)vom)vrook)wvrAnsli

Merry Christmas From Movie World!
Movie World Has Over 1400 Movies
In Stock, And Carries A Full Line Of
Both VHS and Beta Movies.
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We Have VCR's
Starting At

"
We Service
What We Seir

$390100
‘11
& Up

.01

%

753-7670
Dixieland
Shopping
Center
Murray

•
Sales & Rental

4' Free Lifetime
Membership
With Purchase
Of Any VCR
(A $49.95 Value)
And Now
211 S. 6th Mayfield
247-8308
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Capture The Beauty Of Your Children
With A Portrait You Will Cherish Forever

ehristmas...
symbol of joy and hope
UNCLE
JEFF'S
DISCOUNT
PHARMACY

Walter Mehr
Pharmacist-Owner
Store 753-7688

Home 759-4703
After Hours
IMMO Ell MI MI MB III MI III In IIIN MI OM MI IIIII

14(

*1

*,
*i
*.•
*1

12 Exposure $1.99
15 Exposure $2.49 20 or 24 Exposure $3.99
36 Exposure $5.99

1

.4(

216 E. NORTH ST. 247-1851 MAYFIELD. KY

la MI OM MI MI

CHRISTMAS DAY
FILM DEVELOPING SPECIAL

PHOTOGRAPHER: DAVID CELAYA

WELLS STUD!

11;111.1.•

•fr• SUPER SAVINGS!

0111111,*
Give These As A Gift Or Keep
Them For Yourself

Hwy. 641

111(
41E

*:
*111

Otter good from 110, 126, 135 and Disc color print C-41 orders tor regular ponts

*1

Dow not inct);0* CustoMat 15 MOrk 15 totetgn him a otoonstng ty# Kodak

*I

X

coupon must occomoony otaw

This Offor Avaliablo Doc. 15 Thro ion. 4

*****
**
*
NI in MI ON MI 11. NI I.1.1

*
** *
**
On MN IMO Min
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Selling jewelry doesn't
make you a jeweler.
At Hillmark,
we know the difference.
We Offer:
Expert Jewelry
Repair Service
Custom
Design

;L /

Large
Selection f.
Loose
Diamonds
Expert
Engraving

K,..-Af%

We Offer:
3 Full Time
Jewelers With
••••
„59 Years Total
Experience
Expert
Watch
Repair
'10‘
Easy Terms
Available or
- 90 Days Same
As Cash.

INTEREST FREE LAYAWAY
We Guarantee All Work

HILLMAN JEWELERS
326 BROADWAY,DOWNTOWN PADUCAH
314 MAIN ST., DOWNTOWN MURRAY,KY.

Guoranteed Best Prices And Service In Paducah, Murray

HAPPY HOLIDAYS
From Tom & Yvonne Key & their Staff
To One And All
•
MURRAY
0111111K PLAZA • - PION 753-0542
rata MONDAY EMU SATURDAY)
NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY!!!
OWNED AND OPERATED IlY

TOM Si YVONNE KEY
The original family balreatters.

*.

*
* *I
im im

VISIT SOMA

I
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Wishing you
candy-drop days and
sugar-plum nights;
All the things that make
Christmas extra bright!
Merry Christmas and a
Jolly New Year!

11111111111111111111111111.111110111014111
Keep your warm summer look
throughout Christmas!

Now through the end
of December come in and get
a 30-minute session for $4
in our Suntanna Tanning bed.
We'll take care of your beauty needs from head to toe.
So call us soon and feel good all over.

tieletivEs
Dixieland Center

Murray

753-0882

Season's
Greeting
from

MURRAY
CABLEVISION
Bel Air Center

Vic
Bu.rnette
Ronnie
Cindy
Betty
Debbie
Lochie
Tammy

Tressa
Judy ,
Alan
Joey
Jerry
Mark
Rick
Max

Joe Ed

Deanna

Brenda

Carr

Carolyn

a
ftl
iCharles

Jo Ann

jump..

, Pam

OUT OF BED
HIT THE SHOWER
BRUSH THEIRTEETH
FIX BREAKFAST
PACK LUNCHES
KISS THE KIDS
HITTHE ROAD
PARK THE CAR
PUNCH THE CLOCK
(with a Smile)
and

OPEN THE 000

Joanne

Penny

Marita

Frank

Just hopin9
yodl
l come In..
So we can wish you a
Merry Christmas!
Because We Care

PEOPLES ,BANK

cs,
fre

MURRAY

Ruby

KY.

Cathy

We're hoping the
holiday brings you all
the joys of the season,
shared with friends
and loved ones...today
and always! Thank you
all for your loyal
patronage!

506 N 12th Murray, Kv Olympic Plaza 753 2380
EVERYDAY LOA PRICE PRESCRIPTION SERVICE

